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FIRE SAFElX TIPS
ke detector at hP:ffili~bedrooms and hallways;
tis renting, th¢ii ;ijdlord is required to provide
smoke detectors by:J~w-·'ijii}i -.❖
••

Once an alarm goes
orderly fashion.
'

f,

ofil i~al~il!i!D.ftJ?,_uilding in a calm,
1

1

Stay out until buildigg:!~!11,tar~g~
Never use elevator }?': ·•: :
._/
Be aware of exit sf
Know evacuation 1rjjut~$.~P.!P.{t.:fii/B6's ted in every floor.
If in a smoke filled
ll~~r-~ut.
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SHS
needs
blood

Missy Mata
Staff

Today is the last day to donaLe
blood from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
LRC lobby. As of press time, more
than 50 units of blood were collected by Student Health Services
for the Valley's blood supply.
Anyone interested is urged to eat
a complete meal before donating
and must weigh at least 110 pounds.
Donors also must wait at least eight
weeks or more between blood donations and not have had hepatitis
from age 11 or older.
A mini-physical will be administered to donors .to check blood
pressure, pulse, temperature and
iron level. Potential donors will be
asked to fill out a questionnaire.
"A total of 110 units were collected last semester," Sandra
Hofland, Community Relations Representative, said. "We're hoping to
match this amount and maybe colkct more units if possible."
"The amount of blood supply
throughout the nation went into an

Admissions committee
approves standards
effective in 1995-96
Andres EsquivelJr.
Copy Editor

The admissions committee agreed
Wednesday on a final draft of a
proposal on admission standards
projected to take effect in 1995-96.
Although the draft includes an automatic entry for students with high
ACT scores, entrance standards are
basically open according to an evaluation formula.
Committee members discussed
outside forces which must be observed because they may have an
effect on this proposal, they said.
Members mentioned a junior college which seems to be in the works
The Pan American/Gabriela Lorenzo
in McAllen, and a TEA regulation
Theresa Trevino, medical technology junior from Edinburg, expresses nervous laughter as she which will require tougher standonates blood Tuesday in the LRC. The blood drive, sponsored by Student Health Services, ends dards for students graduating from
high schools.
today.
A junior college would be beneficial
because it could help lighten
emergency situation the first week donating blood can help three lives minutes, and you never know who's
the
population
on this campus, a
life you will be saving. It might be
of January," Hofland added. "At with each blood donation."
member
said.
yours or the life of a loved one."
least 41 percent of the Valley blood
The committee's rough draft made
Potential donors need not fear
She
explained
it
is
perfectly
natusupply had to be imported from
some
of the following points:
ral to have a fear of needles, espe- contracting the HIV virus or any
other centers.
• Entering freshmen should
"That's why it is so important that cially first time donors.
have a minimum 21 basic units from
"It's really easy to give blood," '
everyone gets out there and dohigh school which include but are
See Blood p. 3
nates blood," she said. "A person she said. "It only takes a few

Student predicts 'growing pains'
Leticia Cavazos
Staff

Students can expect "growing
pains" if the registration recommendations proposed by the registration task force are approved by
the president and the Office of
Academic Affairs next month.
At this moment, the task force
awaits recommendations from the
Office of Academic Affairs,
President's Council, Dean's Council, Faculty Senate and SGA. Suggestions will be considered and
final recommendations will be made
to VPAA and President Nevarez by
the end of the month. It will be up
to them to decide what portions of
the recommendations are implemented.
If implemented "there's going to
be a lot of growing pains," Joe
Martinez, ChiefJustice and the only
student in the task force, said. "Students aren't going to like it at first."
The possible recommendations

Preliminary recommendations proposed

by the Registration Task Force*
•The registration process beginning with mandatory advisement should not begin before Spring
Break for the summer and fall registration period or
before mid-fall semester for spring registration.
•All registration adds/drops should be completed
before the first day of class. The task force recommends that no student-inititated registration or adds
be permitted after the last day of registration (the
Friday before the first day of class.)
•Deadlines provide sufficient time for the computer center to begin processing.
will begin for summer and fall registration if implemented. Although
registration for summer and fall
happens simultaneously, they will
be considered different processes.
For example, after Summer I registration ends, registration for Summer II will continue, and fall registration continues after Summer II
registration ends. The time in be-

•Arena registration is eliminated except for students accepted late to the university or for other
reasons authorized by Admissions and Records.
• Departments retain the authority to initiate adds
from the first through the 12th class day to accommodate students with scheduling problems, such as
department-canceled courses or meeting times that
have been moved.

-The task force awaits further suggestions from
several groups to finalize recommendations.

tween will give students a chance to
assess their place in the course and
give them time to add/drop through
the ASSIST system, Dr. David
Sturges, task force chairman and
associate professor from the School
of Business Administration, said.
There will be no need for them to
attend arena registration.
Final recommendations were to

be adopted by May, but the task
force felt it was best to incorporate
the plan for this summer and fall.
"We're realistic enough to know
it's going to take time for everyone
to get used to it," Sturges said.
·Sturges explained that one reason for moving the proposal deadline forward ·w ould be to implement it in Spring 1993, giving stu-

dents and faculty almost a year to
become acquainted with the new
process before the state begins its
regular base year.
The regular base year starts in the
summer of even-numbered years.
At that time, the state legislature
determines school funds, and the
new process "might adversely affect the enrollment numbers,"
Sturges said.
This is possible because the add/
drop process will be implemented
through ASSIST only. Adds will no
longer be allowed during the first
week of classes.
The telephone ASSIST voice mail
will include an additional message
informing students that no bill or
invoice will be mailed. They must
contact Payment and Collections to
pay their tuition or they will be
dropped from their classes.
After recommendations have been
made to the president, the committee will continue to overlook the
registration process.

not limited to: four units in English,
three units in math (including Algebra) and two units in history.
• Entering freshmen need to
submit an ACT score and high school
transcript; foreign students will also
be required to take the ACT in
addition to the TOEFL.
• A score of 21 or higher on the
ACT, or a student graduating in the
top quarter of his class will be an
"automatic admission." A student
can meet either requirement, but
does necessarily have to meet both.
•Students falling below thes
standards will go through a ne "
process of rating students which
was not clear at press time-no
severe limitation on incoming freshmen.
The committee emphasized that
though this proposal still left the
admissions policy open, it was possible that beyond the 1995-96 time
frame, the policy could be changed
to have an ACT cut-off point.
Other topics related to admissions discus.sect .included a retention policy to be included in the
campus catalog, and a possibility of
revising the orientation process.

Financial Aid
Disbursement
Feb. 10
Social Security Numbers
000-459
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Feb. 11
Social Security Numbers
460-999
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Night students can pick up
their checks
6 to 7 p.m Feb. 11.

Pick up checks at
Payment
& Collections,
ss 115.
Students must have a validated I.D. to receive the
check.
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Devastating risks outweigh benefits with marijuana
ot," "grass," "weed," "Mary Jane,"
"smoke."
These are just some of the many
names by which this ancient drug
is known.
The drug is, of course, marijuana, which
comes from the hemp plant, cannibas
sativa. There are more than 400 known
chemicals within this plant, many of which
are also found in other plants.
However, more than 6o of these chemicals, called cannabinoids, are found only
in the cannabis plant. One of these cannabinoids is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(also referred to as delta-9-THC or THC).
It is this THC that provides the major
psychoactive effects found when mari-

P

juana is used.
The high from this chemical (THC) is
what produces the euphoria, the anxiety,
the giggles, etc., that one associates with
smoking marijuana. Once THC reaches
the liver, it is partially metabolized into a
psychoactive compound called 11-hydroxy-THC. The THC in the liver is further broken down into over 20 other
compounds as the body works to rid itself
of the drug.
Marijuana is either smoked alone (or at
times mixed with tobacco) or ingested.
Smoke, being an aerosol, consists of tiny
particles suspended in a mixture of water
vapor and gases such as carbon monoxide. The particles form the solid residue

ADAP Says
Deborah Sullivan
ADAP Director
known as tar.
According to the Addiction Research
Foundation, cannabis produces 50 percent more tar than the same weight of a
strong tobacco.
joint is usually smoked down to leave
as small a butt as possible, therefore, the
foundation has found that twice as much
tar is entering the body as what would
be found if the joint had been smoked
in the same manner as an ordinary
cigarette.

In addition, tar contains mor!':! than 150
complex hydrocarbons, including carcinogens (cancer-producing agents). These
carcinogens are 70 percent higher in
marijuana than in the same weight of
tobacco tar. That means one marijuana
joint leaves more than five times the
amount of carcinogens in the lungs as
does one cigarette.
he THC in a joint is further absorbed by
many other organs and tissues and broken down into these chemical compounds (metabolites). These compounds
can stay in the body for a month or
longer before they are completely eliminated.
A long-time marijuana user or a heavy

marijuana user runs a great risk of cancers, memory impairment, or of developing amotivational syndrome (loss of drive
for achievement). Aside from the obvious
physical harm that marijuana can cause
the body, it is illegal in all states.
Meanwhile, there is some research that
suggests marijuana may be of benefit to
cancer and glaucoma patients.
However, one must weigh the risks
against the benefits.
he bottom line is that marijuana
may seem harmless, but it can
produce devastating long-lasting
consequences. If you want help
or just more information about this
drug, call 381-2260 or stop by UC 303.

T
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Sun Belt Conference:
the spit stops here

s

Sthhhufferin' sthucatashhhh!
A new Sun Belt Conference regulation forbids baseball
pJa yers from using tobacco within spitting distance of the
field. The tobacco ban was passed in January because conference administrators say they want to look out for the health of
players, but this doesn't wash.
'1n baseball, when a runner slides to a base, there's sharp metal
things under his shoes called spikes. If the player covering the base
doesn't move fast enough, he's got sharp metal things in his leg.
That's detrimental to one's health.
Aim is also of utmost importance in this game, especially where the
pitcher is concerned. The pitcher is the guy who can throw the ball
real hard, and there is a baseball term that explains what happens
when the pitcher hits a batter-beaned. This too can be detrimental
to one's health.
In no way does The Pan American want to imply the tobacco ban
is not addressing a health hazard. Prolonged use of tobacco chewing
rots away the lower lip, and it makes a noticeable difference in one's
tlreath. The Pan American simply points out the ethical dilemma
•t
,,
cbnference officials may have overlooked.
If no one is hurt by this habit other than the players, why deny
players their Copenhagen? (There is no second-hand smoke to pass
on, either.)
Furthermore, passing a health regulation effective only when athletes are on the field is not very useful. Once baseball players step
out of that stadium, they are students and can spit down a straw and
into as many 16 ounce bottles as they can get their hands on.
This ban is nothing more than a vanity rule. Administrators want to
i_mprove baseball's image and getting rid of dip seems like a good
idea. But, as expected, the baseball players are not happy. After all,
vanity doesn't mean much to guys that grab their private parts in
public.
· · And, if they knew who made this rule, they probably would like to
spit in their general direction.
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The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
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Neitzel serves as inspiration
for aspiring women professionals
or a long time women have been
thought of as the weaker and
lesser sex, always having to depend on the male. This is no
longer the case. Most women
today hold full time jobs and are responsible for their homes and families.
With the turn of the century just around
the corner, more and more women are
obtaining a higher education to better
themselves in the eyes of society and for
the sake of their families.
By women obtaining a higher education they are opening the doors for themselves with more options to beaer paying
jobs and futures. The higher the position
they attain, the better they will feel about
themselves and have a stronger developed self-esteem. A higher position will
gain them more respect from their colleagues as well.
And not only will women be able to
build up their self-esteem, but they will
also be able to provide a better life for
their families. Women will be able to
provide their children with what they
need and show them what hard work can
do and how rewarding it is.
As History lecturer Juanita Garza said,
"All people need is just a little bit of
encouragement."
The new Women's Center on campus,
whether it is the student organization or

F

tr·i:·

,

Straight from
the. Country
Missy Mata
the faculty and staff organization, is one
way to make sure that the public becomes
aware of what is really happening out in
the world and to help women better
prepare themselves for their future.
The Women's Center can be a source of
encouragement for the younger generation of females as well as a source for their
own personal needs. As time passes, the
world is becoming more complex and
more men are taking over. It's time that
we put an end to this male-dominated
society and create one that involves the
successful women of tomorrow.
here are approximately 513
faculty members on campus.
Out of those, only 194 (38%)
are women with the remaining 319 (62%) being men. These are the
positions that are being occupied from
graduate assistants to full time professors.
Not enough women are being encouraged to expand their education and go on
to graduate school to receive a Masters or
a Ph.D. Just because you're a woman
doesn't mean that you shouldn't continue
to enrich your mind.

T

For example, Sarah Neitzel, who has
her doctorate in History, is the associate
vice president for academic affairs. She
started out teaching history in 1976 here at
UTPA, and little by little she worked
herself up the ladder of success. After 16
years of teaching and holding department
chairs she was promoted to her current
position.
"If someone would have come up to me
when I was a freshman in college and told
me that I was going to occupy an administrative position, I wouldn't have believed them," said Neitzel. "It's important
that women pursue higher degrees and
build up their self-esteems."
ure, it takes a lot of hard work
and determination to obtain a
high-paying position in whatever field of study that you may
choose. It won't be easy, but it will be
worth it when you see the results.
If Sarah Neitzel worked her way to the
top, then why shouldn't anyone else? We
as women should look up to her accomplishments as a woman. She can be seen
as a mentor by young women if they ever
get discouraged.
Remember, just because you're a woman
doesn't mean that you can't do anything
you set out to do. Remember, being a
woman can be to your advantage. You
can be a success no matter who you are.

s
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semester it wasn't working."
Acting president Dale Russel agreed.
"The membership didn't seem happy so they didn't
quorum during its last three meetings.
show up," he said. "CSO could do a lot and did do a
This meeting, however, will not follow a particular lot. I hate to see it go down the tubes."
structure, according to Elvie Davis, CSO advisor.
"We're going to get as creative as we can," she said.
CSO was created to empower student organizations
Davis said input from member organizations is so that they have a stronger voice, Davis said.
welcome and all options will be considered.
"We're not giving up on the idea of CSO. We all
"If they decide to do something different it might recognize the need for organizations to have some
involve rewriting the constitution," she said. "Some- sort of central representation," she said.

Bloodfrom p. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - or any other disease, Hofland added. Once blood is
donated, it is thoroughly screened and processed for
any type of diseases or viruses. If the blood is found
to be infectious then it is properly destroyed.
United Blood Services in the Valley is also celebrating its 40th anniversary of establishment this week. A
grand opening of a new office in McAllen was held
complete with a ribbon cutting ceremony.
United Blood Services, as a nation, is ~lso celebrating

it 50th anniversary this year. Free T-shirts will be given
out to the first 50 people who come to the new McAllen
office or Harlingen office and donate blood. Special
commemorative mugs will also be given out.
United Blood Services holds blood drives at least
once a semester.
UPB presents Steve May & Southern Nights at
Ifanycampusfraternities,sororitiesororganizations noon at the UC circle.
are interested in sponsoring a blood drive, call 682- • PoliticalScienceAssociation is holding a raffle
1314 for more information.
in honor of Valentine's Day. First prize-Dinner for
two at Pepper's and two tickets to a Cinemark theater;
second prize-one dozen roses and a box of choco!ates; third prize-a Valentine goody basket from
Irma's Sweet Shoppe. Drawing is Feb. 11. Tickets are
known vehicle hit her vehicle at the at Lot]. Books were valued at $116. available from Poli Sci Assoc. members and in.LA 208.
ss exit and left the area.
22 A male student was throwing • REHAB, Reach Educate, Help, Advocate and
Broadening (minds), Student Club will meet at noon
15 A staff member reported the objects and using abusive language in NB 214 to elect new officers.
rear license plate to her vehicle at the Women's Dorm.
• Twel f th class day and the Iast d ay to receive a
·
•
A
student's
vehicle
was
stolen
1
th
11
fl
Id
b
b
refund for dropping a class.
sto en at e ase a ie service
drive.
from Parking Lot F.
• Alpha.KappaPsiwillholdaspringrushpresen18 A suspectthreatened to harm a 2 6 A student reported that his talion at noon in BA 110. This organization is a
UTPA parking permitwas stolen at professional business fraternity open to men and
student on campus.
19 A video game machine was Lot F.
women majoring in business.
27
A
student's
locker
was
broken
• Baptist Student Union will hold a bible study,
broken into at the university center.
into.
Items
were
estimated
at
$2
0.
"Growth
Groups," 5:30 to 6:20 p.m. on the third floor
7
• A license plate was stolen from a
A
student
fell
at
the
FA
building
of
the
men's
residence hall.
•
vehicle at Lot G.
and
was
taken
to
McAllen
Medical
•
Catholic
Campus Ministry will hold mass from
• Officers extinguished .a vehicle
Center.
12
to
1
p.m.
in
the campus chapel.
on fire at Lot F. The Edinburg Fire
•
A
student
was
found
intoxicated
•
Political
Science
Association will hold a meetDepartment believes the fire rein
the
LA
building.
The
student
was
ing
to
distribute
Valentine's
Day raffle tickets, 12 to 1
suited from an electrical short in the
LA
107.
taken
to
jail.
p.m.
in
alarm system.
• A movie on the Plains Indians "My Hands are
20 A student reported that her 28 A vehicle's tire was slashed at the Tools ofMy Soul" will be shown 12 to 1 p.m. in
book bag, along with some books, Parking Lot E.
LA 101. The movie will be introduced by David Ross,
and a wallet were stolen from her 29 A book bag was stolen from the Director of the McAllen International Museum.
vehicle at Parking Lot G. Items were CAS building. Items stolen were • Student Health Center is sponsoring a blood
valued at $102.
estimated at $117.
drive, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the LRC.
• Books were stolen from the rear
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets evwindow of a students vehicle parked
ery Tuesday and Thursday at noon in BA 119.
Everyone is welcome. For more information call 3834622.
1
Late registration for ExCet exam. 1 For more
I
\
I
information contah the School of Education at 3813437.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a
h 15 St.·samc..- Drive \\'<.·st • llarling<.·n, TX --rs-;-;o
prayer meeting, 12:45 p.m. in the women's residence
In association with Adoption Affiliates
hall basement. Everyone is welcome. For more
information call 383-4622.
8 United Methodist campus Ministry will hold
Providing choices in Reproductive Health

February

4
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January
6 Seven gallons of paint were
stolen from the physical plant. Paint
was valued at $172.
8 An obscene phone call was
reported at the Administration Building.

12 A license plate was stolen from
a vehicle at Lot G.
• A fire occurred at the women's
dorm due' to faulty wiring. The
Edinburg Fire Department was
called.

l 3 A purse was stolen from the
bookstore,. Items stolen were val- .
ued at $215
• A student reported that an un-

Attention:
Let the Na11a/ Reserve
be the key
to your Fl/Tl/RE
Looking for:
• Educational Assistance
• Quality Navy School
• Leadership Experience
• Extra Income
• Advancement
• Future Retirement Benefits

Ifyou are 17-25
Call Sunday-Fdday

1-800-544-2562

Reprocluctive'
Services

5

care

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)

Morrung After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling

Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CAll:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

a bible study, 12 to 1 p.m. in UC 305.
• "L'associe," a French film with English subtitles
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in CAS 303.
Baptist Student Union will hold a "Noon Fiesta" including lunch, music and drama at the Baptist
Student Center. Lunch fee is $1.
• Catholic Campus Ministry will hold a $1
luncheon, 12 to 1 p.m. in the Catholic Campus
Center.
• Solidarity will hold a meeting, 12 to 1 p.m. in LA
121. The topic is "Clinton's foreign policy in a postcold war era." Introduction by Professor John
Barzman.

9

• Society for Human Resource Management
will hold a meeting from 12 to 1 p.m. in BA 223. The
organization's purpose is to network with local
employers and learn about what companies are
looking for in applicants. Meetings are every second
and fourth Tuesday.
• Honors Society presents speaker Olga
Rodriguez of the Texas Employment Commission to
speak on "Once I Have My Degree, Where Can I Get
a Job in the Valley?" 12 to 1 p.m. in CAS 173. The
~ublic is invited and admission is free.
]. QOrgani7.ation for the Discussion of English
Subjects (ODES) will hold a bake sale, 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. in the CAS lobby.
• Baptist Student Union will hold a bible study
'
"Meeting God," 12 to 1 p.m. at the Baptist Student
Center.
• United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold
prayer and meditation, 10 to 11 :30 a.m. in the campus
chapel.
::\}uventud Hispana will hold a semi-formal
Vak!ntine's Day dance, 8:30 p.m. co 12:30 a.m. in the
UTPA Ballroom. Tickets are $3.00 and are available
12:35 to 1:35 p.m. Feb. 5 and_}2 in CAS 186.
'
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His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Sincerely Yours

Edinburg

383-9035

~ ~ _,

A Special Gift for Valentine's
Men's & Ladies

'

,.

• Fast •Dependable
• Economical
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
Essays, research papers, resumes,
reports, flyers, etc ...

Carlton Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

ALL WORK DONE ON LASER PRINT

13&3-67171

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

921 S. Closner - Suite D

381-5661

Genesis Hair
Fashion
0

11

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays.
Organizations or individuals who would like to
make announcements of events or who have
suggestions for story subjects must drop by
Student Publications, ESRH 100, and fill out a
news release form.

ALMA'S

4221/2 E. University

c,

1

'1 ("1 11

Haircuts are $4.
Includes free shampoo!
Shampoo & set
starti ng at only

$6.

921 South Closner, Suite E
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 381-8840

All types of hair styles.

Open Monday thru Saturday

We carry Redkin, Matrix
& Sebastian products.

8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Sunday by appointment only.

Perms
starling at o nly

$15.

Eva Oyervides
Owner & Stylist

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Wide
Selection
of
Styles

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

..II WHITE FLOUR

Dr. Beardsley's
Super Clinic
••where Our Patient's Eye Health Comes First•

0

..HPATOS
··----------TRY'EM, YOU'LL

PH

Some Restrictions Apply. One Hour Service on most prescriptions. OITer Expires 2-28-93.

EYEWEAR

LOVE 'EM!

TWO (2) BEEF OR CHICKEN PATOS,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO BEANS,
AND AN ICY 160Z. COKE.

ONLY $2.99!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE

RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

McAllen
700 S. 10th

317 S. Broadway

Across from Pep Boys

Downtown

682-3126

686-7435

FOR-FASTER SERVICE CALLI

iPecan) .................................... 687-8269
682-3176

McALLEN
McALLEN Bue. 83) . ..................................
McALLEN N. 10th) •••....••••••..•.••••••.•......••••
EDINBURG • • • • • . • . . • • • . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . .
BROWNSVILLE •.•••....•••••••...••••••••...••••••..
MISSION . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • .
WESLACO ....••••••....•••••.•...••••••••....•••...
HARLINGEN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••..

682°1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545

969-1414
428-6224
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I Lady Broncs, Broncs drop home games
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Sports Editor

Missed foul shots spelled heartbreak for the Lady Broncs Saturday
night as South Alabama ran away
with a three-point basketball victory.
"It's tough because we were up
13 points at one time and we missed
, some big free throws," Head Coach
Tracie Garner said.
The Lady Broncs started the scoring game and led until the final two
minutes of the first half. Two quick

scores by South Alabama's Phillis
Kelly and another one by Lawanda
Black put the Lady Jaguars up 28-25
at the half.
In the second half, the Lady Broncs
sprinted ahead with a 13-pointlead,
which disappeared afcer 10 missed
free throws. The Lady Jaguars went
home with the 71-68 victory.
DawnBeachlerledtheLadyBronc
attack with 27 points, followed by
Belinda Bonhomme with 22. Araceli
Rios scored 10.
For South Alabama, Phyllis Kelly
and Lawanda Black both scored 17

points, followed by Monise Seay
with 14. The Lady Broncs next face
Louisiana Tech on Thursday in
Ruston, La.
In a more disappointing game,
the Broncs were clobbered by the
Lamar Cardinals 88-52 in a rematch
game.
Lamar had beaten UTPA 103-64
in BeaumontJan. 4, and the Broncs
were looking to steal the game at
home. Not quite.
The Cardinals stormed into the
Fieldhouse and led since the first
minute of play. Keith Veney led

Lamar in scoring with 25 points.
Neville Dyson managed 16.
For the Broncs, Greg Guy scored
13 and Aaron Brickerson scored 11.
The Broncs defense gave up 42
points in the first half for a 42-24
Lamar lead. The lead extended in
the second half via a quick-scoring
KeithVeneyforan88-52final. Veney
scored only 3-point field goals.
The Broncs host Arkansas state at
7:30, Thursday night. UTPA now
stands at 2-10 and 2-6 in conference
play.

Super Bowl XXV/1: more than meets the eye
If you think about it, it took more than the Cowboys and Bills to make beginning of the Super Bowl had you wondering who was going to miss
Super Bowl XXVII a success. Have you every wondered what other the first shot so he could watch the other eat a Big Mac. The comme~cial
elements were involved in the Super Bowl and what the "big game" was to be continued. .. you never found out what superstar missed first,
caused?
but McDonalds sure did pull out the bucks for advertisement.
After watching the Super Bowl, I wondered how many hours it took to
Just like everything else, there are negative aspects to the Super Bowl.
practice the half-time show. Could you believe that r : : : : = . : - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - Do you think such an event can cause an increase
Look at it My Way of calls to the National Hotline for Abused Women?
while watching the half-time show the 'Boys and
the Bills were playing each other on that exact field
While watching The Today Show on Friday before
just a few minutes prior? It was not just a football
Christine Diaz
the Super Bowl, there was a report on an increase
game. When Michael Jackson took over it seemed
in women calling to report spouse abuse during the
as though you could have been at one of his concerts.
Super Bowl. I never really thought about it, but I can see how some men
It even took the fans who participated in the half - time show to make who had too much to drink, watching their team not doing well, could
lose control.
Super Bowl XXVII more than 'just' a game.
And of course, the Super Bowl is the biggest gambling day, if you count
When all those colored cards were being held up by the crowd creating
small children from all over the world, it was an amazing realization to the "friendly" thousand-dollar bets that people made. Gambling has
what we can accomplish.
become part of the game, and I even bet that some people go to extremes
It was all for a good purpose, to help spread the involvement of and gamble their life away on the Super Bowl
Michael Jackson's 'Heal the World' benefit.
So Su per Bowl XXVII was more than just deciding who was the greatest
How about what went on when the football game was not airing? professional football team in 1993. It included much more. It took many
Commercials worth millions of dollars were trying to reach the general people to make it a success.
From Garth Brooks' singing of the National Anthem, O.]. Simpson's
public at home. The advertising air time is highly sought by big-time
businesses seeking to have their product advertised during the Super tossing of the coin, Michael Jackson's half-time show, the crowd holding
Bowl.
up colored cards, Troy Akiman's MVP award, to the people at home
Some of the commercials that were shown were Michael Jordan and watching the Dallas Cowboys celebrate their victory-I guess it was all
Larry Bird's promotion for McDonalds. The commercial shown at the this and much more which made Super Bowl XXVII so special.

Track team proves competitive at Texas Tech, looks toward home meet
D

.d H

avi

t
un er

Slaff
Last Week the track team had a
good showing at the two-day Texas
Tech Red Raider Invitationallndoor
Meet.
This week the team will run here
against Texas A&I and The University of Texas San Antonio starting at

4 p.m. on Fn'day and sa tu rday.
Assistant Track Coach Keith
Hutson is very optimistic about the
·
t
upcoming
mee
·
"We've got
a kind
of rivalry with
UTSA," Hutson said. "But Texas
A&I is my Alumni and that kind of
makes a rivalry."
Hutson said that the jumps and
sprinting events will be exciting.

"I'd invite anybody to come
watch,"Hutsonsaid. "UTSAwomen
have a strong relay with most of the
team coming back. Texas A&I has
38 guys on the roster and that could
mean a good team."
At last week's two-day meet, the
team got a boost on Friday by Hi,8h
Jumper Dennis Chapman ho
cleared six fee((..4-0Lr and t ee

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE...

* t~lou..r
0 2, alfrl3
Je"'-()()/lf
*2 .fUIIM/lffl{j/()()k
*Te,l(l(1c e,()«l"t.f
*r 0.l(rfa.rf«f't
tifrl~

*8eau.ttfafl,_

quarter inches, J·ust 3/4 .of an inch
offtheschoolrecordofs1xfeet, five
and one-half inches. Chapman,
who was just coming back into
competition after recovering f rom
injuries, said that he was only partly
satisfied with his performance.
"I was afraid that I wasn't ready,"
Chapmal'! !laid. +During the competition I got a little better confidence.

the first,, meet 1t was a good performance.
,
In the mens 400-meter Steve
Garza grabbed a school record
· t'mg m_
· a tJ' me o.f 49•54 seconds •
spnn
~~rza said he enJoyed the compet1Uon. .
...... ~It's a different le~e.~,Gbut I f~del
,ui-t 1 can compete at1t, arza sa1 .
See Track p. 8

The University of Texas-Pan American
Military Science Department Announces
Fully Paid Summer Leadership Training
For College Students
*

ABSOLUTELY NO MILITARY OBLIGATION

*

6 WEEKS OF SUMMER LEADERSHIP TRAINING--ALL
EXPENSES PAID--(AIRFARE, LODGING, MEALS ETC)

falfrl.reo/'irl

~

*Ofo.re td .re/4tJtJf.ra1afi ttJ tlTPII

* OaJal(a a11t/4 J~J-r«e
*{)If .rite. /lfO.lfqpe,/lfel(t21-/40«1" t,/l(t,~Jt'lfC-/
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Next
week I hope that I can deither
.
b
tie or break the school recor , ut
I'm just trying to prepa~e for_ the
indoorconferencechamp1onsh1ps."
Hutson sa1·d h e wasp Jease d wit· h
Chapman's effort.
.
"Dennis would have cleared ~ix,
but there were a few mechanical
problems," Hutson said. "That's no
problem. We can work on that. For

UP TO $600 IN PAY

~SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
*

LOCATION: FORT KNOX, KENTUCKY

*

DEADLINE: 01 MA Y----SPACES ARE LIMITED

*

TOFINDOUTIFYOUQUALIFY,CONTACTTHEMILITARY
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, SECOND FLOOR SOUTHWICK
HALL OR CALL (210) 381-3600

*eP«l"te..f//O.t~pf

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE
1609 w'Effrftlltl!IIOR
EOl!l8trR; 7lX,1cf 78539

21(}-383-8382
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The biggest question facing baseball coach Al Ogletree this season
as he prepares to begin his 25th
season as the Bronc skipper Saturday afternoon is what to do with his
pitching staff.
Crippled by the loss of five starters, the Bronc pitching staff opens
the 19<)3 campaign with a 2 p.m.
doubleheader against San Antonio's
Incarnate Word College in Jody
Ramsey Stadium. The same two
teams tangle at 2 p.m Sunday for a
single game.
Ogletree has tentatively named
Rodd Kurtz, Stephen Christoph and
Ricky Clough as the probable starting pitchers, but many more may
see action because the entire staff
has little Division I baseball experience.
The current staff hurled just 63 2/
3 of the 385 innings (16.5 percent)
Bronc pitchers logged last season.
It combined for a 4-4 record and a

lettermen from last season's team.
said. "There are some days when
Competing for the other part of stop; and Keith Martin (.167) and
it's good and some days when it's the battery behind the plate are Craig Prusky (.268) at third.
•-~Armando
bad. We just
need to get
Fu e n t e s
~~~:;I~~~
(.286 last
them some
time on the
. ~ s e as on) ,
mound and
.'
~ Tommy
'
.
A y a I a
get their feet
~(?:'-.QltJlli~
(.091), J.T.
wet. Everyday when
~~
Blair (.133)
we get out
·~:~~
,.
and Jeff
-:;;here, we get
,, ,
Wagner.
better and
Fuentes has
the most
better."
Kurtz is a junior returnin experience, and appears to be the
letterman who played in 14 game front runner for the slot vacated by
and was 4-2 with a 3.24 ERA in 3 David Ranucci.
1/3 innings (mostly in relief) las
At the other postions, returning
season. Christoph is a sophomor starting second baseman Frank
transfer and Clough is a three-yea Akers heads an infield that lost
senior letterman, who was plague three regular starters. Akers (.261)
by a back injury last season, playe will be challenged by Bryan Duffey
in five games and was 0-1 and ha and Michael Schwager for the starting role.
a 2.77 ERA in 13 innings.

·

··

·
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Travis Stolle (.373) should return
to his left field spot, Michael Edwards
(.225) in center and Adam Watson
and Brandon Benefield will battle for
the rightfield job.
Edwards, however, is out indefinitely with a knee injury sustained
last week in practice after he tried to
avoid a tag at third.
The Broncs were 29-23 overall and
6-13 in the Sun Belt Conference last
year.
Following this weekend's tilt, the
Broncs host a pair of doubleheaders
Feb. 13 and 14 against Sam Houston
State.
UTPA will travel to College Station
Feb. 26-28 for a four game series
against Texas A&tvl.

New legislation bans tobacco from all sports
David Hinojosa
Staff
Sun Belt Conference baseball
teams better keep plenty of sunflower seeds handy this season.
With new legislation passed by conference administrators at the league's
winter meetings in January, athletes
at each SBC charter school may no
longer use tobacco of any kind,
including smokeless tobacco, in all
games and practices.
Basically, this means about the
only thing Sun Belt Conference
baseball players can spit are seeds.
"Conference administrators felt
that it would be a good thing for the
conference, considering what a
health-hazard tobacco is," Tom
Burnett, the Sun Belt's communications director, said.
The new rule applies not only to
baseball, but to all sports, including
thos~ not sanctioned by the confi!r8

ence such as football and women's
socc~r. It also is aimed at administrators, coaches and officials, in
addition to players. This ban ineludes dugouts, the bench area, onfield autograph sessions, on-field
pregame activities and pre and postgame news conferences.
"I think it's about time (the new
rule was passed)," Bronc Assistant
Coach Reggie Tredaway. "It's been
a long time coming. It's a good
thing for the conference. They've
banned tobacco in the minor
leagues."
Several conferences, including the
Southeastern, are implementing the
tobacco ban. The nicotine-infested
substanceisalsobannedatallNCAA
tournaments.
Burnett said the idea for the ban
came from the league's baseball
coaches. Because tobacco use is
generally associated with baseball,
a conference long-range planning

committee asked Sun Belt baseball
coaches to formulate a tobaccoban policy. This is the same policy
that was passed in January.
Predictably, several UTPA baseball players weren't pleased about
the conference's tobacco ban.
"I think it's horrible because
when I get on the mound, I like to
have a dip in my mouth," Jeff
Myers, pitcher, said.
Pitcher Marc Ottmers said the
ban takes away from this long,
albeit unhealthy, baseball tradition.
"It's stupid," Ottmers said. "They
were doing it (using tobacco) in a
'League of Their Own.' (Tobacco
use) wouldn't have been in the
movie if it wasn't a part of baseball."
Burnett said the rule will be
enforced on a "good-faith" basis.
Penalties range from a private or
public reprimand for first-time vio-

la tors to suspension of one conference game for those who violate the
rule repeatedly.
UTPA Head Baseball Coach Al
Ogletree said the rule maybe hard to
enforce.
"The~e nothing really concrete
about it," Ogletree said. "It's going to
be tough to stop it altogether, but it
(banning tobacco) was something
that was going to come about anyway. Might as well handle it right
now, and get it out of the way."
Burnett said the rule would be
enforced for the most part.
"Someone will probably keep a
can of Copenhagen in his back
pocket, but since the policy came
from the baseball coaches, I think it
will be followed," he said.
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Phi Kappa Phi
Is offering Graduate Fellowships for
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Applications Deadline: Wednesday, February 17
For Information and application materials,
contact the secretary of Ph2 Kappa Phi Chapter #239,
Dr. Wendy James-Aldridge, Psychology/Anthropology

381-3329

ANNOUNCING
Student Government Association
Campus Elections
Tuesday & Wednesday• March 9 & 10, 1993
Candidate Applications Available Starting:
Tuesday, February 16, 1993 • 9 a.m. • UC 205

Filing Deadline: Monday, March 1, 1993 • 4 p.m.
With Visa• you'll be accepted at more than IO miflion
elaces.. nearly three times more than American Express.
'

And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

L - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -@
Y,saU$Al1'C...1~3

Elected Positions Available:
Student Government Association
President & Vice-President
Student Senators
School of Arts & Sciences
School of Business Administration
School of Education
Division of Health Related
Professions

University Program Board
University Program Board President
Vice-President of General Membership
Student Publication Committee
2 positions available

Dysfunctional stand-up
Comedian Mullany draws laughs from family feuds
Alvaro Rodriguez
Arls and Entertainment Editor

In Texas, everybody wears cowboy hats and
talks like Ross Perot, right?

Comedian
Mitch Mullany
has never been
to Edinburg. To
the best of his
Mullany started as a comedian as
~ recollection, he a kid in his own home, although he
has never. per- was shy at school. Much of his
~;n.:;,..\)~
formed
in material stems from the family unit,
Texas, although which for Mullany was broken when
he's
flown his parents got divorced.
through. But on Tuesday, Mullany
"Dad," Mullany quips in his act,
will have the honor of killing two "why did you and Mom get dibirds with one joke, as it were, as he vorced?
"My Dad kneels down and says,
performs at noon in the UC Lobby.
A California native, Mullany grew 'It was your fault, Mitch."'
up a child of the culturally vapid
Of his act, Mullany said, "It's
dyfunctional fun for the whole
late '70s and early '80s.
"I'm a Brady child," he said. "I stepfamily."
watched 'Dukes of Hazard,' 'The
After finishing high school, the
Love Boat' and 'Fantasy Island,"' unemployed Mullany decided to
but, Mullany adds, he has tried to turntohishumorforawaytomake
forget all that.
a living.

Mitch Mullany
stand-up comedian

.~

J?

COMEDY

with old people, with young college kids. Did I say kids? Well, they
look young to me."
Mullany also served as the opening act on tour with such musical
names as The Pointer Sisters, Al
Jarreau, Cameo and C & C Music
Factory.
Within the next month or so,
Mullany will perform on campuses
in Missouri, Alabama, Idaho and
Texas.
"In Texas, everybody wears cowboy hats and talks like Ross Perot,
right?" Mullany joked. "I'm gonna
have fun with y'all."
A portion of the proceeds from
Mullany's act will be donated to the
American Foundation for Aids Research (AMFAR).

"I wasn't going to college,"
Mullany said. "I knew school wasn't
the thing for me. So I thought about
it for a while, went up and did an
open mike [at a comedy club in San
Francisco). I took three months to
recuperate and then I did it again.
"I just started slugging it out in the
San Francisco scene, came up in the
ranks there, and slowly expanded
into the country."
ThatexpansionhastakenMullany
into both night dubs and college
campuses across the country.
"That's my audience, no doubt Mitch Mullany
about it," Mullany said of college When: Tuesday, noon
crowds."Idowellwitholdercrowds, Where: UC Lobby
too. I've done all types of shows

Iverson addresses crowd on Indians
Lydia Puente
Sta.ff
Americans must learn about the
Indians because they are a part of
'our heritage, Dr. Peter Iverson lectured at the Edinburg Public Library Friday.
The lecture,"The Plains Indians
and Cattle Ranching," coincided
with "Circles of the World," an
exhibition coordinated by the Texas
Humanities Resource Center in conjunction with the Denver Art Museum, depicting the art of the Plains
Indians.
Presented by the Edinburg Public Library and UTPA, the program

is one in the American Heritage
Series. According to Dr. Andrew
Yax, the series was created as a
supplement to the American Heritage survey course currently taught
at the university.
Speaking to a crowd of over 100
people, Iverson, a professor of
history at Arizona State University
in Tempe, answered the question
"What happened to the American
Indians in the Plains region?"
With the creation of reservations
in the 1800's, Iverson said, it became harder for Native Americans
to provide for themselves and their
families.
"Cattle ranching, which could

· EUROPEAN TANNING ...
THE RIGHIAPPROACH
.TO A GOLDEN TAN.
Europeans have revoludonlzed the Indoor tanning process••.
and••. from this we have learned and taken a great step
forward with the SunBed/SunBrella comblnadon. Up to
now, many other tanning Institutions made you stand
at attention In a small booth while receMng your

sunburn. This was not only uncomfortable ••• but
unnatural •••to sun- worshipers. Nature didn't Intend
for us to stand up while receMng a tan. Now, with
the new European Process, you can lie, relaxed
and receive your tan the natural way•••the way It
was meant to be. Nows your opportunity to tan
the way Europeans have for years •.•

Tannbtg

Sessions
$6.00

It is important students... learn about
Indians because the
history of Mexico is
tied to the history of
the Indians.
Dr. Peter Iverson
be easily done on a reservation,
became an economic strategy and
a social pastime for the Indians,"
he said.
"According to noted author
Loretta Fbwler, cattle ranching gave
the Indians a chance to belong, to

. . IJ.f,fJf:g~•s ~
·

Specializing in Sales and Installation
of Car Stereos and Car Alarms

Starter.Disable

Rem9te Alarm starting at

Art club elects leaders,
proposes exhibits
About 20 students attended
the Association
of Contemporary Artists' first
meeting of the
semester Thursday. It was the
first meeting after being placed
under probation last semester for
failing to attend a mandatory workshop. The next ACA meeting will
be held at noon, today in F~~f,28.
Officers elected last week were:
Daniel Padilla, returning president ;
Steve Franklin, vice president; Ken
Foltz, sergeant at arms and Lance

Owens, parlimentarian. The club
retained Tommi Pena as secretary
until a later election.
Topics discussed at the meeting
were a workshop with Ira Sherman,
an in ternationally known sculptor
and jeweler, which would be held
April 2 and open to all students.
The workshop will suppliment
Sherman's exhibit, "Panaceas to
Persistant Problems," shown at the
McAllen International Museum.
ACA also discussed possible locales for their end of semester field
trip. Art centers in Texas, New
Mexico and Mexico were proposed.
According to Padilla, the club
h<iPfs to hold more student exhibits this semester. With the success
at the student art show last semester, Padilla said the club will try to
get exhibits into places off campus.

STIJDIO STYLES

JOE'S TEXACO

Omar I. Rodriguez
Sta.ff

and

.$89.95

$29.95

U-HAUL RENTALS

522 N. Closner •Edinburg• (512) 381-6954

A/C Repairs • Tune Ups
Brake Repairs

..IJRIN<l fis!rR ·.•r. .}!L <': >

.. .: :r1:~,~~~ ! i~w.ij4.iit.;:1,1~~i!i'IIPl1ilia::·
Help for Problems such as:
Lower Back Pain
Pinched Nerve
Muscle Spasm

Stiff Neck & Shoulders
Stress Relief
Tennis Elbow

Joint Pain
Sciatic Pain

Circulation

Muscle Tone
Headaches

Buy 10/
Get2 FREEi

gain status and respect," he continued.
Despite their success, however,
Iverson points out that the Indians
ran into several problems including unfavorable federal land policies and rival cattle companies.
During the earlier part of the
century, many people felt Indian
reservations would not survive.
But, Iverson said, "there are more
Indians now than there were a
century ago.
"Cattle ranching gave the Native
American communities the best
chance to build a local economy,
See Iverson p. 7

-

"It's dysfunctional fun for the whole stepfamily," Mullany said.

1108-A S. Closner
Edinburg• 381-8705

CATERING

for health needs

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out

state •:1017

I
ii

•

.
.
Why settle for a patty
when you can have aball?.
The 6" Meatball Sub Only

_St.69
··- -

SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

y. 687-6618

380-0629
11 O W. Freddy Gonzalez • Edinburg

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
OPENINGS
Chief of Staff

ACLUB WITH BALLS!

i

Senate.

6000 N. 10th • McAllen
HILLBILLY HEAVEN,
A Country Music Lover's Paradise!

Judge Advocate
Judges
Associate Justices

•
•

Come by room 315 or 205
for applications and information.
Taking applications until the positions are filled.
618 N. 10th McAllen 630-4376

Jacroaa from UTPA)
102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625

383-1882 • 383-4133

BAR-B-Q-KING

Also Avilable:
Vitamins & Herbs

Maribel Garza

SOUTHERN STYLES SALON
106 S. 2ND ST.• EDINBURG• 380-4341

501 N. Closner
Edinburg

•
•
•

Come and check out our old western atmosphere and
country hospitality.
Enter our pool tournament on Tuesdays or learn to
two-step on Wednesdays with our free dance lessons
from 7-9 p .m.
Weekends ... well, we're not going to tell you about
that. .. you need to see it yourself.
Dinner is on US every Sunday from 7 :30 till 10 p .m.
Party or meeting room available.
Call for reservations: 687-1106 or 781-2029
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Matinee
"Matinee" is a movie that could have been much better. This
movie had a potential to explore what American teenagers
were feeling during the Cuban missile crisis but instead it
deviates to the antics of Lawrence Woolsey, a bad imitation of
Orson Welles, played by John Goodman.
There were scenes that put shivers down my spine, like the
scene of schoolchildren leaving their classroom and being told
to duck and cover in the hallway while an air raid siren blasts.
But in the end, the movie tries to encompass too many
relationships and ends up failing in all of them. Sadly, in the
process, it ruins what could have been a good movie. 0
- Trinidad Gonzales

Sniper
On the outside, "Sniper" seems to be another Rambo-like
action bomb spliced with every other buddy movie ever made
("Rainman," Lethal Weapon," "The Odd Couple," take your
pick). But after the first 15 minutes, the viewer realizes that the
portrayal of the unsavory role of sniper has potential.
While satisfying in some areas, the story of Beckett (Torn
Berenger), an experienced, gruff Marine with 74 confirmed
kills as a sniper, and Miller (Billy Zane), the straight-arrow, bythe-book rookie direct from Washington, D.C., leaves the
viewer with an overly simplistic plot and character development rollercoasters which would make even those swift of
mind dizzy.
Although you can give the movie credit for not turning into
just another buddy movie (but it gets close), you can't really
praise it for what it did do, namely, it tried to put you in the
shoes of a sniper. Did it succeed? Individual discretion is the
name of the game. Despite the drawbacks, "Sniper" does
deliver some impressive camera work, but it leaves you
wanting more. @ - Gtlbert D. Martinez

'Corny' sequel proves Hollywood
compensates for fear with formula
!:~~=~~ent E~tor ,~~~!!~~~I
What is it
about horror
movies that
draws audiences in? In the
'80s we heard a
lot from horror
filmmakers
HORROR about how the
stillborn nature
of republican leadership turned the
public toward the rnoviehouses to
see blood and guts tossed around
the screen like horseshoes.
However, we had few horror
films breaking out of the genre and
into the public eye in the '80s and
early '90s, the exceptions being the
occasional]ohn Carpenter film and
Jonathan Demrne's "The Silence of
the Lambs."
One of the problems was most
horror movies justweren't any good.
Formulas were rehashed until the
viewer felt nauseous more out of
boredom than fear.
As 1993 opens, we have yet to be
really ,scared at the movie theater,
and the new film "Children of the

The film invokes every

Corn II: The Final Sacrifice" does
nothing at all to bring us out of our
slumber.
Why is it always the bad horror
movies that make us think so much?
Perhaps it's because we know what
they could have provided; they
could have made us jump out of our
seats. Instead, they make us laugh
at their stupidity, groan at their
inane attempts at terror, and we
come away from the theater feeling
cheated out of a truly scary experience.
The original "Children of the Corn"
was based on a marginally scary
Stephen King story, and qualifies as
one of the first in a line of really bad
movies with the horror master's
name attached.
The basic premise of the original
story allows that in the cornfields of
Nebraska, the children have been
receiving guidance from "He Who
Walks Behind the Rows," a demonic figure that lurks in the shadows of the cornstalks. In simple
terms, the children slaughter all the
adults in the small burg of Gatlin,

stupid cliche ... from
mystical Indians to
toxic corn.

pened in Gatlin. A tablo id reporter
stumbles onto the scene and invesligates.
But not all the bad kids are gone ,
and a new ringleader, Micah, is
chosen by He Who Walks Behind
the Rows. Na turally, all t he
evildoings begin again. Unwilling
to let bygones be bygones, however, the film invokes every stupid
cliche and paltry explanation for
the situation from mystical Indians
to toxic corn.
Yet despite the film's moronic qualities, the theater at last Saturday's
screening was packed. Audiences
continue to look for something scary
on the menu, something that will
entertain them and get under their
skin, if only for a few hours.
While they wait for the next film
with the intensity of "The Exorcist,"
"Rosemary's Baby," "Night of the
Living Dead" or "Jaws," they pay for
tickets to the worst second-rate garbage Hollywood has to offer.

under the orders of a messianic
blackrobed boy named Isaac.
Unfortunately, the producers of
that film were out to make a cheap
horror movie (even though it wasn't
very bloody) instead of an exploration of teen violence.
Instead of working with an idea
as menacing as the willpower of an
evil child (as in "The Bad Seed"),
director Fritz Kiersch chose to fuel
his horror tale with idiotic Biblical
quotes running from the children's
mouths as if the words of the prophets would sound terrifying coming
from the kids.
It only sounded stilted. Sequel
director David Price falls prey to the
same conventions with his godawful
film, with biblical quotes ("For everything there is a season, A time to
sow, a time to reap... ") reduced to "Children of the Corn II:
meaningless mumbo Jumbo.
The Final Sacrifice"
The sequel begins where the e>rigi- Playing at: Movies 6 (McAllen)
nal left off, as the media gets wind Critic's Rating: @
of tl:e dark things that have hap-

Iverson .from 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~nd to rebuild their society."
In a later interview, Iverson said
"it is important for local students,
especially Hispanics, to learn about
the Indians because the history of
Mexico is directly tied to the history
of the Indians."
He pointed out there are similarities between Native American and
Mexican communities.
"Both communities have similar
values, in that both have strong ties
in the family and in their religious

I

IX.) JII ' l

beliefs," Iverson said.
Regarding the recent protests by
the Indians involving professional
sport team names (i.e., Washington
Redskins), Iverson feels the protests
were understandable and justified.
"One can't imagine using other
racial and ethnic groups in the same
way," he said.
Iverson also points out that the
recent 500th celebration of
Columbus's discovery of the New
World was very different from how

the Italians and the Spanish wanted
it, thanks to the Indians.
"It was good because it made
people think about the impact the
explorers, not only Columbus, who
is really only a symbol of the explorers, had on the Native Americans," he said.
Regarding the current treatment
of the Native Americans, it ·is
Iverson's view that society, the press
in particular, focuses only on the
problems facing the Indian com-
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munity.
.
He concedes that while there are
problems, it is not the whole story.
According to Iverson, the current
view of the Indian re·s ervation is
much like that of the Mexican barrio, in that people only see the
problems.
"People see it and ask, 'Why don't
you leave?"' Iverson said. "What
people don't understand is that there
are many choices involved in staying. The reservation .is a community, not a jail. ·
"There are two different ways
/l
l:J1!~1i<',Pl-QllitJ
the Indi- ,
ans - assimilation and, segregation, which is misguided because
Native Americans are more successful than people realize," Iverson
said.
Iverson said the most important
thing people should know about
the Indians is that they will always
be a community and will continue
to change in new directions.

-

Sweet 'Temptations

Mitch Mullany

My Hands Are
the Tools of My ·Soul

stand-up comic
February 9, 1993

A Movie on the Plains Indians

/(C

introduced by

University Center Lobby • 12 noon • FREE

David Ross

Director
McAllen International Museum

Homemade:
• Soups
• Bre·ads
·
• Sandwiches · /
• Quiche · •
• Ice Creams
• 'Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
•...1 )
~~

...

.

5500 N. MeCol • McAlen, TX. • 512-630-0307
Open: Mon. - FrL 11-9 • Sal. 11-5

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Careet Students

Proceeds to benefit:

A
Merican
Foundation
Aids
Research

Mitch has appeared in clubs across the country
as well as theater, on T. V. and on the radio. You
may have seen him on such television shows as
MTV's "1/2 Hour Comedy Hour", A&E's "An
Evening at the Improv" and A&E 's "Comedy
on the Road with John Biner".

.

Steve May
·&
Southern Nights

February 4, 1993

NEW LOCATION!

Activity Period, 12 noon-1 p.m.
Liberal Arts Building, Room 101

210 E. Cano • Edinburgf TX

This program Is made possible In part by a grant from the Texas Committee for the Humanities,
a state program of the NatJonal Endowment for the Humanides.

(S12) 318-1194
We. honor Visa - MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

V (ekr~fSNEf

World Co.

Walt Disney World Co. representatives will be on i::ampus to present an
information session for Undergraduate Students on the Walt Disney
World SUMMER/FALL '93 College Program.

WHEN:
WHERE:

Thursday, February 4, 1993

Tuesday, Feb. 16
12pm
BA 110, Business Building 110
Attendance Rt this presentation is
required to interview for the

Summer/ Fall '9"3 College Program.
Interviews will follow. the p~esentati~n.
Th~ following majors are encouraged •
• to attend:· SUMMER-Business,
· Commurucat1on, .Recreation/Leisure
Studjes, and TI1eatre/Drama. FALL-:-All
m;Jjors welcome.·

University Center Circle • 12 noon -1 p.m.

For ·more information
·co0:tact: Coop~rative Education
Pho~t;: 381-2781

Come & Enjoy
Spo!1sored ~ Uni've~sity_Program Board

Serving you wilh quality
at super discount prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

© The Walt Disney Co.

· .An E!l_~a.l ·Oppom.mity Employer

Trying to go it alone?
Chr1st .Jesus, who· had the
·.tou~hes11·ob in history, didn't1ry
to go it a one. He looked to his
Father, constantly. In fact, · he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself. but What he se~th the
Father do.'
Like Jesus; you· can rely ori
God'e love ~tld power.
The Christian Science.Readi~g
Ropm is a place where·you can
learn about God. ·
·
You;re. invited 10 e>Eplore this:
. commur:iitY. resource.
. Open Mon.-Frt. • 11 a.rn.-3p.rn
911 N.MainSt.•McAllen, Texas
686-4241

'.
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David Hinojosa
staff

A group of students complaining
about the disproportionate student/
teacher ratios in the journalism
courses got a response from the
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences who said student demand
for journalism prograrps was weak,
so it was not considered for
development within the department.
Communication department
records, however, reveal the
disproportionate ratio has existed
for three years.
In a letter addressed to Nancy
Fitzgerald, spokesperson for the
group of 50 journalism students,
Baca stated, "Historically, over a
period of several years, the theater
and speech communication
components
were
those
emphasized by the Department.
At the time a commitment was
made to develop these programs,
the student demand and the
strength of the journalism program
was not comparable to the other
programs."
Fitzgerald, Donna senior, who
recently changed majors from
communication to English, said she
doesn't question that position. What
the group was trying to find out
was why nothing has been done
about the disproportion the last
three years.
"(Baca) didn't say anything
different to us than what we already
knew," she said. "He didn't answer
the question as to why we have
strong drama and speech
communication programs, and why
we have a weak journalism
program."
In the Fall 1992 semester, 226
students were enrolied in the
journalism program, according to
Admissions Office figures. Also in
the same semester, 38 were in drama,
69 in speech and hearing and 44 in
speech communication.
According to the department, last

semester the number of faculty
members in journalism concentration was 1. 50; four in speech and
hearing; eight in speech
communication and five in drama.
Combining the two figures gives
the following teacher/student ratios
for last semester:
• 1-to-151 in journalism
•1-to-7.6 in drama
•1-to-17.3 in speech and
hearing
• 1-to-5.5 in speech communication
Although the three years prior to
the Fall 1992 semester reveals similar
teacher/student ratios, college
officials maintain that the journalism
program has grown faster than
expected.
"One factor is that the number of

"My biggest
complaint is that
they just sat there
and watched the
journalism program
grow without doing
anything about it."
Nancy Fitzgerald
English senior
students in the university has
suddenly increased," Associate Dean
Mark Glazer said. "We're growing
so fast, were underfunded in a lot of
areas."
Fitzgerald said the college has
had plenty of time to realize that the
journalism programs were growing,
and this teacher/student ratio could
have been reduced by now.
"My biggest complainc is that they
just sat there and watched the
journalism program grow without
doing anything about it," Fitzgerald
said.
Department Chair Jack Stanley
said it'~ <;iifficult to tell what different
types of concentrations there are
within the communication

department.
"The problem is that there's no
official way to tell those who are in
the journalism concentration and
those in the drama concentration
because there are always some
people who change their majors,"
he said. "We have trouble getting an
accurate track of it."
Glazer added the question of the
disproportionate ratio in journalism
was not dealt with sooner because
students were receiving their
degrees on time.
"Students have not suffered (as a
result of the journalism ratio)," he
said. "They have been able to
complete their courses and graduate
on time."
Also, slowing the journalism
progress was the Lime and money
spent on trying to get the
department's speech and hearing
program accredited. Without
accreditation, graduates of this
program would not be able to find
a job in their field.
Stanley said he hopes the
program will receive accreditation
by the end of this semester. Once
that happens, he said the
department will look into ways to
pump up the journalism program.
However, Fitzgerald said while
speech and hearing was receiving
top priority in the department, the
other programs, with the exception
of journalism, were benefiting as
well.
"I understand the reason for
developing the speech and hearing
for accreditation, but what they're
nolsayingis they pumped up speech
communication and drama at the
same time," Fitzgerald said.
The first step in lowering the
journalism ratio was hiring a parttime lecturer for the journalism
program this semester, Glazer said.
Stanley and Glazer both said efforts
were being made to hire more faculty
forthe journalism pr9gram, altl:ough
neither knew ,;yhen this would
occur.

Track from p. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "This is the first time that I've ran
In the long and triple jump Tonya
Both men's and women's teams
on indoor track. I had to make a lot Bailey led the Lady Broncs with won their heats in the 1600-meter
of changes. I had to cut my stride jumps of 18-6 and 38-9.
relays but Hutson said that they
and conserve my energy. I feel that
Ben Sandoval was the leader for didn't run the times that they could
I can do it, I just need Lhe experi- the Bronc jumpers with a fourth have because they had been placed
ence."
place finish in the triple jump.
in slow heats.
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'Rio Bravo' focuses on border issues
The Center for International Studies has published the third edition of Rio Bravo: A Journal of
Research and Issues.
Rio Bravo publishes articles in English or Spanish
on academic disciplines in the humanities and the
social sciences, including historical and cultural
research.
Topics in the third edilion include the organizational structure of Ciudad Juarez, the United Farm
Workers, Mexkan immigration, Texas higher
education funding inequities, and the labor market
of the Rio Grande Valley.

The journal is co-edited by Dr. Roberto Salmon of
UT Pan American and Dr. Victor Zuniga of Colegio
de la Frontera Norte in Monterrey, Mex.
Academic reviewers on both sides of the border
determine which articles will be accepted for
publication, according to Dr. Chad Richardson,
director of the Center for International Studies.
Copies of Rio Bravo are available at the Center for
International Studies, LA 102. Annual subscriptions
are $20 for two editions, plus membership in the
Rio Bravo Association.
For more information, call the Center for International Studies at 381-3572.

Women's Division still o_pen

Tourney seeks entries
It seems UTPA women have
taken a meager interest in Schick
Superhoops. As of Monday, just
one entry has been submitted to
the Intramurals office.
However, since the Superhoops
regional tournaments have been
pushed back a month, entries for
the women's division of the threeon-three basketball are still
available. They can be picked up
at the Housing and Intramurals
office in UC 320.
Art Cabrera, Intramurals graduate assistant, has set Friday as the
deadline for the women's division
entries.
The men's tournament began
Tuesday with the defending
champs Bombers blasting the

Has-Beens 49-28, the Tasmanian
Devils burned Delgado 42-28 and
The Fab Four defeated Tau
Kappa Epsilon 51-38.
In other intramural news,
entries are still available for the
three-point and free throw
shooting contest, which will be
held Feb. 16 at the HPE II gym.
The deadline is Feb. 12.
Awards will be for the most
three-pointers made, most threepointer made in a row, best of 25
free throws made and most free
throws made in a row.

Child Care: Julies Little Lambs.
Near campus. DHS certified. CPR,
First Aid. References. 383-0808.
Cruise ships now hiring: Earn
$2,000 +/ month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5863.
Typing Service: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof-reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Call 585-2838.
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The Nail Salon

Full Nail Service

Manicure & Pedicure

Special Attention to
Nail Biters

506 W. University, Suffe D• Edinburg • 380-6588

IN D GAME

OOSBALL • POOL TABLES• AIR HOCKE
VIDEOS• PINBALL• 12 T.V. MONITORS• SATELLITE DIS
tFloor
18+

We deliver. We Accept all major credit cards.

Vivian's Flower Shop
116 N. 12th St.• Edinburg (east side ofCourthouse on the square)

383-0871

{Dine-In or take-out only)

MEETINGS CATERED• DELI TRAYS• PRICES VARY

;;;,

0..,,....,... ~ -· ~

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 8 a.m.·1:30 p.m.
208 E. Cano• Edinburg PHONE: 380-1474

'P.
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For Fast Delivery, call early.

Flowers • Baskets • Balloons & Gifts

I 0% Discount with UTPA I.D.
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Valentine's Arrangements

Al.LEN A.ORAL by Betty, Inc.
1

1412 West University • Edinburg • 381-8556
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

sl .

FUNK FRIDAY TLC
E~~D
SQ
UL R-Kelly
Shai
HI-Five_
SOUL Das-EFX
Jodec1
Guy

Heavy D.
SOUL
SirMixAlot
Boys II Men
SOUL 2 Live Crew
Cypress HIii
Mad Cobra
Mary J. Blige
Bobby Brown
Fu Schnickens
House of Pain

CHEAP SEX sE:c~~J~~~~~H 69¢ QUICKIES TILL 10:30

,}eo.1 ~

Candies • Cards • Mugs • Teddy Bears

Valentine's Week February 8th-14th
/; ·

And now, we serve breakfast, 8-10 a.m ,/(Co~
~

I

Send her some roses or a lovely bouquet.
Just call or visit us today.

383-3362. 383-6822

(dine-In, take-out or we deliver)

lrr-~--------~11
The Bloomin9 Re11kel Boulique

@Jowers with Love
for Your Sweetheart

3120 N. Closner • E.dinburg

LEATHER
WHIPS
HANDCUFFS

Enjoy our delicious sandwiches-for lunch!

Look for Our Weekly Specials

EVENTS

X-OTIC FRIDAY

BUSY CORNER DELI
Valentine's Day is Sunday,
February 14, 1993

UPCOMING
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erngR~!s~~ERS NO COVER CHARGE
TILL 10 P.M.

TILL l 0: 15

Happy Valentine's Day
■

er1can
41st Vear, No. 17

The University of Texas- Pan American

February 11, 1993

Romance blossoms for St. Valentine' Day

UPB

offers
giveaway

Melisa Downey
Missy Mata

Jaime D. Garza

Staff

'How do I love thee... '

■

Sta.ff
As part of a promotion for Sexual Assault
and AIDS Awareness Week, UPB hosts
"Take Your Sweetheart to the Movies"
today during activity period in the UC
Recreation room.
A drawing for 15 pairs of movie tickets
highlights the event, and various prizes will
also be handed out.
Also, condoms will be distributed to
promote safe sex and the prevention of
communicable diseases such as AIDS, Lu pita
ymarreal, UPB diversions chair, said.
"If you love your partner, take one," she
added.
SexualAssaultandAIDSAwarenessWeek
will introduce a number of civic organizations to the campus on Feb. 16 and 18.
Scheduled to attend are the Valley Aids
Council, Mujeres Unidas, Planned Parenthood, Proyecto Saluds, the Guidance and
Counseling Center, UTPA Police Department, and Student Health Services. Tables
will be set up in front of the University
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Also during awarP.ness week, Molly
Carrizales, UPB chair of ideas and issues,
said campus organizations have a chance
to win a pizza party. Stickers are available
at each table which members from organizations can collect. The organization with
the most stickers will win.
"We are inviting all campus organizations to join our efforts and at the same time
set an example for the entire student body,"
Carrizales stated in a memo to campus
organizations.
UPB will provide music on Feb. 16, and
a band, Surreal Men, will perform on Feb.
18. For more information call 381-2266 or
stop by UC 116.

Three days from now, Cupid's arrows will be poised, waiting to strike
hearts across the world. But, if commercialism holds any truth, he won't
be able to hit the mark unless one
gives the 'perfect' gift.
For those who are short on
Valentine's Day ideas, students recently offered their feelings about
the perfect gift or date.
"I want to spend some time with
my girl-to-be ... Make the date last the
wholeday..."John Davis, sophomore
from Harlingen, said. He added that
he would give "something to express
my true feelings" and wants "nothing but love" in return.
Diana Lopez. education sophomore
from Edinburg, said her ultimate date
is dinner at a "quiet, romantic" Italian restaurant. The ultimate gift to
give, she said, is "a card with a poem
written by (me). It's more special
because it's not the usual thing, not
something you buy."
Michael Hernandez. senior finance
major from Mission, said he is planning a "special trip" to South Padre
Island. "As long as you spend time
with the one you love, that should be
satisfactory," he said.
Another student said she had no
idea what to expect from her boyfriend this year, but being with him
would be enough.
"He plans everything," said Pam
Flores, junior public relations/advertising student from McAllen. "He
thinks the girl shouldn't get the guy
anything-that Valentine's Day is a
time for the guy to do something

special for the girl"
Flores suggested giving a photo of
oneself in a brass picture frame.
Another student suggested candles,
Baroque music and a bottle of "good
red wine." Other students suggested
traditional favorites, such as roses and
dinner.
Both male and female students considered an engagement ring to be the
ultimate Valentine's Day gift.
For those in a last-minute rush to
buy, local stores offer a variety of options.
Roses from a florist's shop cost about
$50 a dozen, $30 for a half-dozen and
about $4 for a single. At HEB roses are
$13 a dozen and $1 for a single.
Mixed floral arrangements cost about
$15 and up at a florist's shop, and range
from $8 to $13 at HEB.
Helium balloons, depending on size,
range from $1 to $19 at a florist's, while
a medium-sized balloon costs $2 at HEB
and $1 at Wal-Mart.
One can buy a box of chocolates for
between $5 and $10 at either HEB or
Wal-Mart.
For those seeking unusual gifts,
Skinner's Flower Shop sells exotic floral arrangements with Hawaiian flowers for $75 to $200. They also offer
chocolate roses.
HEB offers a twist on the traditional
giftp:lclrage:asix-packofbeerwrapped
in decorative cellophane with a stuffed
animal, chocolate candy, snack food,
and topped with a balloon, for $16 to
$20,dependingonthesizeofthestuffed
animal; a four-pack of wine coolers in
a similar arrangement for $13; or a
bottle of champagne wrapped in cellophane and trimmed with two champagne glasses for $13.
Wal-Mart sells lip-shaped chocolate

Jennifer Longoria of McAllen stops to smell the roses at Jae-Lin's In McAllen.
Local florists and other retailers still have plenty of flowers, candy and other
gift Items In stock, In honor of Valentine's Day.
For those with extra time on their
candy in red foil for $5; socks with
abstract Valentine motifs for $3; and hands between now and Sunday, the
men's boxer shorts with cartoon heart sewing department sells needlepoint
kits with heart designs for $4.
characters for $5.

Students, local veterans Nevarez approves benches,
speak out on gay issue daycare center for campus
Melissa Downey
Staff
President Bill Clinton's endeavors to officially allow homosexuals into the military has sparked
a variety of reactions from students and local veterans.
A student who is gay, but not
associated with the military, said
the idea is a good one.
"Lifting the ban was a positive
step in ridding our society of
homophobia," said the accounting junior from Mission who requested anonymity.
"I feel the ban was mainly due
to lack of understanding homosexuality," he said. "It was igno-

ranee. I feel sexual orientation is
not an applicable element or factor
for soldiers since they must all follow certain guidelines of conduct."
One student said he believes it is
wrong for people to discriminate
against someone because of sexual
preference, but allowing homosexuals to serve could cause problems.
"(Homosexuals) should not be
allowed in," said John Lane, engineering freshman from Houston and
a Marine Reserves lance corporal.
"We would have to totally rearrange the military."
He noted the separate living arrangements for men and women in
the service.
"If a gay man (is housed) with
regular straight men, it could pose

the same conflict as mixing men
and women," Lane said.
A local Vietnam veteran also
expressed reservations.
"I don't agree (with the president)," Juan Sanchez, former
Army medical specialist, said.
"Clinton is trying to integrate with
'straight people' what I consider
the opposite sex.
You can't put two gay people
in a barracks situation where
people will be sleeping together.
Straight people will know and
(the homosexuals) are guaranteed to catch hell from them."
A 26-year veteran who served
in Korea and Vietnam made simi-

See Ban Reaction p. 7

Arminda Mufi.oz
Staff
Two SGA projects have been approved and will be completed by
fall 1993 according to a senate meeting announcement, Tuesday.
The day care center and the bench
projects were approved by Miguel
Nevarez, university president and
James R. Langabeer, vice president
of business affairs, last week.
Nevarez and Langabeer are confident that a day care center can be
installed on campus by the end of
the semester, according to SGA president, Martin Torres.
However, Torres said that the
completion of the center will be
delayed to fall 1993 to give SGA

Nevarez and Langabeer are confident that a
day care center can be installed on campus by
the end of the semester.
Martin To rres
SGA president
time to consider options.
"An SGA task force wants to (explore) the different possibilities the
center can offer," he said.
Also, possible sites for the day
care center include the old cafeteria
and the portable buildings.
The bench project, which was
approved by Langabeer, proposed
50 benches to be installed throughout the campus.
The campus benches will be or-

dered and placed by fall 1993, according to Senator James Lozano.
In other news, Torres appointed
himself to the Student Publication
Committee and senators voted to
relocate senate meetings to the old
cafeteria to rhake the meetings accessible to disabled students.
The next meeting will be held at
noon Feb. 16 at the old cafeteria.
(See related general campus elections story p. 7.)
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Financial aid help available at fair
Missy Mata
Slaff
Students who need assistance filling out
the 1993-94 financial aid application can go
to the University Ballroom from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Wednesday for the school's first
Financial Aid Fair.
"The fair is an opportunity for students
to get professional assistance completing
their 1993-94 financial aid application,"
Nikkie Ricoy, assistant director of financial
aid, said. She added this was Financial Aid
Awareness Weck.
This fair 1s an expansion on last year's

project, Sherri Walters, scholarship coordinator, said.
"Last year we had tables in different
buildings to help everyone with their packets," she said. "We wanted lO go with
something bigger this year and hopefully
be more successful."
Students who need help should take
1992 income tax returns, student and parent W-2 forms, and any other records of
taxed and untaxed income, such as social
security benefits.
"Students should remember to bring the
required forms because without the income tax forms, not much help can be
given to them," Walters added.

Prospective students must mail their ACT
packeL<; by Feb. 28 Lo ensure they receive
financial aid in Lime Lo pay for fall 1993
classes.
The Financial Aid Fair will also feature
drawings for U.S. Savings Bonds, university
scholarships and door prizes. Only students who arc currently enrolled will be
able to take part in the drawings.
If students are unable to attend the fair,
the financial aid office also will be sponsoring a series of ACT Financial Aid Application Workshops Mondays through Thursdays Feb. 11 -25, and March 1-3.
"What's really helped is we've started
offering financial aid workshops," Arnold

Trejo, financial aid director, said. "That's
spreading the word."
All students interested in attending the
workshops must sign up al the Financial
Aid Office in SS 186 or call 381-2501 before
attending a workshop.
A Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program (VITA) also will be available at the fair
for those who have questions on income
tax forms. Volunteers will be on campus
from l to 6 p.m. Monday through Wednesday until April 14 in SS 134.
Free tax assistance is also available
throughout the Valley. For more informa-

See FA Fair p. 7
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Main difficulty lies with coordinator, chair
hile journalism students
complain that the student/
teacher ratio is inadequate
to handle the needs of a
growing department, and while administrators answer that a surge in
enrollment is the real reason for the
inadequacy, The Pan American only
considers these as part of the problem.
The major difficulty lies within the
communication department and, in
particular, with the journalism coordinator for continuing efforts to deny
students access to practical avenues at
Student Publications.
Last week, Nancy Fitzgerald, who is
spearheading the effort to hold the
communication department accountable, called the journalism program
"weak." If she's talking about the one
in the communication department
headed by Bob Rollins, journalism
coordinator, we agree wholeheartedly.
Rollins' efforts with Panorama, the
communication department publication, are admirable in theory, but in
practice the magazine fails to supply
sufficient journalistic experience.
When the page design, editing and
other editorial decisions are made by
the Editor-Adviser Himself, Mr. Rollins,
one has to question how much
practicum students are learning.
Moreover, Rollins steers journalism
students away from this newspaper by

W

supplying a constant
product - are ex:'.: ecuted by stubarrage of degrad-1 · ;_ · • ·
ing remarks about _- · ·.
·•-: dents.
The Pan American.
.·
.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,_,_,__,_,-_.:,_:,_._:,~
In addition, we
While holding up an ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ measure our sueAs journalism coordinator, he can cess by our readership, by the number
issue at the first practicum meeting
this semester, Rollins said, "This [refer- add whatever additional requirements of former staff members who have
ring to The Pan American] is all he deems necessary; however, this in achieved professional status and by
bullshit." On several other occasions, no way gives him the latitude to re- the national recognition Student Pubhe has called The Pan American an strict 4104 students from earning their lications has received from Columbia
"administrative mouthpiece." Because hours here. If his interests are in giving Scholastic Press Association in New
this is a commuter campus and since students the best practical knowledge York and the Associated Collegiate
we are the primary communication available, why deliberately discour- Press in Minnesota.
We realize that our newspaper is not
tool for our students, we know that age students from working at Student
financial aid and registration informa- Publications? Indeed, why make it perfect, and we know there are many
tion is important.
difficult for students to seek us out areas we can improve (i.e., more stuWe want - in fact, we invite - when they are eager for viable oppor- dent features , investigative reporting
and graphics with layouts, to mention
constructive criticism. Still, in our opin- tunities in journalism?
ion, comments similar to this one by
want to know the an- afew).However, when the journalism
swers to this, and more. coordinator discourages students from
Rollins are clearly unprofessional, unbecoming of a professor in his posiAccording to Rollins, to seeking practical experience at Stution and they have no place at a
work at Student Publica- dent Publications, how can we exuniversity.
tions is to "sweep the floors and an- pand our staff to improve the newspaIn addition, Rollins has monopo- swerthe phones." Since October 1990 per?
lized most practicum students for his (the same semester Rollins came to
We maintain that the award winning
publications. He told one student en- this university), The Pan American efforts with Rio magazine and The Pan
rolled in COMM 4104 - Practicum newspaper has been under the same American newspaper the past few
(Print Media) that the person could editorial leadership. In that time, not years have been achieved DESPITE
not earn all practicum hours at Student one student has been assigned to Mr. Rollins, not BECAUSE of him.
Furthermore, we had hoped to have
Publications. However, according to "sweep" or only "answer the phones."
the current course catalog, a student
At Student Publications, students another professional point-of-view in
can earn credit in this one hour course perform all facets of producing a pub- Rollins to help diversify our underwith "participation in thestudentmaga- lication - assigning stories, interview- standing of journalism. But with his
zine, newspaper or another print pro- ing sources, writing articles, editing hostile tone toward the newspaper
gram approved by the adviser. .. "
copy and producing a camera-ready almost since day one, he has fostered

I

we

a negative and uncooperative atmosphere between the communications
department and Student Publications.
There is another who must share the
responsibility in this - Dr. Jack Stanley,
communications department chair.
More than a year ago, we made him
aware of the hostile situation developing between Rollins and the student
newspaper.
y doing nothing to alleviate the
situation, Stanley apparently
condones the efforts of the
journalism coordinator. Each
semester for three years, we have seen
more restrictive requirements for the
practicum students. Because of this
continuing trend, Stanley must share
the culpability for the deteriorating
situation in the journalism program
because he keeps rehiring the journalism coordinator responsible for the
negative atmosphere, rather than filling that position with a doctoral, tenured track position, as it deserves.
At any rate, Rollins has not spent any
significant time in the newsroom during Tuesday and Wednesday production since October 1990, yet his criticisms seem to suggest firsthand knowledge.
Clearly, Rollins does not know what
occurs at Student Publications. If he
does, he is deliberately misleading the
students.

B

Journalism not taken seriously here
hoever cares to learn will always find a teacher."
- German proverb
A warning to journalism majors: If you are resolute about becoming
a journalist, you ought not look into this
university. For here lives a great malfeasance leveled against them.
I suggest a university where journalism is taken seriously.
I can think of no more eloquent words
with which to state this point than those
Ernest Baca, dean of the College ofArts,
wrote:
"Historically, ... the theater and speech
communication components were those
emphasized by the (Communications)
department."
The issue came to a head recently
when a group of students became concerned about the disproportionate student/ teacher ratio in the journalism program, with fall 1992 figures showing 226
journalism students, 38 in drama, 69
speech and hearing students and 44 in
speech communication.
That this observation has been publicly acknowledged by the administrative brass brings a sense of partial
relief. Admitting is the first step, right?
That nothing has been done about
it is just cause why students have lacked
interest in entering this program, according to what they tell us.
After all, I, too, would be in a delightful frenzy about UTPA journalism studies if I had 1. 5-almost two-professors
teaching 150 students other than myself.
What incentives are there for aspiring
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Drama staff succeeds
with patience,hard work
In response to Nancy Fitzgerald's remarks as they appeared on page 8 of the
Feb. 4 issue of The Pan American, I
checked the official university budgets
Friday afternoon. No new faculty member has been added to the theater area
since 1971, when Dr. James A. Hawley
and I were hired. I am a replacement for
Ruth Owings Blalock, who retired, and

Letters Policy
Th~ Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They,.nust be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

Eve Wernicky
Guest Column
journalists here with an underdeveloped
staff?
Fortunately, I was better off. I spent
three years at the University of
Texas-Austin taking journalism courses. I
came here in 1991 mainly for a shortcut to
satisfy my speech requirement (a great
department, by the way) for my commu,'
nications degree.
I'm unsure of the "0.5'' but it does not
help matters when the brunt of the journalism courses are taught by someone
who, in my opinion, passes off The Pan
American newspaper as nothing more
than a worthless rag and spins off his own
publication(s).
This drives a wedge between whatever
unity and strength the journalism department can have.
If not the funds, staff, or administrative
support, the least that can be done is to
offer students a training ground.
eachers and the publications ad-,
viser should join forces to make
the newspaper and Rio magazine
better, especially if it gives opportunity to students who are limited
in courses.
That brings up another disturbing issue
I read in last week's story about the ratios.
Associate Dean Mark Glazer said a
factor in the 'phenomena' of having one
teacher for every 151 journalism students
was that the university has 'suddenly'
increased enrollment.

T

Dr. Hawley is listed as a new position. Dr.
Doug Cummins arrived in the fall of 1972,
as a replacement for someone who resigned in the fall of 1971, just before
school started. The position took a year to
fill.
Since 1972, we more than doubled the
number of courses in drama, with a
master's degree and a core requirement,
COMM2312, Theater Appreciation, a multisection course. We have added many
other courses to our inventory but no
faculty.
We added one staff person, Dr. Linda

Just a point of clarification.
My Webster's tells me that suddenly
means quickly or unexpectedly; ergo,
when the sky falls, that, to me, will be all
of a sudden.
All universities have growth projections
to avoid getting caught with their pants
down. UTPA has experienced a growth
rate of about 700 since 1991 from my
figures.
That, to me, is not all of a sudden.
Besides, it would be interesting to know
~hat w done to improve the program
before this enrollment 'explosion.'
These are not herds of cattle you can
convenj,ently round up before the storm.
These are students who pay to come here
and get a quality education from a variety
of professors who can share diverse views,
experiences and influence.
Shame on you for misleadingly welcoming opportunity and accommodation
for students with the advantage of the UT

S

:~:!e~~ you that Nancy Fitzgerald,
and many like her, had to change
her major.
Shame on you that for every 151 journalism students there is but one professor,
compared to one teacher for every 7.6
drama students; one for every 17 .3 speech
and hearing students; and one for every
5.5 in speech communication.
The arresting disproportions speak for
themselves. They are stronger than anything I can write. Shame.

Wernicky ts a former copy editor
of The Pan American.

Donahue, out of the drama budget. It is
not a faculty position. She is paid with
income generated by ticket sales and
subscriptions. Mr. Tom Grabowski is a
replacement staffperson, not faculty. These
people are not allowed to vote in departmental meetings nor are they counted as
faculty for senate representation. Therefore, they cannot be considered when
developing a student-faculty ratio. Would
that it were so. NAST, the theater accrediting agency, requires a 1-7 ratio, which

See Letters p. 3
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Alumnus stresses personal struggles
U of H vice president addresses Mother Daughter Program
ages to continue their education, she said she has also helped parents
realize that taking part in their children's school lives is important.
Staff
"Every parent should know what is going on in their children's school,"
During the AT&T Hispanic Mother-Daughter Program "Designing Your she said.
Destiny," keynote speaker Dr. Guadalupe Quintanilla spoke at the Media
Coordinator Fran Alger said the Mother-Daughter program is designed
Theater on Saturday about her personal
to help young girls in 3 phases: acastruggles to get an education.
demics, personal development , and
"I learned that the opportunity to go to
professional development.
school is a privilege," Quintanilla said to
Four universities currently partician audience of more than 300 people.
pate in the program, the University of
Quintanilla, who attended Pan AmeriTexas-Austin, Dallas, San Antonio and
can University and the University Of HousUTPA.
ton, is currently assistant vice- president
"We target young Hispanic women
for academic affairs at the University of
and we help them achieve a goal and
Houston.
prepare them for future non-tradiA Brownsville native, Quintanilla only
tional careers," Alger said. "In this
went to school until age 13. She said she
program we focus on the student and
was placed back in first grade at this point
help the mothers with supporting
because adminstrators said her IQ test
their daughters during their schoolresults indicated she was mentally reing.
tarded.
"We also give tutorial support and
She said she was too devasted to go
have educational programs on study
back to school and married at a young age
skills on how to take tests and workDr. Guadalupe C. Quintanilla
and had three children. Quintanilla did
ing smarter not harder," she said.
not decide to go back to school until the age of 31, because she wanted Alger added, Quintanilla was a very motivated person.
to help her children with their schooling.
Quintanilla also spoke earlier at the Upward Bound Third Annual
"I wanted to learn how to speak English," she said. "Forty-eight out of Parent/Student Involvement Day. The program's primary objective is to
100 students drop out of school and this really saddens me."
guide students to go to a university. There is help with financial aid, filling
Quintanilla went on to earn a bachelor of science degree in biology, out admission applications.
graduating with honors, from Pan American University.
The program also offers counseling for students who have AIDS or that
She then earned both her master's degree in Spanish and Latin are pregnant.
American literature and her doctorate in multicultural/bilingual education
Quintanilla ended her lecture with a quote she said she strongly
from the University of Houston.
believes in: "Dreams come true, but you have to realize them, or make
She has made many contributions to many programs that promote them come true."
educational awareness. Not only has Quintanilla motivated students of all

Celestina Benavidez

Letter~ from p. 2
which we lack even by your
figures.
Like every area, faculty now teach
overloads and we hire outside
people part time. We are fortunate
to have two who are highly qualified, on campus at all times and
hold degrees in the field to hire as
need arises. Although both hold
terminal degrees from excellent institutions and have national reputations in their respective areas, they
are not able to serve on the graduate faculty. Theater is the one area
here which has been totally nogrowth with respect to faculty since
e
•._
"
1971. "· J...'

Our apparent growth comes from
ourownefforts. We have embarked
on fund-raising, grant-writing, resource-expanding activities not required of us or any department to
enlarge our resources. Out of these
funds we added Dr. Donahue and
are now trying to add an additional
person. How did we get where we
are? The old fashioned way - we
earned it.
Dr. Marian F. Monta
Artistic Director of the
University Theater
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UTPA needs
to be proactive
In response to Associate Dean
Mark Glazer that "students have not
suffered," that "they have been able
to complete their courses and graduate on time," I ask but for how much
longer?
With the current faculty, class
scheduling problems have already
begun. For example, this semester
three of my communications courses
were scheduled simultaneously
Tuesday-Thursday and two were
scheduled for Thursday, 4:30 to 7

Even if former students have
graduated on time, more problems
will be surfacing soon. The present
student/faculty ratio is a time bomb
and the current rate of growth in
numbers of journalism majors is the
trigger.
I challenge the University and
department leadership to be
proactive rather than reactive, if it's
not already too late, and plan now
to prevent serious damage to the
future of UTPA's journalism program.
Ann Miller Ramos
Communication-Advertising/

p.m.
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February
11 Political Science Association will hold a Valentine's Day raffle
drawing, noon in LA 101. An informational meeting will follow.
• Baptist Student Union will hold a bible study, "Growth Groups",
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the men's residence hall, 3rd floor.
• Catholic Campus Ministry will hold mass every Thursday at noon
in the campus chapel.
• REHAB (Reach, Educate, Help, Advocate, Broadening minds) will
hold a meeting, noon in NE 214. All students are welcome. For more
information call 381-2295.
• ADAP (Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program) will sponsor the Gary
Neal band, noon in the UC circle.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Tuesday and Thursday at noon in BA 119. Everyone is welcom&ie
. For more information
call 383-4622.
12 Delta Zeta Sorority will hold a sprin !rush, 7 to 9 p.m. in the
UTPA Ballroom. For more information call 702-3773 or 783-6080.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a prayer meeting, 12:45
p.m. every Friday in the women's residence hall basement. Everyone
is welcome. For more information call 383-4622.
13 Juventud Hispana will hold a semi-formal Valentine's Day
dance, 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the UTPA Ballroom. Tickets are $3.00
and are available 12:35 to 1:35 p.m. Feb. 12 in CAS 186.
• Bilingual Education Student Organization will hold a meeting, 9
a.m. at McDonald's in Weslaco.
• "Camille Claude!," a French film with English subtitles will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in CAS 303. Admission is free.
16 Association for Computing Machinery presents "Talking to
Your Computer: Issues in Speech Recognition," by Dr. Richard Fox,
noon in MB 106. All students are welcome.
• United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold a bible study on the
Gospels, led by David Moreno, UMCM campus minister, noon in UC
305A. Everyone is welcome.
• Baptist Student Union will hold a Noon Fiesta at the Baptist Student
Center. Music and Drama will be provided. Lunch is $1.
• University Program Board will sponsor music at noon in the UC
circle.
1 7 Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a meeting every
Wednesday, 12:45 p.m. in BA 213.
• United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold prayer and meditation, 10 to 11:30 a.m. in the campus chapel.

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays. Organizations or individuals who would
like to make announcements ofevents or who
have suggestions for story subjects must drop
byStudentPublications, ESRH 100, and fill out
a news release form.
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CHOOSE THE APARJMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE...
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UNIVERSITY CENTER SIDEWALK
February 16th & 18th
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Organization

Phone
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Contact

Planned Parenthood

686-0587

Griselda Puell/Mata

Proyecto Salud

630-6423

Emily Zielinsky
Nick Ybarra

Valley Aids Council

1-800-CIDA

Mujeres Unldas

630-4878

Janie Alanlz
Eva Rangel

Student Health Services

381-2511

Alicia Ramon

Counseling Center

381-2529

Dr. Santiago Sliva

Campus Police Dept.

381-2737
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Broncs lose two against Incarnate Word
Baseball team establishes 1-2 record
in two-day season opener at home
David Hunter
Staff
The baseball team ended its opening series with a 1-2 record against
the Incarnate Word Crusaders Sunday and Monday. Sunday's game
ended in a 7-2 loss and a 1-0 victory.
On Monday, defensive mistakes by
the Broncs gave the Crusaders the
7-1 victory.
Head Coach Al Ogletree had
mixed feelings about the games.
"Every game you lose, you need
to win three to get back," Ogletree
said. "So right now we're five
down."

CarrieW. Sanguinetti
Staff

.

After almosta decade as hea&

I thought we did

really well, but we got
to play defense.
Al Ogletree, head coach
In the first game the Broncs let the
Crusaders get ahead 3-0 in the fifth
inning. After a Craig Pruski shot,
the Broncs were able to sneak back
into the game and cut the lead to
one. The 3-2 score held until the
ninth inning when several errors
helped the Crusaders stretch the
score out to 7-2.
"I thought that we did really well
but we've got to play defense,"
Ogletree said. "That was our main
problem. We also didn't get any
timely hitting. Our pitching was
pretty good, and that was supposed
to be where our problems were
going to be, because we've got a lot
of new people in that area."
In the second game, Taylor Miller
and Marc Ottmers held strong to get

('")1

l) "
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The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

First Baseman Eddie Menchaca tries to tag-out a player at Sunday's game against Incarnate
Word. The Broncs lost two of three games.

The Broncs were able to draw a
the 1-0 win. Miller almost had a noMonday's game was all Incarnate
hitter until the fifth inning when a Word, as a result of inconsistent little blood in the eighth inning.
Robert Valdez came in on a single
defense by the Broncs.
Crusader got a hit but no glory.
batted by Armando Fuentes.
The game went scoreless for the
Ottmers was placed in the game
The Broncs will be playing Sam
in the seventh inning by Ogletree first five innings, then the Crusaders
and was credited with the save. He got three runs in the sixth inning off Houston State University here at 1
p .m. Saturday and Sunday.
walked the first runner and pro- of a couple of Bronc errors.
"They're a good ball club,"
ceeded to eliminate the rest The
From here it went from bad to
last batter hit a pop fly into center worse as the Crusaders increased Ogletree said, "and they'll be after
the lead in the seventh to 6-0.
field.
us."

I

Phi Kappa Phi
is offering Graduate Fellowships for
upto

$7000

to graduating seniors with
outstanding achievement records.
Applications Deadline: Wednesday, February 17
For information and application materials,
contact the secretary of Phi Kappa Phi Chapter #239,
Dr. Wendy James-Aldridge, Psychology/Anthropology

tc
still rot ·rft.:ni~d out your prhger
~

~

381-3329

HIRING
CAMPUS ELECTIONS
POLL WORKERS

-

NO\N!!!
Need a little spending money? Want to earn a few extra dollars?
Apply to work the Student Government Association General
Campus Elections as a poll worker.
Tuesday & Wednesday, March 9-10, 1993
Will work around your class schedule
(might need to work evenings)
RATE:
$4.50/hour
REQUIREMENTS: Must be currently enrolled
Minimum GPA of 2.0
Must attend orientation session on election procedures

DATES:
TIME:

With Visa• you'll be accepted at more than IO million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
Pick up applications at UC 205 or call 381-2260 for more information.
Deadline for applications: Friday, February 26, 1993 • 4 p.m.

- -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - --CVisaU.SAlnc19'13
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Basketball teams come up short
Broncs, Lady Broncs
lose four more
Christine Diaz
Staff

The Broncs missed their first
seven shots and il was not until
UTPA's Mall Reicheneker's drive
lo the basket, after 7:56 had
elapsed, that the scoreboard read
llroncs 2, i\rkansas Slate University 15
IL was a slow start for the
Broncs, and a long game
last Thursday at the
fieldhouse as they
played host to the fight- - - ~ . 1
ing Indians.
"If you take out the
first five minutes of the
game then it was a pretty
good ball game," Head Coach
Mark Adams said. "You've got to
give credit to their defense and
we've got to make adjustments to
things like that."
From the opening possession co
the final seconds countdown, ASU
controlled the game and the Broncs
trailed.
Jeff Clifton, who had 29 points
for ASU, opened up the game with
a steal and dunk. Greg Guy had 29
points, the only player in double
figures, co lead the Broncs.
The Pan Amercan/Laura K. Kertesz
"Greg had a quiet 29, but the
of the rest of the team showed
play
Greg Guy leads an offensive attack against Arkansas State.
in the final score of the game,"
Guy scored 29 points.

Adams said. "Greg can't do it all."
The rest of the Broncs were having
a rough first half as their contribution
of scoring added 11 points. The
llroncs left the floor for half-time
with the score of 20-37.
"The rest of the players just weren't
"Aaron
scoring," Adams said.
Brickerson wasn't shooting well and
Eugene was missing shots."
The final score of the game
was 74-61. The Broncs
next traveled to Louisi' ana Tech Saturday and
Southwestern Louisiana
on Monday. UTPA lost
both games with scores
of 74-59 and 77-63, respectively.
The Lady Broncs were guests
a·gainst Louisiana Tech last Saturday.
UTPA came up 40 points short against
the Lady Techsters.
Dawn Beachler led the Lady Broncs
with 15 points. Belinda Bonhomme
scored 12 and Betty Flores scored 10.
At halftime, score was 40-22 in
favor of the Lady Techsters. The
second half did not bring any relief
for the Lady Broncs, as Louisiana
Tech ran away with the 82-42 victory.
UTPA faces Western Kentucky this
afternoon at 5 p. m. here, followed by
the men's game at 7:30. The Broncs
will meet New Orleans.

1992-93 Men's Basketball Schedule
Date

Feb.11
Feb.13
Feb. 15

Feb.18
Feb.25
Feb.27
Mar. 1

Opponent
Place
•New Orleans
Edinburg
•Western Kentucky
Edinburg
•Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.
-Southwestern Louisiana Edinburg
•Arkansas State
Jonesboro, Ark.
•Arkansas-Little Rock
Little Rock, Ark.
•South Alabama
Edinburg

Time
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

1992-93 Women's Basketball Schedule
Date

Feb.11
Feb. 13

Feb.22
Feb.25
Feb.27
March 4
March 6
March 11-13

Opponent
Place
Time
5 p.m.
•Western Kentucky
Edinburg
•Lamar
Beaumont
7 p.m.
•Lamar
Edinburg
7 p.m.
•Prairie View A&M
Prairie View
6 p.m.
•South Alabama
Mobile, Ala.
5 p.m.
•New Orleans
Edinburg
7 p.m.
•Southwestern Lou.
Edinburg
7 p.m.
Sun Belt Conference Tournament Ruston, La.

•Sun Belt Conference games. 1
All home games are played at the Field House.
Students admitted free with valid ID.

Track team defeats UTSA and Texas A&/ at Triangular Invitational
David Hunter
Staff

Last weekend at the UTPA Triangular Invitational, the women's track
team defeated both UT-San Antonio and Texas
A&I, 59-45
and 55-47.
The men defeated UTSA
73-33, but
were outrun
by Texas A&I,
38-84.
Head Coach
Reid Harter
was happy
with the results of the
meet.
"It was the
first time that
we defeated
UTSA in the
women's division," Harter said. "We
lost to A&I in the men's division but
they had a pretty strong sprinter
core and we had several men out on
the second day.
"With those sprinters back in there,
we would have had a further lead,
and with the men the meet would
have been closer. The relays were
very close: two-tenths of a second
in both relays. That was the difference."
Tonya Ilailey showed her stuff by

taking first place in the long jump,
breaking the meet record and coming close to a provisional qualifying
mark for National Outdoor championships with a jump of 20 feet, 3/4
inches.
Bailey easily took the triple jump
with a distance
of 39 feet, 8
inches, edging
out UTSA's
Shay Porter.
"Tonya's
jumps on Saturday were a
great performance," Assistant Coach
Edgar
K.
Hutsonsaid. "It
was a little
funny, though,
because she
said that her
leg was bothering her before she started jumping and she
didn't think that she would be able
to take all her jumps. In the long
jump she did an excellent job. I
always knew she could do it. She
just had to get the timing down."
Other highlights of the meet ineluded the run of Elizabeth Ortega
and Valerie Soto in the 3000m.
Ortega edged out Liza Hunter in a
time of 10 minutes and 24.28 seconds. Soto grabbed the third place
spot in 10:57.68.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

V
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"Also, the run of Eddie Calderon
in the two-mile relay was a high
spot," Hutson said.
In the 800m dash Ortega took
second by a lean. Linda Garcia of
UTSA won the race by 100th of a
second.
Jose Robles and Valerie Soto
both won the 5000m in their division.
Other highlights included the
relays where the last legs came
down to the wire.
"The 400m and 1600m relays
werewonbythesquadfromTexas
A&I," Hutson said. "They had a
very talented track team, including
one member named Patrick
Delice."
Delice alsb went on to win the

100m and 200m dash. Bronc Steve
Garza placed fourth in the 100m. J.B.
Pruitt grabbed fifth. Raul Barreda
took the eighth spot.
"J.B and Steve did a good job,"
Hutson said. "They haven't run very
many 100m dashes."
Inthewomen's 100,PortiaMathews
took the first place spot while Bronc
Karen Williams took fourth place.
Indoor record holder Garza ran
away with the 400m dash. In the
women's division Lady Bronc Laurie
Garcia took third.
"Lori Garcia looked good in the
400," Hutson said. "Steve did real
well in the 400. He's capable of
running much faster than what he
ran at the meet. This is just his first
outdoor 400 at this level. He's relatively low on experience but he's got
a lot of talent."

Pruitt led all runners in the 400m lady's shot put and second in the
hurdles in a time of 53.47 seconds. discuss.
In the men's throws, A.]. Farias
Cindy Cantu was first among the
and
Ramone Martinez took fourth
women.
and fifth, respectively, in both shot
In the 100m hurdles Cantu took and disc.
"We had a hard time because we
the second spot.
"Cindy ran well in both hurdles," had to throw three times, indoor
Harter said.
and outdoor," Farias said. "The competition was all right, but we did get
In the men's triple jump David some good work in."
Hunter and Ben Sandoval switched
first place during the two days and
Hunter took the long jump.
Dennis Chapman took second
place in the high jump.
Chapman also took third place in
the javelin. In the women's javelin,
Veronica Gallosa took third place.
Galloso also took third place in the

~<'nias ~eautp ~h<'f
Student Cut $5

Regular Cut $7

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-2239

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.
Bring your BSN to the Army
and we'll assign a preceptor to
help put you at ease.
Your preceptor will be an
experienced Army Nurse who
will smooth your transition from
school to practice. With advice,
counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just by being a friend.
With your preceptor's help,
you'll meet your new challenges and rapidly move into a
leadership role of your own.
If you're a BSN candidate... oryou are an RN with a
BSN ...you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're looking
for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter.
Call (210) 692-7376

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Tennis legend leaves lasting impression
Some judge a person's worth by how he lived. Some judge by how he in 1985 he was arrested in South Africa for protesting apartheid.
Ashe had action written all over him, even when he wasn't on the court.
died. For Arthur Ashe, both his life and death are points on which
He was the American Heart Association's honorary chairman, served in
greatness can be measured.
Many men go through respectable, quiet lives, but their deaths raise the Army as a lieutenant and sponsored many inner-city programs to get
l such a sound that they are transformed into heroes or martyrs. Others more youth on the court and off the street.
In 1988, after undergoing brain surgery, he discovered he had the AIDS
, have lives that touch so many people, that are so full and active, that their
deaths are not taken into consideration and it seems they just go on living virus. He attributed the infection to a blood transfusion he received
during a heart bypass a few years earlier.
for eternity.
Just months after basketball star Magic Johnson resigned from the sport
Ashe's life touched many people, but with his passing he will remain
last spring, Ashe came public amid various rumors about his health.
in the social fabric for centuries to come.
With his wife at his side, he went to the press and told of his disease,
'I Arthur Ashe was the black tennis pro who died Saturday of Aquired
the one that would be his last.
• Immune Deficiency Syndrome. To many people
Stop, Look and Listen
Showing even more bravery, Ashe continued to
: he could be just another AIDS victim, or just
do everything as before, and joined the fight for
another tennis player, or just another AfricanAIDS education.
American, but to just graze the surface shows that
David Hunter
Ashe's friend and agent of 25 years said that,
he is so much more.
despite all Ashe's accomplishments as a tennis star,
Born July 10, 1943, Arthur Ashe was born in a
place and lime where color could stop you from making your dreams he was proudest of his December 1992 speech about AIDS in front of the
come true. Ashe's dreams centered on tennis. Everything else could grow United Nations General Assembly. His last speech.
from there.
·
"By grace, good sense and humility, he has transcended sports," one
In 1955, at the age of 12, he tried to enter a tournament in an all-white writer said of Ashe.
He transcended many things, if not by his passing, then by his going.
Virginia country club. He was turned away.
He made the world aware that skin color is not the barrier to greatness.
Eleven years later at UCLA, he won the NCAA title in men's tennis. Two
years later he played at the first U.S. Open and was its first champion and He also showed the world that no matter how great you become, it can
all be taken away so easily.
was also ranked number one in the world.
Arthur Ashe has left this earth, and for those of us who have been
In 1970 he was the first black to win the Australian Open. In 1975 he
became the first black to win Wimbeldon. He was the first black to be touched by him in some way, either through his life or death, we shall
granted a visa to South Africa to play in the National Championship, and never be the same.
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Information director
Cowboy all-stars
for women's sports
even up with 'Breakers'
submits resignation
Legends attend fundraiser

•

Dallas Cowboys were in town Saturday, but not the the recent
champs who captured Super Bowl XXVII two weekends ago. Those
Cowboys were back in Dallas getting ready to celebrate their victory
party with their fans.
It was the Dallas All-Stars Legends that were in town last Saturday
night to challenge the Channel 4 News, Breakers to a fundraiser
basketball game last Saturday night at the Fieldhouse. The game ended
in a 57-57 tie.
The Better Business Bureau Consumer Education Foundation sponsored the event, but, according to Harold Palmer of the BBB, they broke
even.
"We did not raise any money," he said "We were expecting 2,500
people and we estimated about 1,700 there."
Palmer was not upset about the end results though, as part of his goal
was accomplished.
"We feel like we did succeed because we did make aware the
message of the BBB to the public," he said. "Everyone had a good time
and it was for the kids.
"I was also pleased with the facilities tha~ UTPA provided," he added.
Former superstars wh,9 made appearances for Valley fans in the
family the Robert Newhouse, Billy Joe DuPree, Tony "the Thrill" Hill,
Doug Donley, John Dutton,and Tony Dorsett.

'Ilie Peifect 'Va{entine s (jift
Monday,, !Fe6. 15,, 1993

MaryJane Hetrick has announced top female student-athlete, capturher resignation as Women's Sports ing both the Ann LaMantia Award
Information Director at UTPA. Mrs. and the Sun Belt Conference MedalHetrick has cited personal reasons lion in 1990.
for the departure.
Hetrick worked as a student assistant in sports information before
"My family is moving to Harlingen, she graduated cum laude in 1991.
where my husband works," Hetrick In her tenure as Women's SID,
said. "I feel comfortable that the Hetrick produced the first media
athletic department has hired qual- guide for women's basketball and
ity people and that they will be able promoted academic awards for the
to hire a quality person to replace athletes.
me," Hetrick added.
"The department will continue
Athletic Director Gary Gallup said
to improve like it has since I've he is sorry to see Hetrick leave but
been working here."
understands her situation.
"Mrs. Hetrick has a lot of talent
Hetrick is a former tennis player and has been quite an asset .r,q this
for the Lady Bron<.S who captu,€10 departrnept," GaJJup,sai¢. "Sh1n~ill
an American South conference be missed and we wish her the
championship and was named the best."
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The Nail Salon

Tickets for
Open Tues..fd. ·:

9am. •5p.m.
Sd.8am.·4p
CbtdMonda(

;

Fuil Nail Service

Manicure & Pedicure
,

Special Attention to
Nail Biters

506 W. University, Suite D• Edinburg • 380-6588
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·BAR·B-Q-KING

f81-2511 Iii' &li!f(e bf/ E.fR/1100.

CATERING

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out

SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE
380-0629
110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

K-SWING

&tPATO

MARIANNE

ab
Playing Their Hit Songs
'THE HITMAN" &
"GET UP (MOVE BOY MOVE)"

And Many More
Pre-sale Tickets Starting at only $8.00
All Ages Welcome
Doors Open at 8 P .M.
Tickets Available at:
McAllen: Go Round
Edinburg: Rodeo House
C & C Music
Weslaco: Llonels
ARV South Dallas Harlingen: Celebri-Tees in Valle Vista Mall
Brownsville: The Workout

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

Back to the Beach ...
South Padre Island.
Party in your own condo!
Stay in your own condominium with a full kitchen on the
bay, within walking distance of every major hot spot (and of
course, the beach). I bedroom, I bath. Sleeps four
(ntlnimum, floors are carpeted).

Make your reservations TODAY!
(210) 761-7888 • (210) 761-4243

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

....:: WHITE FLOUR
....••a
...... PATOS

··----------'
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

TWO (2) BEEF OR CHICKEN PATOS,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO BEANS,
AND AN ICY 160Z. COKE •

ONLY $2.99!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN iPecan) • • • • • . . • • • • • . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
McALLEN Bua. 83) ................•••••..•... , , , • • . . .
McALLEN N. 10th).. . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . • • . • • • • • •
EDINBURG • ••••••••••••••••. , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BROWNSVILLE ••.••••.••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••
MISSION • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • •
WESLACO • • • • . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • . • • . • • •.•••
HARLINGEN • ••••••••••• ... ..•..• ••• •• •••..•••••..•..

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241

585-4545
969-1414
428-6224
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Several positions open

Election filing Peace Corps offers students

startsTuesday ;~a~,:,ce to 'ma~~~~~~,g{!f:;~;:~;~'
Arminda Munoz
Staff
Filing for I.he general elections, to
be held March 9 and 10, begins next
week for two organizations and a
commiLtee.
Anyone interested in a position
can file an application, starting
Tuesday, through March 1.
SGA will hold elections for new
officers and senators and UPB will
elect a new president and vicepresident of general membership.
Also, two positions are available
in the Student Publication
Committee.

Senators should be registered for
at least six hours while in office and
officers must have completed 30
hours.
Also, the GPA requirement for
SGA senators is 2.0 while officers
must have a 2.5 GPA when filing
and maintain a 2.25 GPA while in
office.
UPB requires candidates to have
a 2.2 GPA while campaigning and
maintain a 2.0 GPA once elected.
Candidates must also have served a
semester on UPB's executive board
to be qualified for the election.
Students who want to run for
Student Publication Committee
should be registered for at least six
hours and maintain a 2.0 GPA.
Although students are no longer
required to turn in a petition, they
are required to submit a transcript
with their application.

Students filing for Lhe SGA senator
elections must be enrolled in the
scho9l they represent such as the
School of Arts and Sciences, School
of Business Administration, School
of Education, or the Division Health
Related Professions.
However, senators-at-large can
Applications can be picked up at
be elected regardless of their school. UC 205, or by calling 381-2260.
In the next i.s5Ue :
\

; -~-

• Too Hot for Hollywood:
The Curse of NC-17

Fund.raiser: We're looking for a student organization that would like to
make $500 - $1,500 for one week
marketing project. Organized and
hard working·: Call (800) 592-2121
ext. 308.

ForSale: Browning Compound Bow,
with quiver and sight. 686-5102.
Need: Two female roommates. $100/
month plus electricity. Located near
the dorms. Contact Diana at 3830133 or 383-7023.

opportunity for deeper analysis of another country.
"I believe a person should go primarily for reasons of self-interest
and secondly to help," he said.
Mclemore mentioned an added bonus of I.he Corps.
"Professionally, it looks good on a resume," he said.
Peace Corps volunteers are also more likely to get a government
job, Swyers said.
To be a volunteer, an individual must be a U.S. citizen, at least 18
years-old and have three to five years of work experience and/ or a
college degree. There is not a specific major required, but
there are certain fields which are needed most.
There is nation-wide competition in the Washington office for the available jobs.
Mclemore and Swyers agreed the most difficult obstacle facing a volunteer is the change
in culture.
"They (volunteers) need to understand
what their (host country) culture is," Swyers
said. "We don't want to offend them."
"A Peace Corps volunteer must not be a
vehicle for culture imperialism," Mclemore
said. "Peace Corps volunteers are taking
their skills, but it doesn't mean they're going
to transfer their culture."
Relating his stay in India and the difference in
cultures, Mclemore said time was seen differently;
relationships were different; and business professional
behavior was different.
"In the Bengali culture, jumping into business-related material is
seen as unprofessional," Mclemore said. "They spend more time
building rapport, and don't get right to the business at hand."
To the Bengali, building rapport is necessary while we see it as a
waste of time, he added.
Although the Corps is a growing and learning experience, it is not
for everyone.
Mclemore said it is not for persons who are locked into their
pattern of behavior or for those "who do not believe that other
cultures have anything to teach us Americans."

The Peace Corps is celebrating its 30th anniversary and the campus
Corps reprcscnLaLive says the doors are open to students looking for a
great challenge.
"Washington realizes there arc some areas that need to get tapped
into," Carolyn Swyers, Peace Corps representative, said. "Some people
don't know what it's about."
She said it is a fabulous chance to take part in something.
"It is such an opportunity to make a difference," Swyers said.
"I think it's tremendous to show how America cares- ~
person to person, nation to nation."
Dr. George Mclemore, communications assistant professor and former PC volunteer, said
joining the Peace Corps is one of the most
........
valuable experiences a student can have outside
of college. Mclemore was stationed in W.
Bengali, India.
"You're better able to see yourself in a different culture," Mclemore said. "It's an enormous
self-discovery activity."
Swyers explained there are about 60 different
classes, but "there are more openings in some
areas than others."
Some of the most requested jobs are in the education
field, business management, agriculture, forestry, engineering and health and nutrition.
She added the nations request assistance in the areas they need
the most help in.
"What we have to do is find what the host nation wants," Swyers said.
For 30 years, the Peace Corps has been
• helping people of interested countries meet their needs by training
their men and women;
• promoting a better understanding of the American people on the
part of the people served; and
• promoting a better understanding of other people on the part of the
American people.
The non-profit organization offers its volunteers a range of benefits.
First, the volunteer will receive transportation, intensive language and
cross-cultural training, medical and dental care, a monthly cost-of-living
Anyone who would like more information should go by the School
stipend, and a $5400 readjustment allowance upon completion of 27 of Education Building, Rm 125, or call 381-3415. The Peace Corps
months of service.
office is open Mondays and Wednesdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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To Alex P., Get to wc:k Sweetheart!

Happy Valentine's Day. Library Fourth Pump up the Jams with Dan the man.
Sexy, exciting, fun male dancer. Will
Floor.
do any female party. Call 630-9090
Notice to contractors of Proposed
work.. The Texas Departmen of For Sale: Tandy 1400 lap top com-

Transportation, District Office, 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
will accept sealed bids for JANITORIAL SERVlCES FOR DISTRICT OFFICE COMPLEX AND SHOP BUILDINGS (LOCATED AT 6oo WEST EXPRESSWAY, PHARR, TEXAS 78577)
will be received at 6oo West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas at 10:30 a.m. on
Thursday, March 11, 1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to attend
a pre-bid conference which will be
held Thursday, February 25, 1993 at
10:30 a.m. at the above mentioned
address. Proposals and specifications may be obtained at the pre-bid
conference or by contacting the district maintenance office at 210-7026132 in Pharr after the pre-bid conference date.
Typing Service: Research papers,

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof-reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Call 585-2838.
Writing services: Essays, research

papers and resumes. ComposiLion,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6
p.m. 380-1563 rush jobs.

1

J

j

i:;

puter. Dual Speed 4.77/JJ16 MHz,
768 Kilobytes RAM. Two built-in
support for printer. MS-DOS version
3.20. A, D, C Drives. No hard drive.
$300. 783-7498.

Cruise ships now hieing: Earn

$2,000 +/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5863.
Notice to contractors of Proposed
work. The Texas Department of

Transportation, District Office, 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
will accept sealed bids for REPAIR
AND UPGRADE CHAIN LINK FENCE
IN HIDALGO COUNTY (MISSION
AREA) will be received at the 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr,.Texas at
10:30 a.m. at the above mentioned
address. Proposals and specifications may be obtained at the pre-bid
conference or by contacting the District Maintenance Office at 210-7026132 in Pharr after the pre-bid conference date.

tion about these locations, call Sylvia Reyna, IRS
VITA coordinator, at 632-3310.
A special toll-free Financial Aid Information Line
will be available during the weekend of Feb. 2021. Students can call 1-800-847-8955 from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.
Students who call the information line are also
eligible for the scholarship drawing at the conclusion of the activities. Two $500 scholarships will
be awarded. To qualify for the drawings, students
must be enrolled in higher education in 1993-94.
Individual counselors also will be available at
the fair to answer any questions regarding financial aid. Call 381-2501 for more information or go
bv the Financial Aid Office SSB 186.

As a drill instructor for four and a half years, he
said he encountered his share of gays and "had to
immediately discharge them."
However, he said he did not see much 'gaybashing.'
"Most (heterosexuals) I came in contact with felt
the same as I did," he said. "As long as they (gays)
didn't bother me, 1 didn't bother them."

Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano• Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MasterCard
Layaways \Velcome

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

After his retirement from university administration, he founded the Office of International Technical Cooperation/ Latin American
Programs in Education at the University of
New Mexico. Currently he continues his
consulting and maintains offices on the UNM
campus as professor emeritus.

Homosexuals are already in the military,
Maria Rocha, freshman nursing student and
Army Reserve medical specialist from Donna,
said.
"When I went through basics there were
lesbians," she said. "... They did their jobs.. .It's
fine as long as their lifestyles don't conflict."
Because the military is still ironing out
procedures, ROTC Major Gary Lafevers declined extensive comment.
"The president is the commander-in-chief
and we have to abide by his orders," he said.
Currently, there is a six-month wait on the
executive order Clinton has proposed to
make.

Sweet rremptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
/,
• Sandwiches t
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

'{.J)

\~

5500 N. McColl • McAlen, Tx. • 512-630-0307
Open: Mon. - FrL 11-9 • Sat. 11-5

~
Sincerely Yours
Carlton Cards
Gift Items
Post Office
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

OFF CAMPUS COMPUTER LAB
Offering Services that include:
Computer Rentals
Typewriter
Laser Printouts
Copier
Tutoring w/Rental
Typing Service
Dot Matrix Printouts Vax Access
Software available includes:

Research Papers Typed
Resumes
Fax Service
Hardware/Software Classes

Wordperfecl 5.1, Lotus 123, Dbase III+, Quickbase and others you can request.
1406 W. University Drive• Edinburg (Next to Rodeway Inn)

(210) 318-3344 • FAX (210) 318-3345

;~~~L~~~- -~

#SI, 111STAllATIOIIS ~ IIIUMITED ~
Specializing in Sales and Installation

I
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of Car Stereos and Car Alarms

Starter.Disable

Remote Alarm starting at

$29.95

$89.95

(acroH from UTPA)
618 N. 10th McAllen 63Q-4376

Board Association and founded the New
Mexico School Studies Council, a group of20
rural districts working with UNM.

from p. 1

Jar comments.
"Gays really should not be mixed with active
duty people," A.]. Valero, former Air Force master
sergeant, said. "... I'm not concerned with the
lifestyle, but I don't feel comfortable with a gay in
close quarters."

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

No cost. No obligation.

Jl.69
,'

Department, from 10:B0 t6 11:30 a.m., in the LA
faculty lounge. All fac;ulty ,i.re invited.
Angel, who has worked with education since
the 1930's, is an authority of curriculum in educational systems.
In the New Mexico State Department of Education he served as director of several areas,
including elementary education. Later he became
professor of educational administration and international education at UNM. He was also the first
secretary of the Northern New Mexico School

Ban Reaction

from p.1

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!

The 6" Meatball Sub Only

.

FA Fair

Each member of your frat, sorority, team, club, etc. pitches in just
one hour and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few days!

when you can have aball?

•

·. 'The •fitst Mex'i'cart-American to become presi1:lenfof a major tirtiVersity will be available for an
open forum during activity period Tuesday in LA
101.
Dr. Frank Angel, professor emeritus of the
University of New Mexico and former president of
New Mexico Highlands University, will consult
the doctoral program in educational administration Monday.
Angel also will be honored at a faculty coffee,
hosted the same day by the Political Science

GREEKS & CLUBS
$1 ,000 AN HOUR!

as
Why settle for apatty

;.

Education expert to address students Tuesday

522 N. Closner •Edinburg• (512) 381-6954

102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625

t

BRAIN TRANSPLANTS
from
(386SX-25 MOTHERBOARDS)
HEART TRANSPLANTS
from
(80MB HARD DISK)
EYE TRANSPLANTS
from
(1024 x 768 VGA Color Monitor & Card)
FINGER TRANSPLANTS
from
(101 KEY Keyboards)

$120
$220
$355

$28

FULL BODY TRANSPLANTS

(Student Special!)
386SX-25

$845

includes 1.2MB floppy, 40MB hard disk, 2 MB
RAM, mono VGA minitor, DOS 5.0, and keyboard.

The Doctor is IN!
Call Dr. Dave at 383-7233 and SAVE THIS AD!

:•···•:•:

Actor Gonzalez juggles acting with psychology, physics
Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Gerardo
Gonzalez has
been having
trouble with his
required physics class lately.
~ .. But the 23 year
old psychology
major from
Edcouch refuses to let that deter his ambitions.
Since performing in the University
Theatre production of "On the
Razzle" in 1989, Gonzalez has been
involved in several campus productions including the upcoming "Interludes" and the PAST film "The
Evil Eye."
Expecting to graduate in the summer, Gonzalez, who recently appeared on the UT stage as The Fool
in "Accidental Death of an Anarchist," is hopeful of a career in
acting. But, he admits, it was not his
original course of action growing
up.
"I wanted to play sports,"
Gonzalez said, "and I did." After
participating in the basketball program in seventh and eighth grade,
Gonzalez was "turned off by the
coaching staff my sophomore year."
Inspired by an older brother who
had done some acting in school
plays, Gonzalez thought he'd try it

DRAMA'

There are many ways
to [express yourself],
and acting is one of the
most comfortable ways
to do it.
Gerardo Gonzalez
actor
out for himself.
"I was always pretty loud and
outspoken," he said.
While attending Edcouch-Elsa
High School, Gonzalez began "taking theater seriously. I found that I
could be passionate about it."
Not much time passed between
his last high school play, "Inherit
the Wind," and his first steps on the
college stage. It also coincided with
his entering into the new world of
psychology.
"Human expression goes so far,"
Gonzalez said. "There are many
ways to (express yourself], and acting is one of the most comfortable
ways to do it. When I actually
started getting involved with the
theater, I was focused on it. But I
was also interested in the psychology department."
Perhaps the actor's ties to psychology are most evident in his
preparations for roles. Although he
lists actors like Robert de Niro and
Jeremy Irons as examples of fine
artists, Gonzalez said he looks not

Photo by James Hawley

Gerardo Gonzalez starred in "Accidental Death of an Anarchist."
to other actors but to ordinary people extensions of themselves. Actors
for his craft.
don't act like other actors.
"I watch everybody," he said.
"I draw what it is I portray from
"Actors portray people. They are other people l've seen in like situ a-

tions. If I haven't seen anyone in a
particular situation, then I invent."
Gonzalez said his role as The
Fool, "the voice of anarchism," allowed him to experiment more than
usual, giving extra latitude for creativity. Simultaneously, however, the
exactitude of the rapid-fire dialogue
required diligence from the entire
cast.
"The energy level on 'Anarchist,'
was way up here," Gonzalez said.
"You really had to know the show
so well so that if somebody messed
up a line, you could cover for them,
or if you messed up, they could
cover for you."
In the upcoming "Interludes,"
Gonzalez is relearned with members of the "Anarchist" cast.
"The cast is an organism,"
Gonzalez said. "It works within itself. It creates and recreates. We're
all very dependent on each other."
Gonzalez pointed to the adaptation of Brecht's "Mother Courage"
in which he performed on the University Theatre stage last year as an
example of how a cast can truly
make a piece work.
After the climax of the play, "you
could hear people in the audience
sobbing,'' he said. "It was so sad.
The whole place was one big
goosepimple. There was such an
intensity in the house you could
feel it. The whole thing was just so
beautiful. It evoked so much emotion."

I watch everybody. Actors portray people. I
draw what I portray
from other people I've
seen.
Gerardo Gonzalez
actor
Meanwhile, as Gonzalez rehearses
for "Interludes,'' he looks back at a
college career in which he has developed a love for the theater, psychology and the Valley.
"Education has turned me on to
so many things," Gonzalez said. "I
spend a lot of time in the theater,
trying to see my effort come to its
fruition. There's just so many possibilities in the theater.
"The Valley, as with a lot of
Texas, is so big. There's a lot of
terrain. You want to go to the beach,
you go to the beach. You want to go
to the desert, you have the desert.
Sometimes I can say I'm bored, but
I know I can't really mean it because there's always something to
do. Read a book. Take a walk. "
After graduation, Gonzalez said
he is considering a two-week vacation in Michigan with an old friend.
"Ifl find work there, then I'll stay for
a while," he said.
In the meantime, Gonzalez can
be seen in "Interludes,'' opening
next month.

Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor
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"Incident at Oglala" will be shown in the History Film Series.

~

Professors in three departments
in the school of liberal arts have
launched a series of films designed
to create discussion among students as well as provide an alternative method of campus entertainment.
The French, English and history
departments recently began screening a series of films in late January
or early February. The French Film
Series will feature "Camille Claude!"
at 7:30 p.m. on Monday in CAS 303.
The History Film Series will feature
"Kagemusha" at 7;00 on Monday in
LA 101.
Dr. Don Newman began his English Films Series last semester. The
purpose of that series was to provide English composition students
with films that would spur debate
and engender paper ideas.
"I'd really like to have English
students get together outside of
class and discuss issues for writing
essays in an informal atmosphere,"
Newman said. "Movies have a connection to larger issues in society.

Discerning fiction from reality is an
important skill."
According to Dr. Michael Faubion,
the History Film Series began in
spring 1991.
"The series is for students in history or anyone else," Faubion said.
"It puts into perspective what people
look like, dress like. Since we live in
a TV society, this is a good way to
get students involved."
Faubion said choices for the mov-

~ · A Special Gift for Valentine's
Men's & Ladies

Series have never been screened in
Valley theaters, the opportunity
arises for students to see·some truly
astonishing films including "Au
Revoir Les Enfants" and "Incident at
Oglala."
"One reason we created the History Film Series," Faubion said, "is
that there doesn't seem to be enough
things for students to do for free on
campus," adding that there are few
reasons for students to be on campus at night.

Faubion said in the past audiences of between 30 and 60 people
have shown up for films in the
History series. "Just showing up is
part of the deal," said Faubion.
Faubion, who also teaches a
course in American history after the
Civil War, said films depicting that
time period are hard to come by. As
a result, he said, Ed Zwick's "Glory"

see Films p. 1o
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Play the violin. viola.
cello or- baii?
Ifyou played in high school or elsewhere,
and want to "get back into it" and join the fun,
join our ensemble!
MWF at 11:45

can the Music Office to..- mo.-e details%
3S1 -3471

Wide
Selection
of
Styles

Reproductive
Services
(l

l.1 S(·sam(· Drive\\ {'sl • Ilarling(·n, TX 785;0

In association with Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

PH

Some Restrictions Apply. One Hour Service on most prescriptions. OJTer Expires 2-28-93.

Dr. Beardsley's
-~ ~ Super Clinic
~~~"1
D

•Where Our Patient's Eve Health Comes First•

A

EYEWEAR
McAllen
700 S. 10th

317 S. Broadway

Across from Pep Boys

Downtown

682-3126

686-7435

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)

Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
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Jesus Jones perverts rock, Cohen waxes poetic
Sommersby
"Sommersby" breaks the steady stream of feel-good movies
Hollywood has b 'en shooting up into the American audience
vein. It is not a perfect movie, but a well-written script and
excellent acting from Jodie Foster and Richard Gere make it
worth seeing.
Gere plays John Sommersby, a southern soldier who returns
from the Civil War to be reunited with his family. Foster plays
his wife. As the movie unfolds, some believe Sommersby may
not be who he claims.
But he brings hope to this devastated southern town and the
question is avoided until Sommersby is charged with murder.
The question doesn't get answered until the end, and how it
is resolved makes the movie. G) - Trinidad Gonzales

Loaded Weapon 1
The National Lampoon has done it again. "Loaded Weapon
1" could be considered a movie worthy to fall in the list of
parody greats like "The Naked Gun" and "Hot Shots."
The plot of the story begins when a Mafia-type organization
murders retired cop Whoopi Goldberg for hiding microfilm
containing a recipe that would conceal cocaine in cookies.
Cops Emilio Estevez and Samuel R. Jackson are assigned to the
case. The owner of the cookie company (model Kathy Ireland)
falls in love with Estevez, but he is too wrapped up with finding
his dog, Claire.
I recommend this film to those who want to see a parody of
movies like "Lethal Weapon," "Basic Instinct" and "Wayne's
World." Still, it doesn't get as graphic as "Basic Instinct."
For those who love comedy, this is one movie that cannot be
missed. G) - Omar Gonzalez
Editor's note: In caseyou haven'tfigured it out by now, movies
listed in this column are rated on a scalefrom one (awful) to ten
(excellent). We try to review each new release that manages to
make its way to this neck of the woods, but if you don't see
something here you think should be here, write us.

✓ Jesus Jones
"Perverse"
SBKRecords
Computers are seemingly everywhere: where we work, where we
live, even in the music we listen to.
On "Doubt," Jesus Jones' 1991 release, the band made rock music
danceable by successfully bringing
rock music into the computer age.
This unlikely marriage was
damned by rock purists who believed that good rock music can be
created only on the basics of guitar,
bass and drums. "Samplers? Keyboards? Only techno-freaks use
those!" Led by vocalist/lyricist Mike
Edwards, the group scored a cou pie
of major hits including the optimistic "Right Here, Right Now."
"Doubt" was cheekily titled, for
the album is filled with songs of
determination and hope. The band's
latest release, "Perverse," is a complete change from "Doubt," both
musically and lyrically. Unlike
"Doubt," the album is more aptly
titled, and is filled with angst-ridden songs of cynicism.
In 1991, the prevailing spirit of
the world was one of optimism.
The Berlin Wall came down, the
Soviet Union was falling apart,
people were uncertain of their future, but hopeful. In "Right Here,
Right Now," Edwards sang in this
spirit in the lines "You know it feels
great to be alive ... watching the
world wake up from history."
In 1993, war has broken out in

Leonard Cohen gets down and dirty on "The Future," singing
about crack, anal sex, abortion and restoring the Berlin Wall.

different parts of the world, the
AIDS epidemic is still a problem,
and the U.S. is seen as the world's
leader. On "Perverse," Edwards
displays the current attitudes of
uncertainty, fear and anger.
On this album, Edwards has per-

haps matured a little from the idealist he once was. He now sees not
only the hope of the world but also
the corruption. Musically, the album is a more intense work.
Produced by Warne Livesey, who
previously produced such bands as

take the alternative at
1,EOS.AltD ('OHES

'1'111: 1-T'ITRE

808 State

Barenaked Ladies

Cell

Leonard Cohen

Moodswings

Lemonheads

Denis Leary

Jesus Jones

Nirvana

Screaming Trees

Shakespear·s Sister

Simple Minds

Midnight Oil, "Perverse" is a constant barrage of sounds and distorted vocals, in the style of other
noise-industrial bands as KMFDM
and Nine Inch Nails. At times, the
group's harsh musical attack is mind
numbing and completely overpowers the lyrics, no matter how strong,
as in the songs "Magazine" and
"Spiral."
Hope rears its head on only one
song, the bass-driven "Get a Good
Thing." Edwards slyly traps the
listeners in the lyrics of the initially
happy but finally acidic "The Right
Decision."
Edwards gets downright arrogant
to the point of being preachy, on
the album's first single, the bilious
"The Devil You Know." The accompanyingvideoshows the members ofJesus Jones in varying states
of seriousness, watering down any
power the song had. Perhaps the
band hoped to call people to action, they only succeeded in showing how serious they take themselves.
"Perverse" is not a bad album, just
an inconsistent one. Mike Edwards
obviously has some talent. Once he
learns to use it effectively, watch
out. Jesus Jones could become a
dangerous group. - Lydia Puente
✓ Leonard Cohen
"The Future"
Columbia Records
The first thing one notices about
Leonard Cohen is his voice: deep,
dark and penetrating (Some people
· notice that he looks a lot like Dustin
Hoffman, but his picture isn't on his
new record, "The Future," so it's the
· voice you'll notice first).
Cohen ain't no spring chicken,
but "The Future" has some of
Cohen's most timely lyrics. For those
unacquainted with Cohen's music,
it's jazzy without being happy, and
often his gruff voice is coupled with
a backup chorus of angels. Perhaps
"The Future" would be best cataloged as nihilistic jazz.
In the title track, Cohen intones,
"Give me crack and anal sex/fake
the only tree that's lefr/And stuff it
in the hole/ Of your culture." Not a
sweet thought, but Cohen isn't too
sentimental about the times.
"Waiting for the Miracle" is a love
song of sorts, and evokes strong
and provocative images. "Anthem"
and "Democracy" are powerful,
political statements.
Cohen's new record is moody
without being sappy, with a vibrant
sense of poetry. It's like plugging in
to a cool, dark place. And with
Leonard Cohen as your guide, you
want to be the re. - Alvaro Rodriguez

Thanks to Sound Warehouse
for the loan of these CDs.

Cassettes

$j99
Tragically Hip

Toad The Wet Sprocket

SUNDAY

Compact Discs
Starting at

99
CS

CD

Barenaked Ladies Gordon Reprise ................................................ .7.99 .......12.99
Cell Slo-Blo DGC .... .............................................................................5.99 .........8.99
Leonard Cohen The Future Columbia ............................................... 7.99 ....... 12.99
Jesus Jones Perverse SBK ............................................................. .7.99 .......12.99
Denis Leary No Cure For Cancer A&M ........................................... .7.99 .......12.99
Lemonheads It's A Shame About Ray Atlantic .............................. 7.99 .......11.99
Moodswings Moodfood Arista ..................................... .. ........... ...... .7.99 .......11.99
Nirvana lncesticide DGC ............ .......................... .. .. .. ......................7.99 .......12.99
Screaming Trees Sweet Oblivion Epic ........................................... .7.99 ....... 11.99
Shakespear·s Sister Hormonally Yours London ........................... .7.99 ..... 11.99
Simple Minds Glittering Prize '87 -'92 A&M .................................. .7.99 .......12.99
Starclub Starclub lsland ...... .............................................................. 5.99 . .......9.99
The The Dusk Epic ................................................ ............................. .7.99 ......12.99
Toad The Wet Sprocket Fear Columbia ........................................... 7.99 ....... 12.99
Tragically Hip Fully Completely MCA ...... ........................................ 7.99 ....... 12.99
808 State Gorgeous Tommy Boy ................................... .................... .7.99 ...... 12.99

Starclub

Attention:
Let the Naval Reserve
be the key
to your FUTURE
The The

2017 S. 10th St. across
from La Plaza Mall, next to
Colbert's 682-6373

THURSDAY

10-10
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

10 - MIDNIGHT
Sale prices effective February 3rd through Februa ry 16th. Ouant1t1es limited. SW7131

Looking for:
• Educational Assistance
• Q.uallty Navy School
• leadership Experience
• Extra Income
• Advancement
• Future Retirement Benefits

Ifyou are 17-25
Ca/I Sunday-Fdday

1-800-544-2562
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Plausibility disappears in 'Vanishing'
Alvaro Rodriguez

"The Vanishing"

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Starring: Jeff Bridges, Kiefer Sutherland,
Nancy Travis
Playing at: Movies 6 (McAllen)
Critic's Rating: @

"The Vanishing" wants to
scare you, bless
its little heart.
But the tale of
Kiefer
Sutherland's
search for his
missing girlfriend, though
sometimes chilling, falls short of
believability in a big way.
Jeff (Sutherland) and Diane
(Sandra Bullock), boyfriend and
gll'lfriend, have a spat over running
out of gas in the middle of a
mountain tunnel. Jeff, leaving Diane
in the car, walks to a gas station.
When he returns Diane is nowhere
to be found.
Actually, she's sitting on a rock a
little down the road. Jeff picks her
up. Pulling into a gas station, they
make up, Jeff promising he'll never
leave Diane alone again. Diane gets
down to buy some snacks ... and
Jeff never sees her again.
It's a pretty heavy set-up for any

Jeff (Kiefer Sutherland) whacks the bejesus out of madman Barney (Jeff Bridges) in "The Vanishing."

film to attempt. The set-up is very
powerful: What would you do if
your girlfriend just walked into the
twilight zone without a trace?
"You don't know what it's like,"

Jeff says at a point in the movie, "to
not know."
Unfortunately, director George
Sluizer does little to make us see or
feel what Jeff is going through.

Instead, we getBarney(JeffBridges),
and a lot of him.
Barney is the bad guy who kidnapped Diane. Barney has been
keeping an eye on Jeff, who has

kept up the search for Diane for the
last three years. When Jeff meets a
nice waitress-cum-new girlfriend
Rita (Nancy Travis), he drops the
search. Then Barney, in fine sociopathic mode, seeks out Jeff so that
he may know the truth of what
happened to Diane.
"The Vanishing" is inventive and
always interesting. But the conventions adopted by the film make the
ride a little hard-going. It's like
taking a fun roadtrip through the
mountains but the engine keeps
knocking and you can hear the air
hissing oul of your tires. The scenery is nice, but you know there are
problems.
For those a little more adventurous at heart, "The Vanishing" is a
remake of a French-Dutch production of the same name and, surprisingly, the same director. It is available on video and is reported to be
unbelievably better than its American counterpart.

Films from 8 - - - - - has been regularly shown, and Bruce
Beresford's "Black Robe" was
screened last semester.
Dr. Liliane Vassberg explained
the criteria for selection of films in
the French Film Series.
"All movies were chosen because
they have either cultural or literary
value," Vassberg said. "Of course,
they have a Jinguisti~ value'. too."
Like the History Film Senes, the
French Film Series draws on some
films with an interesting historical
setting.
"'Uranus' deals with post-WWII
France, and deals with the problem
of the French collaboration with the
Germans," Vassberg said.
Similarly, Vassberg said, director
Louis Malle's award-winning "Au
Revoir Les Enfants" deals with the
plight of Jews in France in WWII.
"Several of the films are set in a
historical [reference]," Vassberg said.
"But we try for a balance; some
comedies and some serious ones."
All the films in the French series,
"give insights into some aspect of
French life," Vassberg said.
While several films in the French
series do present a historical slant,
most of the films were made in the
early '80s. However, Vassberg said
there was a possibility of showing
older French films in the future.

Cool 'Waterdance' hits video shelves
Alvaro Rodriguez
Aris and Entertainment Editor
Home video
has long been a
bastion of the
underdog
movie, including those films
whose small
HOME
budgets or subVIDEO
ject matter has
kept them out
of Valley theaters. This week, Neal
Jimenez's
incredible
"The
Waterdance" hits video store shelves,
and it is a film well worth tracking
down.
One might think that a big name

like Wesley Snipes ("White Men
Can't Jump," "Passenger 57") would
tip off theaters to a winning film.
Unfortunately, "The Waterdance"
had been emblazoned with the
stigma of "art film," and the movie
played on very few screens.
Jimenez's film depicts the struggle
of a young writer (Eric Stoltz) who
is injured in an accident and confined to a wheelchair and, worse,
rehabilitative exercise.
Stoltz's character has always been
an independent and self-sufficient
person, and cannot adapt to being
so helpless.
He is placed in a small hospital
for treatment where fellow patients
Snipes and William Forsythe are
also recuperating from their para-

lyzing injuries. The trio interact like
rock-scissors-paper, one always
weaker or more powerful than the
others.
But the intensity ofJimenez's film
lies in the inner struggles of each
character and their individual fears
and insecurities in dealing with their
injuries.
Wisely, Jimenez never lets the
film get too stagey and injects the
somber atmosphere with some truly
hilarious moments (particularly
when several patients liberate a
hospital van and go out for some
night life).
"The Waterdance" is a funny and
poignant film, winner of several
awards, and certainly qualifies as a
home video treasure.

(;omedian Toy Snipes h~d.lines Comedy
Night tonight at 23rd Street Spons Pub Md
Gdll D<>ug Stanhope <>perts qie show. Fm,
more info:rmation, <:all 6s'7'-9~99,

"Kagemusha," Akira Kurosawa's samurai
epi.c, will be scteened at 7 p.m. Mondaym IA
101.

Faculty Artist

Sculpture and prlhts from the Clatk Colle(tfon will be on display .it) th¢ FAC Gallery
through Feb. 17.

will

La.tin group Matt
perform at KIWW's
tldrd arumal Valentine's 0M.(:e$attirday at the

Villa Real convention <:enter·in McAllen. For
more .information, call 657...5342.

w. O Neil w.ill perform selec1

tions on clarinet at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the fine
Arts Auditod\lm.

Dahce musk duo AB Logic will perform
Monday at South Dallas, 500 E. Hackbetcy,
McAllen. Advance tickets start at $8. All ages
welcome, Fot mo.fe information, ca.11682-4133.
Gallery '93 is eu:rtently acce_ptin~ submis-

"Camille Claudel," a French ti1m with English subtitles, will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in CAS 303.

0

sions of art, poetry, prose ahd l>lack•andwhite photography.Entries should be dropped
off in CAS 266. Deadline is March 26.

p ter Ldb Schedule
Spring Semester 1993

Computer Lab B (Office Buliding B)
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

The Dloomlnt le11kel loulique

8:15 am - 11 pm
8:15 am - 5 pm
10am-6pm
noon - 10 pm

IBM-compatible w/dot-matrix & laser printer
Macintosh MacWrite 11 w/laser printer
VAX terminals w/a dedicated print queue
(OBB$LAB)

Flowers • Baskets • Balloons & Gifts

Valentine's Arrangements
Candies• Cards• Mugs• Teddy Bears

BA Lab (BUSA 120E) 381-3365
Monday-Thursday
8:15 am· 9:45 pm
Friday
8:15 am - 5 pm

ij

10% Discount with UTPA I.D.

1412 West University• Edinburg• 381-8556 _J~

BUSY CORNER DELI
---

Jae-Lin's

(dine-in, take-out or we dellver)

dVow thw <Vale.ntine 1-

{Dine-in or take-out only)

'\
VAX terminals w/a dedicated print queue

,

414

(BA$LAB)

MEETINGS CATERED• DELI TRAYS• PRICf.8 VARY
~....,..~
,,
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 8 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
~,,,<>~.,.
·
208 E. Cano• Edinburg PHONE: 380-1474
For Fast Delivery, call early.

!Batfooni

••

l

~

, aao.1 ~
0

4801 N. 10th• McAllen• 686-5252

CAS Mac Lab (COAS 351) 381-2106
Monday, Wednesday
10 am - 4:40 pm
Friday
10 am - 2 pm

"7/aftlul 1 / ~ ~ z,~

• n1-_ _:....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~\l

~;" •

Valentine's Week February 8th-14th
OPEN Valentine's Sunday!

AILE FLORAL by Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner • Edinburg

383-3362 • 383-6822 • 383-8611

a.m.

Look for Our Weekly Specials

'"Jfie ())alfe/1 dl,101t 'UnEtfiu

Send her some r~s or a IC1Jely bouquet.
Just call or visit us today.

,

And now, we serve breakfast, 8-10 ~

~hop f'tOm 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

<2%'owers with Love ,. ,,.i
for Your Sweetheart

BA Terminal Lab (BUSA 122)
Monday - Thursday
8:15am - 10 pm
Friday
8:15am - 5 pm

Enjoy our delicious sandwiches for lunch!

J

§ift !Ba.Juh • '.]fo'ta{dfnan9wu.nl1 •

IBM-compatible w/dot-matrix & laser printer

1/isa&MaslerCardAa:epled

••
••
••

Come & join in a

•

-,.,

Pu-11~4~

Thursday, February 11, 1993

Valentine's Day is Sunday,
February 14, 1993

Music • Balloons • Face Painting

We deliver. We Accept all major credit cards.

Enjoy this holiday the safe & healthy way!

116 N.12th St. • Edinburg (east side of C.Ourthouse on the square)

..,.......

LA Lab (LIBA 229 / 231) 381-3670
Monday, Wednesday
8:45 am - 5:30 pm
Tuesday, Thursday
10 am - 10 pm
Friday
8:15 am - 4:40 pm
IBM-compatible w/dot-matrix & laser printer
VAX terminal emulation on the computers

11 :30 a.m.-1 p.m.

UC Circle

Flower Shop

Macintosh Macwrite II w/laser printer

Brought to you by A.D.A.P., Office of Student Development.
For more Information, call: 381-2260 or stop by UC 303.

l---,--..,.,,,,.,..,,--..,.,......---..;,3~83_-0_87_1_ _ _ __'----------_-_-_:-_:-_-.::.::.===--=---___,,.-

Math Lab (MATH 101 / 103 / 105) 381-2319
Monday - Thursday
8:15 am - 9:30 pm
Friday
8:15 am - 4:45 pm
Saturday
noon - 6 pm
Sunday
2 pm - 8 pm
IBM-compatible w/dot-matrix & laser printer
VAX terminals w/ dedicated print queue
(MB$LAB)

For further information, call 381-3417.
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Questions about financial aid?
Check out our
~
step-by-step flow chart
Page 6

Folkloric dancers
cap off season this weekend
Page 7
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Ribbon-cutting
Vandals 'rear-end' .science quad
opens temporary
engineering labs
Melissa Downey

Sta.ff

Missy Mata
Staff
At a ribbon-cutting ceremony
Monday faculty, students and community members officially opened
the doors to the temporary engineering building and, according to
interim director for the engineering
program, Dr. Edwin LeMaster, the
first university in the state to offer a
bachelor's degree in manufacturing
engineering.
"We will have our first graduates
in mechanical and manufacturing
engineerir;ig in the spring '95 and
the first electrical engineers will
graduate in spring '97, LeMaster
said.
"This (engineering program) is
something that we have been working towards for a long time-ever
since we merged with the UT System in the fall of '89.
"We think that we will have one
of the best programs in the state and
we're going to try to hire the best
faculty that we can," he said.
All of the students that are currently enrolled are excited about
the new program, he said.
Richard Martinez, a mechanical
engineering senior, was among the
group to help officiate the opening
of the new lab.

"I'm really excited about the opening," Martinez said. "By taking part
in this, I was able to become a part
of history in the making."
Martinez said professors here are
very competent and offer more in
depth information in the class than
from what he has seen at other
universities.
"I really believe that this program
can become one of the best in the
state," he added.
Martinez noted many students
who are enrolled in the engineering
program are Hispanics.
"We will have one of the biggest
output of Hispanic engineers because of this program, and hopefully it will be the strongest Hispanic engineering program and
group in the nation," Martinez said.
With the opening of the new
laboratories on Monday, students
now have a place to conduct their
engineering experiments and
projects.
Dr. Bill Cunningham, chancellor
of the UT System, said he is confident about the leadership at this
institution.
"It will mean a great deal to the
state to have a bilingual program
and it will help to diversify the
economy and present great opporSee Engineering p. 9

Usually a social haven for students weary of classes, the Science Circle has become a palette
for controversy.
A group of students, who identified themselves in a letter as the
"High Voltage Gang," apparently
saturated their rear ends with
white paint sometime late Sunday or early Monday and sat,
stamping prints of their derrieres,
around three-quarters of the Science Circle.
In addition, the words, "UTPA
Degree in Sitting," were painted
on the north walkway of the
circle.
The group also pinned a note
to a tree that stated their grievance:
The words, "degree in sitting,"
The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz
referred to the fact that "most
classes on this campus teach us
how to sit and be quiet," the letter Lourdes Seledon, Mission sophomore, and Cruz Martinez, Misson freshman, illustrate how to get
a "UTPA degree in sitting." A group calling themselves the "High Voltage Gang" recently
stated.
It called the school "behind the vandalized the Science Quad by stamping butt prints on the bricks.
times" and challenged it to "get
out of the 'Valley' way of think"There are other venues on cam- Lourdes Seledon, sophomore, as but said the group had a point.
ing."
pus," he said. "(Students) can vent she indicated the graffiti. "This is
In conclusion, it noted that the frustration through the dean of stu- where I come to relax and study.
One student disagreed with
demonstration was "not an attack dents or the president, rather than Everybody hangs out here."
the Gang's claim.
on the university itself," but an (take this type of action)."
However, she agreed that the
"In my classes, the professors
expression of concern for the
university is "pretty passive" as a get us involved-they encourage
future.
Several students expressed dis- whole.
class participation," Edward
University Police Chief called approval with the Gang's method
Cruz Martinez, freshman, called Puentes, junior, said.
the the graffiti "juvenile in na- of demonstration.
the demonstration "vandalism," sayHe had no comment on the
ture."
"It's pretty sad to see this," said ing he did not care for the method, graffiti itself.

Arminda Munoz
Staff

Board checks up on Texas Plan
Castillo, program director, will represent the committee.
Managing Editor
The Board created the Texas Plan
in which state universities are asked
A member of the Access and to increase accessibility, participaEquity Committee of the Texas tion and graduation among minoriHigher Education Coordinating ties.
Board will visit campus to observe
The committee decided in Sepand speak with representatives concerning the Texas Plan at 1 p.m. tember 1992 to visit several public
Tuesday in the Board Room at the institutions of higher education
during spring 1993. According to a
administration building.
letter from the assistant commisDr. Carlos Godinez, a new ap- sioner to the Texas Higher Educapointee to the Board, and Hector tion Coordinating Board, commit-

Trinidad Gonzales

tee members will observe if schools
meet the guidelines and goals of the
plan.
The members of the committee
will meet with the vice president for
academic affairs, and the deans.
Also, they will meet Dr. Robert
Salmon, who is dealing with the
internationalizing curriculum, and
Judy Vinson, dean of students, who
is in charge of the multicultural task
force.
Other university representatives
speaking to the committee are:
• Dr. Sylvia Lujan, director of the

learning assistant center-counseling/retention- SSB 618;
• Larry Rincones - high school
Equivalent Program;
• Fran Algers - Mother/Daughter
Program;
• Martin Torres, president of student government; and Rene Estrada,
vice president;
• Esmeralda Guerra, Affirmative
Action Representative - Employment;
• Carol Rausch, assistant to the
president - Leadership Program;
• Dr. Miguel Nevarez, president.

A proposed $20 fee union fee will
enable students here to enjoy ameni. ties similar to those on other campuses, the dean of students told the
student senate Tuesday.
The fee would allow expanded
services and free student service
funds for other uses, Dean Judy
Vinson said.
It would provide for construction
of a 40,000 sq.ft. addition to the
University Center. Remodeling may
include such things as check cashing center, music store, copy store,
theater and social lounges.
Vinson promoted the student
union fee in which students would
pay $20 per semester and $10 during summer terms.
This proposed fee will be presented to the student body in a
referendum in April.
If approved, it will take effect this
fall.
If students vote for the UC fee, the

10 percent increase in student service fees recently passed by the
Board of Regents will not go into
effect.
Students can go to the student
union, "anytime of day or night,"
Elvie Davis, assistant dean, said.
"There will be a living room area,
(and) nobody would get after you
for eating in there. You could listen
to music, watch 1V for just a few
dollars a month," she said.
Vinson pointed out the fee would
go into effect provided a legislative
bill passes.
"We would begin to collect this
fee in September, assuming the state
legislature passes the bill that would
allow us to charge this fee, " Vinson
said.
The bill stipulates that students
must vote for the student union fee
before it can be collected. Any fee
above the set limitations would have
to be put on a referendum for the
students to vote on. Also, the bill
requires a student union advisory
See Fee p. 9

African-American Awareness Week

Campus to recognize ethnic diversity
Jaime D. Garza
Sta.ff
In recognition of National African-American Awareness Month, the university has a
week of special events set to recognize the
diversity of students on campus.
Special topics and events focusing on
various aspects of the African-American
culture begin Feb. 22-28. On Tuesday, the
rap band DLP, will perform during activity
period.
Daryl ]. Williams, lead singer and freshman social work major, said people need to
have a betterunderstanding of those around.
"I need to support it (AAAW) because it's

part of my culture," he said.
Williams said people need to be "openminded" when they come into contact with
someone from a different culture.
"It's (AAAW) working together. "
Duri:1g activity period Thursday, poetry
readings, skits, and music will be performed in the Ballroom. The performance
material will contain an African-American
background. Free refreshments will be
available.
On Sunday, Feb. 28, movies will be
shown in the UC Recreation Room. Movies
are "The Life and Times of Jane Pittman,"
"Mississippi Massala," and "Strictly Business."
Sandy Rodriguez, coordinator of student

activities and University Program Board
director, said these events are a great opportunity for students to learn about other
cultures.
"We (Hispanics) are a minority, yet most
students here don't know the racial differences," she said. "We're trying to remind
srudents that we are lucky down here ... as
Hispanics down here, it's a haven.
"(UTPA is) becoming more diverse ... and
we feel thatAfrican-American students need
activities that are geared towards them. If
we're not acknowledging other cultures,
some thing's wrong."
African-American Awareness Week is being cosponsered by UPB and the International Student's Association.

For more information on AAAW, contact
Molly Carrizales, UPB chair of ideas and
issues, at 381-2266 or stop by UC 116.
In other news, today will end Sexual
Assualt and Aids Awareness Week. Tables
will be setup in front of the UC from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Civic organizations including the
Valley Aids Council, Mujeres Unidas,
Planned Parenthood, Proyecto Saluds, the
Guidance and Counseling Center, UTPA
Police Department, and Student Health
Services will be available to provide information.

Villarreal, Victor Reyes, Rosemary Campos,
Eddie Gonzalez, Isidra Villarreal, Mark
Garza, Isaura Trevino, Migdalia Trevino,
Sylvia Tamez, Monique James, Gerardo
Marrujo, Ernie Alaniz, Efrain Gonzalez,
Irma Guajardo, Mario Bravo, Celinda Saenz,
Debra Garcia and Debra Wyatt.

Each of the 20 winners will receive a pair
of tickets. A total of 40 tickets were given
because of the large turnout. Originally, 15
pairs (30 tickets) were going to be given
away.
Lupita Villarreal, UPB diversions chair,
Also, winners for last week's "Take Your said students who have not yet claimed
Sweetheart to the Movies" are as follows: their prize can pick them up at UC 205.
Mari Alvarez, Marcia S. Vela, Morma A. Students should bring their UTPA ID.

Journalism professor criticizes paper policy
n response to your editorial concerning my role as journalism coordinator in the communication department and relationship with Student Publications, 1 submit the following:
You accuse me of monopolizing
practicum students and deliberately discouraging journalism students from working at Student Publications.
Practicum students are encouraged to
gain experience and to participate in all
campus publications, but they are required to work on more than one publication so they will gain varied experience.
They can earn hours by working for Rio
magazine and The Pan American newspaper, published by Student Publications,
but only a select few are chosen and the
rest return discouraged.
Students in all journalism courses are
encouraged to submit articles to Rio and
The Pan American. They receive bonus
points if published. Many have submitted. Few have seen print.
I, personally, have handed you stories
written by students. For whatever reason,
you have chosen not to print them, which
is your prerogative.
I support journalistic freedom of independent student publications. My role as

I

journalism coordinator is within the communication department, which includes
helping students get published.
You accuse me of a hostile tone toward
the newspaper.
The newspaper has improved during
your two years as editor, but 1 disagree
with the concept of anyone serving two
terms as editor. That is not hostility toward you, rather criticism of the current
policy.
Editorships should be for one year only
so that other students can benefit from the
experience.
Hostility? No. Criticism? YES!
UTPA students are being ripped off by
the exorbitant costs of producing these
two publications and their lack of coverage of student activities.
Rio magazine received $44,000 from
student fees this academic year and will
publish two issues. For that kind of
money, students ought to receive more
than two issues.
While the layout, design and graphics
of Rio excel, much of its content fails to
focus on the students or the campus of
this university, yet students foot the bill.
The Pan American received $73,000
from student fees and and will publish 25

Bob Rollins
Journalism Coordinator
issues. For that money, students ought to
receive a better quality newspaper and
more often than once a week, or they
ought to be paying less for it!
Students have contributed more than
$110,000 this year to these two publications, but nearly half of it goes to salaries
of staff members who are not students.
If Student Publications produces only
25 weekly issues of newspapers and two
issues of a magazine, what is the adviser
and other two staff persons doing the
remaining 27 weeks of the year to justify
annual salaries totaling more than $50,000
paid by students from fees in addition to
tuition?
et's discuss content of the newspaper, as we do in writing and
editing courses. We review several issues during each semester.
I preface my comments by noting that
the review is meant as constructive criticism, which, by its very nature, is generally negative. Criticism is not aimed at the
student staff personally but at the prod-

L

uct.
Since you are receiving feedback from
these classes second hand, you may not
be aware of attempts to be fair and
objective. Not only weaknesses, but
strengths are highlighted, along with noting that the class is "Monday morning
quarterbacking" and not under the pressure of deadline.
The newspaper fails to focus on students. For example, only minimal coverage has been given to a basketball player
who leads the nation in scoring. Greg Guy
is news and should be profiled.
For some reason, there is a reluctance to
run news, features and photos of students. For some reason, there is a reluctance to run articles submitted by students
in journalism classes.
That is why I started Panorama magazine in the department. We have produced three issues at a fraction of the cost
of Rio magazine and at no cost to students
or the university.
I plead guilty to publishing Panorama.
The department lacks adequate computer
hardware and software. I produced it in
my home on my own equipment, often at
late and early hours, when I was not
teaching five different journalism courses,

plus practicum, plus serving as coordinator, plus advising students. . .
I have paid the $2,500 deficit out of my
own pocket for the first two issu_es so
journalism students could get published.
The latest issue broke even, thanks to
strong support from advertisers.
From these three issues, more than 50
students have seen their articles and photos in print, and Panorama has focused
exclusively on students. With a modest
amount of funding for equipment, the
magazine could be produced by journalism students.
tu dent Publications produce products that already have been paid
for by student fees. Consequently,
there is little incentive to improve
content or format of these products.
I have encouraged journalism students
in the communication department to offer
some incentive by planning a new campus newspaper with prototype issues due
out this semester. With a modest amount
of funding a new newspaper could begin
next semester.
Until students start receiving value for
their dollars paid to Student Publications,
I will continue my criticism.

S

Newspaper makes coordinator
scapegoat for historic problem
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ecause of comments made to
me about last week's editorial,
I find it necessary to clear up a
few misconceptions about
what's going on in the journalism department.
First of all, Journalism Coordinator, Bob
Rollins is NOT "the major difficulty"
within the journalism department, and to
make such a statement shows how poorly
informed The Pan American editor is
about the situation and how inadequate
his stafrs investigation has been.
Since everyone within the,communica),ti,'¥11S department {acuity and administrative structure admits that this is a historical
problem, existing years before Bob Rollins
was ever hired, how can The Pan
American's editor make such a preposterous statement?
I commend your frankness, but "shame
on you" (to borrow Eve Wernicky's theme)
for using your editorial position as a
forum for spouting personal resentments
against Bob Rollins.
By waging a personal attack, you've
mislead The Pan American's general
readership about the real problems facing
the journalism program.
The relationship between the department and The Pan American has nothing
to do with why journalism teacher/student ratios are so inadequate or why
graduate programs of the other concentrations have received priority over journalism undergraduate development despite the fact that the bulk of the department is made up of journalism majors.
Shame on you for creating Bob Rollins
as the scapegoat and failing to acknowl-

Yes, there are problems between the
journalism
department and The Pan AmeriNancy Fitzgerald
can. And yes, Bob Rollins must share part
English Senior
of the responsibility for those problems.
But Gilbert, you and The Pan American
Adviser, Joyce Prock, must also accept
edge who is really to blame.
You were on the right track, however, some of the blame. For two years, journalin admonishing department chair Jack ism students have been sending you the
Stanley. There's no doubt that he must fruits of their journalistic labor from feabear much of the blame for the deteriora- ture writing and reporting classes, and
tion in the journalism department under you have failed to print any of them.
It is for this reason, and this reason only,
his leadership.
He confirmed his apathy by refusing to that Mr. Rollins has created "The Pananswer journalisrri studehts' written in-'l orami."" Students who have ''.tibt been
quiry into the program, and threatening allowed accessibility to The Pan Amerithem that if they made the dean of the can can at least see their work in print in
College of Arts and Sciences, Ernest Baca, the Panorama. (Not to mention that Mr.
mad, "it would jeopardize any improve- Rollins underwrites out of his own pocket
ments already being considered for the any costs not generated through student
ad sales.)
journalism program."
Shouldn't you also be raving against Dr.
You also know, Gilbert, that the Student
Baca and Dr. Mark Glazer, associate dean Publications Committee is in the process
of students? Glazer admitted to me that of scheduling meetings directed at finding
although "journalism has been the com- solutions to this problem.
munication department's step child for
inally, if journalism students hadn't
years," and although "he has been aware
been treated like they didn't exist
of the numbers, he just acts on what the
for the past five years, Bob Rollins
department puts in front of him." So
would not be the target of your
much for administrative oversight.
rage. He wouldn't have sole responsibilFaculty within the department candidly ity for the journalism department nor
admit that journalism has been overlooked. would he be carrying its entire teaching
ssociate Professor Neil Reike burden.
suggested at a faculty meeting
Shame on you, Gilbert, for losing your
that journalism be dropped as a objectivity.
major option since it wasn't
Rather than lay blame, it's time for
receiving th~ support it warranted.
administrators, faculty and students to
George Mclemore, speech communi- work towards positive, aggressive reconcations professor, acknowledged that jour- struC!Jion of the journalism program.
nalism hasn't had anyone to "aggressively
Let's look forward-not backward, and
lobby" for it, "no champion."
together-not separate.

Journalism faculty
growth 'phenomenal,'
according to former
communication chair

continued to erode, and Ruder was let go.
Journalism enrollment remained
insufficient to justify hiring additional
faculty. Meantime drama grew, as it
served general education course 2312.
Speech communication enrollment
exploded. Each semester hundreds of
students were denied 1313 and 1303,
general education requirements.
Part time faculty were hired in speech
comm, which soon had a Master's degree
and only one Ph. D. left to serve the
program. Theater also had a Master's
degree- which journalism could not add,
since Davis had only a Master's degree.
One faculty adequately covered journalism
enrollment.
Journalism didn't grow until the past
two years, when Rollins replaced Davis
and Stanley became chair. They called
the situation to Dean Baca's attention, and
he allowed the transfer of a slot (which
rightfully belonged to speech comm) to
journalism. So a new full-time Ph. D. was
added this semester.
It takes, with the antiquated Texas
budget practices and the sluggish activity
of the UT System, two years to get
permission to spit, let alone do anything
more pro-active. Dean Baca has already
suggested to Stanley that, when faculty
requests for '94-'95 are submitted in April,

1
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Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

In the inte{est of accuracy, I point out
the following. Prior to 1976, journalism
was in the English Department and had
1.5 faculty members (Underwood, full
time and Quin, half time).
In 1977, the Communications
Department was formed from journalism
and the old Speech and Drama
Department. I was named chair.
In 1978, Quin, and Ruder were each
halftime and Underwood was full time in
journalism.
In
1979
President
Schilling
administratively transferred Vernon Davis
from the Public Information Office to the
Communications Department, an addition
not justified by enrollment.
By the time Joyce Prock replaced retiring
Harry Quin, journalism enrollment had
begun to shrink. As Prock was part time,
classes had to be taken from her and
given to Davis-even though her classes
made and Davis' didn't. Soon Prock was
transferred full time to Student
Publications. Journalism enrollment

F

A

If you think people are leaving journalism now, I know
I signed at least 100 change
of major slips out of journalism before Rollins came
into the department!
Dr. Marian Manta
communication professor
a full time tenure track pos1t1on be
requested for journalism. While slow to
~tuden~, to old hands on the faculty,
iournahsm faculty growth is phenomenal.
When you look at enrollment ratios,
remember that theater teaches five to ten
general education courses per semester,
speech comm covers 30, and journalism
has none. So look at it this way- journalism
now has two people teaching majors full
time, while theater and speech
communication have none.
·
. And-'f
. 1 you thmk
people are leaving
Journalism now, I know I signed at least
lOO change of major slips out of journalism
before Rollins came into the department!

Dr. Marian F. Monta
Communtcatio,i professor
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CSO remains intact

Adan A. Gomez
Staff

'
,

'"
'

'

Eighteen campus organizations
voted to maintain the current format of the Council of Student Organization at a meeting Monday, Feb.
8 at UC 103.
Members unanimously voted to
keep CSO's current format, and
agreed that it would have a stronger
voice as a group than as an advisory
council or an additional house of
government.
One of the proposals passed calls
for maintaining CSO as a "group"
organization. Representatives of
each campus club wishing to par-

ticipare in CSO can do so by attend- an SGA-CSO merger two houses of
ing meetings and taking part in legislature would be created to govevents.
ern
student
Asecond propolicy. In addiposal will cre- Iwas surprised, but also tion, every camate an advisory pleased to see so many pus club would
council. Membe mandated to
new faces.
bers from ten
have one repreclubs will be
sentative
chosen as reppresent at all
Elvie Davis meetings.
resentatives of
Assistant Dean of Students
CSO. These
Although lack
representatives
of quorum has
would voice any ideas and or con- been a concern in the past, a high
cerns to the dean and assistant dean turnout at the last meeting could
of students.
mean an end to this problem.
A third proposal briefly discussed
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of stuwas to m,erge CSO with SGA. Under dents, said having seen so many

February
1

new members at the meeting last
week was surprising and satisfying.
"I was surprised, but also pleased
to see s_o many new faces," Davis
said. "It's a positive sign. I was
getting the impression from last
semester's meetings that not enough
interest was generating from students."
In other business, new officers
were elected. Adrian Ramirez was
elected president; Sylvia Jackson,
vice president; Sandra Torres, secretary; Eddie Rodriguez, treasurer;
and Joe Martinez, parliamentarian.
Ramirez said he hoped to achieve
more unity and participation from
all campus clubs.

circle. I le was later arrested for disorderly conduct.
I

9 A staff member reported her vehicle was damaged at Lot A.

1

A student's vehicle was stolen from campus parking Lot J.
• Someone wrote on the doors of rest-rooms at the LRC third floor. It
; A fire alarm at the Women's dorm went off. Smoke was visible on is said to be gang related and the damage is $2000.
the third floor lobby. The cause was overloading of the wash machine.
• A back pack was stolen from the Business building. The loss is
2 A bicycle was reported stolen from the Men's dorm.
estimated at $235.
3 A vehicle was broken into and the stereo was taken. The Joss was • A male causing trouble at the University Center was asked to leave
$200.
the campus. The male subject was later taken to the Hidalgo County
Jail.
4 Head resident of the Men's dorm informed the University Police
10 A missing person was reported to authorities. The University Police
Department of a student that looked ill. Scudent was later taken to
Department
was notified and was sent to go check if the student was
Edinburg Hospital.
attending
classes.
Student was not found.
• Students were fighting at Lot I.
were
reported
stolen from a staff member at the Education
•
Keys
• A female student was bitten by a stray dog while jogging at the track.
·
building.
The stuqent was taken to Edinburg Hospital.
• A book was stolen from the Math building. The loss is estimated at
5 A vehicle was hit by another vehicle failing to stop at a traffic sign in $42.
Lot C.
• A male was reported for acting in a disorderly conduct at the
• A student's jacket was reported stolen from H&PE II. Loss is estimated Business Administration Building. A formal complaint was made by a
at $154.
faculty member.
• A fire alarm was pulled in the H&PE I building. Damage was
6 A student was trapped in an elevator at the Education Building.
estimated at $20.
7 A student's vehicle was stolen from Lot J.
• A vehicle was stolen from parking Lot G.
8 A license plate was stolen from a vehicle in Lot A-6.
11 A student left his vehicle in neutral and it rolled out of the parking
• A vehicle was illegally parked in a handicapped space at the CAS
space and hit another vehicle.
circle and was towecl away.
• A student tried to enter another student's vehicle at Lot E. The car 12 An ill student was taken to Edinburg Hospital after being at the
Emilia Hall Student Health Center.
lock was damaged. The loss is estimated at $ 100.
• A student informed authorities that someone broke the sliding glass 15 Painted cement was reported by a University Police worker at the
emerg~ncy exit dpor at the Worrwn's qorrn. The case is under investi- Science Circle. It is belived to be gang related.
.,.,.
1
gation..E.
~
•
Parents reported to the University Police Depa1'trnent that their
• A male student was reported using obscene language at the CAS daughter was missing. Female later found.

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano• Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

February
18 Baptist Student Union will

hold a "Growth Groups" bible study,
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. every Tuesday in the men's residence hall, 3rd floor.
• Catholic Campus Ministry will celabrate mass at noon every
Thursday in the campus chapel.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Tuesday and Thursday at noon in BA 119. Everyone is welcome. For more information
call 383-4622.
• University Program Board will sponsor the band "Surreal Men",
noon in the UC circle.
• "Educating Rita," part of Dr. Don Newman's Great Movies for
English Students Series, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in CAS 253.
19 Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a prayer meeting, 12:45
p.m. every Friday in the women's residence hall basement. Everyone
is welcome. For more information call 383-4622.
22 "La dentelliere," a French film with English subtitles, will be shown
at 7:30 p.m. in CAS 303. Admission is free .
• "The Lemon Grove Incident," part of a history movies series, will
be presented at 7 p.m. in LA 101.
23 Baptist Student Union will hold a Noon Fiesta at the Baptist Student
Center. Music and drama will be provided. Lunch is $1.
• United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold a Bible study on the
Gospels, led by David Moreno, UMCM campus minister, noon in UC
305A. Everyone is welcome.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Tuesday and Thursday at noon in BA 119. Everyone is welcome. For more information
call 383-4622.
• Honors Sociecy will elect a vice president at their noon meecing in
CAS 173.
• Philosophy Club will sponsor a lecture on the Huichoi Indian's
conception of the world from the Nayarit state in Mexico, at noon in
LA 111.

• The association for Computing Machinery invites you to take part
in Dr. John Abraham's presentat10n "Sharing Your Computer: Issues
in Networking" at MB 106 during the activity period.
24 United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold prayer and meditation, 10 to 11:30 a.m., in the University Chapel. Students can pray and
worship together or alone.
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 12:45 p.m. every
Wednesday in BA 213.
• Catholic Ca.mpus Miniscry will hold an Ash Wednesday mass at
noon in the University Circle and in case of rain in the Chapel.
25 Catholic Campus Ministry will celebrate mass at noon every
Thursday in the campus chapel
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship meets every Tuesday and Thursday at noon in BA 119. Everyone is welcome. For more information
call 383-4622.
26 Intervarsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 12:45 p.m. every
Friday in the women's residence hall basement.
27 Texas Special Olympics will hold a 25th anniversary regional
basketball game, 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and HPE II. For
more information call 580-8765.

Deadline for Bulle · n Board {s 5 p.m. Tuesdays.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

BAR-B-Q-KING
CATERING

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials

oot if inilbed . 'b~t you.::
t

••

To advertise,
call 381-2541.

Sweet 'Iemptatwns
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches _;;
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
.,,7 )
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5500 N. McCol • McAlen, TX.• 512-630-0307
Open: Mon.• FrL 11-9 • Set. 11-5

Dine-In or Carry Out

SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

\

380-0629

~.

110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

~
Sincerely Yours

--

Carlton Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

-

--------------------Reproductive
Services
(l

I .:i S(·same Drive W<:sl • llarling<:n, TX 78550
In association with Adoption Affiliates

Christian Science
Healing Records
Since 1866

.Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

With Visa• you~II be accepted at more than IO million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

L---.....;.------------------------------CViaaU.SAlnc.1119G

McAllen
Christian Science
Reading Room
A Bookstore &
Library Combined
. 911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas
Open Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Information
686-4241
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Lady Broncs win at Beaumont
Broncs continue losing streak
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Sports Editor

The Lady Broncs won their first
game under Head Coach Tracie
Garner when they defeated Lamar
58-54 Saturday in Beaumont.
The ladies' basketball team lost
to Western Kentucky last Thursday
at the Fieldhouse. They bounced
back from this defeat and stole
Lamar's home game.
"I was excited, but I felt I had
control of the game," Garner said.
"We go into every game thinking
about winning."
Dawn Beachler led the Lady Bronc
scoring attack with 31 points. She
was also top rebounder with 18.
Belinda Bonhomme followed with
15.
"She (Beachler) hit some big buckets for us. She had a great game,"
Garner said.
Leading scorers for the Lamar
Lady Cardinals were Travesa Gant
with 21, and Sondra Ancelet with
15.
The game against Western Kentucky Thursday ended in a 30-point
deficit for the Lady Broncs.
"We stayed with them the whole
way," Garner said. "We gave up
some easy buckets and they gained
the momentum. We need to work
on minimizing our mental mistakes
wben we do get tired."
Beachler led this game in scoring
with 24 points. Bonhomme had 16
and Araceli Rios scored 10.
In men's basketball, the Broncs
dropped three more against New
Orleans, Western Kentucky, and
Jacksonville.
New Orleans, ranked 25 in the
nation, stormed into the Fieldhouse
Thursday night and stole the game,
81-63.
Ervin Johnson, center for the Pri~leers, scored 21 points. Johnson
-is-a projected first-round NBA draft
pick next summer.
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Chris Clay drives and jumps to score for the Broncs Saturday.
For the Broncs, Greg Guy topped
the scoring list with 23 points. Chris
Clay had 17.
Following Thursday's defeat, the
Broncs hosted Western Kentucky's
Hilltoppers on Saturday. The
Hilltopers ran away with the 90-60
victory.
Top scorer for the Broncs was
once again Guy with 28 points.
Clay scored 13. The y were the only
two Broncs with double-digit scores.
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western Louisiana tonight at 7:
p.m. here. The Lady Broncs ho
Lamar on Monday at 7 p.m.

CHOOSE THE APARrMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE...
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Authorized Cellular One Dealer

* Free Cellular Phone
* Free Air Time
* Free Large One-Topping
Pizza from Pizza Hut
Do you drive to school at night?
Does your busy school schedule almost make you late for work?
Do you worry about unexpected circumstances?
·
Do you worry about your car breaking down?

Ma.1~tel(al(ee

*Oou.r-te.f!Il'a tr-of

Well, don't w~rry, with the convenienc~ of a telephone in your car
at an economical monthly fee, these things will seem secondary.

TAKE CONTROL AND BE PREPARED TODAY!
* CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS APPLY:

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE

• With approved credit and activation
• $30 programming and activation fee (regularly $65)
- Offer good only through CelluUnk, and authorized clealer for Cellular on f th R
• One large, hand-tossed, one-topping pizza from Pizza Hut on University ~ ~ . e I~ Grande Vl!lley
• Offer expires February 28, 1993
nve m Edinburg

Treat a Friend to Lunch Soon!!!
16091/Effttlltfl/l(}R
EOll/8t1Rf TlXlft 78539

210-383-<5382

For more information on monthly plans and an
st.
Victor Morales at 638-6085, anytime and 682_ Y q ue 'o_n, please call
2328, evenings.
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Success, inspirations drive nation's leading scorer
David Hunter
Sta.ff
There is a saying that the best
things come in small packages. At
six feet, on~ inch, Greg Guy is
anything but small, unless he's on
the basketball court, but to most of
those who are unfortunate enough
to play against him, he's a giant.
Currently, he leads the nation's
scorers and is a constant menace to
the teams he plays.
For Guy, averaging about 30
points a game is good, but he
would rather have his team winning.
"Being lead scorer in the nation is
all right, but I'd rather have my team
, winning," Guy said. "I'm a winner
and I'm not used to not winning.
"For next year I can set an example. When the guys see how
hard I work, they'll work hard, too.
I would like to be a kind of catalyst.•
Guy was born in Lincoln, Illinois
on November 17, 1971, and moved
, to Chicago at the age of six.
His father played guard at Illinois
State, opposite former pro baskelball player and Chicago Bulls Head
Coach Doug Collins. It was through
Gregory Guy, Sr. that Guy received
much of his love for the game.
"On the court I look at Tim
Hardaway and Michael]ordan," Guy
said. "Off the court, I look to my
mother and my father. My father
helped me out a lot...He had a lot
of insight into playing basketball
that he passed down to me. My

parents went to every game."
Guy, Sr. knew his son would be
a good player long before he began
to take the game seriously.
"Greg started playing with the
basketball when he was around
four and a half years old," Guy, Sr.

cold Chicago weather during football season didn't agree with him.
It proved to be a good choice
because in basketball he gained
all-area and all-conference and led
his team to a conference championship.

My father helped me out a lot. .. He had a lot
of insight into playing basketball that he
passed down to me.

Greg Guy
Bronc guard

said. "He was playing with a YMCA
youth group called biddy ball and
the kids were having an exhibition
during a college game at Depaul
University. The children would
have the balls rolled to them across
the court and they would have to
dribble the balls back and try to
make a shot.
"All the kids were young, so it
was hard enough for them to get the
ball down the court, much less
make a basket, but when Greg got
the chance to shoot the ball, he
made the basket with a swish. The
crowd went crazy. Everyone was
on their feet."
Guy, Sr. said his son was always
playing above himself with older
kids.
"Even though he was the shorty
of the group, he was always the
fastest," Guy, Sr. said.
In high school, Guy also played
football, but opted to stick to basketball because practicing in the

Guy dedicated his basketball career to his grandfather who died
when he was a sophomore.
His mother noted one of the best
performances of his high school
career was in a Pepsi Hot Shot
contest during a Bulls games. He
won the contest and went to Kansas City for the finals.
"I played against Ken Gibson
who now plays for UNLV and hit
35 against him," Guy said. "I shut
him down. We won that game.
That was one of the high points of
my high school career."
Guy's mother considers she and
her husband to be their son's "number one fans.• "He's such a fierce
competitor. He never even allows
us to talk negatively about the
sport."
After graduating from high school
Guy went to North Eastern Oklahoma Junior College. The adjustment wasn't hard and Guy averaged around 15 points per game.

"The first three games I didn't play
much," Guy said. "After that I started
almost every game."
After a brief enrollment at Fresno
State, Guy arrived at UTPA where he
had his greatest challenge.
"I didn't play much that first year,"
Guy said. "I had a lot of trouble
getting used to that."
Following the loss of Head Coach
Kevin Wall, Guy found himself one
of only two returning team members.
Newly hired basketball Coach Mark
Adams didn't know what kind of
player he had at first.
"Greg was already a member of
the team when I arrived," Adams
said. "I had no way of knowing what
a good player he would be. It wasn't
until the Toledo Tournament where
he got 35 points in two consecutive
games that we saw what potential he
had. I was impressed with his scoring and athletic ability. He's a fierce
competitor and has great concentration in pressure situations."
According to Adams, with the
current season to build on for next
year, Guy has a lot more potential
for growth.
"We hope that we can build the
team and surround him with a deeper
squad of talented dedicated players/ Adam said.
Guy hopes to get his degree in
communications first and one day
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz
have a job in broadcast journalism.
He hopes also to play professional Greg Guy leads the nation in sco'ring by averaging 34 points per
game. Above, Guy returns a steal against Western Kentucky
basketball.
University Saturday night.
For now, Guy is a catalyst.

Broncs split games with Sam Houston State
Last week the baseball team split
two pairs ofgames with the Bearkats
of Sam Houston State University.
On Friday the team lost a pair 5-1,
3-0, and on Saturday the team
evened the score by beating the
Bearkats 4-3, 7-0. The Broncs improved their record to 3-4 on the
season.
On Saturday's first game, the win
was highlighted by two home runs
by James Eby and Craig Pruski.

Bobby Scott and Travis Stolle added
the two additional runs for the win.
Sam Houston State had one run
but made a play for the win toward
the end of the game. Two runs in
the sixth, though, were not enough
to take the win from the Broncs.
Veteran Ricky Clough held the
team for the win, despite having
seven hits against him. Steven
Christophs came in for the save and
retired the final four batters.

In the second game newcomer
Jeff Meyers almost pitched a no
hitter in his first shutout of the
season.
There was another homer delivered by Travis Stolle in the secondgame. Otherrunswereadded
by Mark Swindell, Frank Akers, Ed
Menchaca, Brandon Benefield and
Scott who had two.
Both games ended with 6-4-3
double plays started by shortstop

Mark Swindell onto second sacker
Frank Akers.
In Friday's game the Broncs had
poor hitting and a few miscues that
lead to problems and losses. The
lone run of the game came on third
baseman Pruski's solo homer.
Rod Kurtz fell to 2-0 on the season,
giving up 10 hits in seven innings
and three earned runs.
In the second game Taylor Miller
threw a strong game but still gave up

four hits over five innings and that
was enough to give the Bearkats the
three runs for the score. Miller goes
to 1-1 on the season.
The Broncs were able to get only
four hits in each game. In the
second game, mistakes gave the
Bearkats all of their scores.
The Bronc will take on the University of Houston and Prairie View
A&M University this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.
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Tbe nezl' Apple
Jfadntosh Color Classic.

-
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The new Apple
Macintosh Centris 610.

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
line of full-featured Macintosh computers ever. There's the Applt Macintosh
Color Classit - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And,
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The new Apple
Macintosh LC 111

~
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for even more power, the Macintosh Centris'" 610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing,
as well as service during college: And experience the power of Macintosh. •
,_
The power more college students choose. The power to be your besr

For further information visit Technology Resources at LRC-116
Ask ruJ<?ut the Apple Computer Loan
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Financial-aid comes
in variety of forms

Flow through financial aid process
You are here

Financial aid is money available
to students and families to help
pay for educational expenses. Its
purpose is to supplement, not
replace, the amount you and your
family can afford.
Financial aid comes in a variety
of forms, including scholarships,
grants, loans and work-study jobs.
•Scholarships and grants do
not have to be repaid. They are
available from many sources,
including the federal government,
state agencies, professional and
service agencies, private foundations and individual schools. The
largest and best known source of
direct grants to students is the
Federal Pell Grant..
• Loans may come from the
federal government by way of the
school, or from private financial
institutions. Interest rates for most
student loans are very reasonable.
Depending on the loan program,
money is loaned either directly to
the student or to the parents.
•Work-study programs let
students earn money toward their
education while they're going to
school. Students sometimes can
find jobs related to their program
of study. Work-study wages are
based on federal minimum wage
guidelines, but they may vary
according to the skill and experience needed for the job.
Financial aid usually comes in a
"package," or a cqmbination of
different kinds of assistance. Some
students are eligible for special aid,
like veteran benefits or vocational
rehabilitation. For most kinds of
financial aid, students must be
enrolled at lea_st half time, and
show that they are making satisfactory progress in their program of
study. Some student aid programs
also have special requirements and
guidelines.
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Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Program is
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through Wednesday until
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for Federal Student
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The faculty senate passed a resolution to continue receiving partial
funding of the Optional Retirement
Plan by the state
Faculty currently has a choice between two different retirement
plans.One is the Texas Retirement
Plan and the other is the ORP.
"Most faculty choose going into
ORP," Samuel Freeman, president of
the faculty senate, said. "It is a much
more flexible program."
Freeman said faculty choose the
ORP instead of the IBS primarily

benefits with them if they decide to
leave Texas. Under the IBS program, faculty do not have this option.
The state is currently proposing to
cut contributions to ORP from 7.3
percent to 6 percent. Previously the
state funded 8.5 percent.
The senate resolved qot to cut
contributions and instead increased
ORP to its former 8. 5 percent level.
When the state reduced the level
of funding to 7.3 percent, the UT
System made up the difference to
maintain a 8.5 percent level.
The senate resolution in response
states" ... any reduction in State funding for the ORP will prove detrimen-

::::::;:;.;::::::::·;-

ommends that the 8.5 State contribution to ORP be restored."
In other business, Sandy Sanchez,
vice president for the faculty senate,
was appointed as a representative to
the Coordinating Board Faculty Advisory Council.
The council has representatives
from several public universities on
an advisory board that provides faculty prospective to the Higher Education Coordinating Board, Freeman
said.

Celebration bre~ing for School of Business
Arminda Munoz
Staff
After being under a year-long
review, the School of Business got
reaccredited, but they haven't had a
chance to celebrate.
"We're honoring faculty and other
officials for the reaccreditation of our
school,• Francis ]. Brewerton, dean

of the school of business, said.
The department will host its official
celebration, 6:30 p.m., Saturday at
the UC Ballroom.
During the summer of 1991, the
School of Business Administration
(SOBA) was placed on one year of
continuing review. The American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) found the school
deficient in their research capacity.

Also other requirements had to be
met before accreditation.
SOBA was granted reaccreditation
in Spring 1992 for its master's and
undergraduate programs and will
not go up for review again until 2001,
according to Brewerton.
SOBA will host an appreciation
banquet for its faculty and business
community leaders.
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Students who work should "look
at their whole situation, not just
how much they make on the job,
when determining their tax
liability. Working more hours,
going from job to job, or even
earning interest on a savings
account could change a student's
tax situation during the year.
A working student can file Form
W-4, "Employee's Withholding
Allowance Certificate," with
employer to determine how much,
if any, tax should be withheld from
each pay check. Whether a
student needs withholding to pay
for income tax depends on many
things, including:
• the total earnings the student
will make this year at this and any
other job,
• savings accounts or other
investments that produce income,
• scholarships that may be
partially or fully taxable for the
year, and
• whether the student can be

1
~
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claimed as a dependent on
someone else's tax return.
In general, a single student who
can be claimed as a dependent by
another person will owe no federal
income tax if he or she:
• does not have more than $60o
in total income, some part or all of
which is unearned income; or
• is under age 24 at the end of
the calendar year and earns up to
$3,600 in wages, tips, taxable
scholarships, and other earned
income, provided he or she has no
unearned income such as interest
or dividends; or
• is over 23 at the end of the
year, has no unearned income,
and earns less than $2,300.
A student who is over 23 at the
end of the year and earned $2,300
or more usually cannot be claimed
as a dependent on someone else's
return. If this student earns $5,900
or more, one must file a tax return
to daim an exemption.
For more information, get Form
W-4 and Publication 4, Student's
Guide to Federal Income Tax.
Order them by calling the Internal
Revenue Service at 1-800-829-3676.

Calling IRS
Do you need a tax question
answered? Aie you missing a tax
form or do you need to order a
publication? Call the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).
Telephone Tax Assistance
1-800--829-1040
(IRS assistors answer questions)
Order Publications or Forms
1-800--829-3676
Tele-Tax-Taped Tax Messages
1-800--829-4477
(Over 140 taped messages available, some in Spanish)
Automated Refund Status Information 1-800-829-4477
(After mailing tax return, allow 8
weeks before calling)
Hearing Impaired 1-800-829-4059
(Must have access to IDD equipment)

Common questions
to the IRS:
Although we supported our 19year-old, unmarried daughter,
she spent most of 1992 away
from home at school Can we
still claim her as a dependent?
Yes. The time your child spends
away from home at school or on
vacation counts as time lived with
you. The IRS's recorded information phone line, Tele-Tax, explains
this. Call 1-800--829-4477 and listen
to Topic 155.
Do I have to file a return?
Whether you have to file a return
usually depends on three factors:
your gross income, your filing
status, and your age. For details,
call 1--800-829-3676 and order free
IRS Publication 501, Exemptions,
Standard Deduction, and Filing
Information.
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Left: Amy Ordol'lez and
Jaqueline Vasquez perform a traditional Mexican dance with Juan
Cuestas in "Alegria." The last
concens of the season take place
at 7 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m.
Sunday in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
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Folkloric performers
revive cultural dances
Brightly colored dresses will swirl
and flow across the stage, and boots
will stomp out a rhythm, but for
now, the dancing troupe of 16
women and eight men wear black
leotards or plain dance tights as
they rehearse for an upcoming performance.
The UTPA Folkloric Dance Company is getting ready for the lase
show of "Alegria 92-93" at 7 p.m.
Saturdar,.and 2 p.m. Sunday in the
Fine Arts"Auditorium.
The program features a variety of
Spanish and Mexican dances chat
date back through many centuries.
The group will perform dances from
the age of the Aztecs to the Mexican
Revolution of 1910 to the present.
The dancers are under the direction of husband and wife team
Francisco Munoz, artistic director,
and Mary Munoz, associate director.
"This program is an opportunity
for students to learn more about the
Spanish and Mexican culture and
heritage through dance," Francisco
Munoz said.
Munoz pointed out the dances
from Spain and Mexico are different
and unique.
"Mexico is divided into states and
Spain is divided into provinces," he
explains. "Each region and province has their own Jances with
distinct styles which have been
embedded into I.heir society."
"In Spain, for instance, there are
three different types of dance,"
Munoz said. "There is the traditional folk dance, mainly performed
by the people; classical dances,
which were more [ballet-like) in
nature, which were performed by
the aristocrats; and finally the flaJj

The Alegria program is
like a history book, and
each dance is like a
chapter in that book.
Jessie Murguia
dancer
menco dances, which were performed by the gypsies."
Munoz spoke of Mexican dance
as a counterpoint to the dances of
Spain.
"In Mexico as well, there are
different types of dances, from the
Mayan and Aztec dances to the
mestizo dances-which is a combination of Spanish and Indian
dances--to the dramatic dances of
the Mexican Revolution."
The Mexirnn Revolultion dances
were used as political ·statements
against the Mexican government,
Munoz explained.
Jesse Murguia, a dancer and Physical Education senior, said, "The
Alegria program is like a history
book, and each dance is like a
chapter in that book."
Boch Murguia and dancer Silvia
Briales, ESL junior, joined the group
after seeing a performance, but both
pointed out that dancing in a company involves a lot of hard work.
"These dances can be difficult,"
Murguiasaid. "One must enjoy dancing and performing to be a member
of this group."
Briales said it takes dedication to
dance with the company.
"If someone really wants to learn,
they shouldn't give up, and not get
frustrated," Briales said. "If you are

Off Campus
Computer Lab
Long Lines .. .
Waiting .. .
Not a problem over here!
Check us out.
1406 W. University Dr.
(between Rodeway and Nations Bank)

318-3344

Martin Hinojosa and lrasema Gonzalez perform the traditional Jaqueline Vasquez (center) lifts a Mexican revolutionary war
flamenco dance of Spain in "Alegria."
rifle in the dance of Juana Gallo In "Alegria."

willing to rehearse hard, you can do ration in art," Munoz said. "In order
it. u
to understand art, we need to under
Munoz also said it is most impor- how art [dance] is expressed through
tant that people learn about folk- its content and form."
Advance tickets for adults are on
loric dance because of popular missale for $5 at Chambers of Comconceptions of Mexican dance.
"Many people, including Hispan- merce in Edinburg, Pharr, McAllen,
ics, when they think of Mexican and Mission, Weslaco and Harlingen; at
Spanish dance, think only of the Melhart's Music Center in McAllen;
cumbia," Munoz said. "This pro- and at the UTPA Theatre Box Ofgram serves as an educational tool fice.
Tickets for adults will be $7 at the
to educate people of the nchness of
our culture and to show that Mexi- door. Children under 12, UTPA
can dance is much more than that." faculty, staff, and students may pur"In order to understand culture, chase tickets for $2 at the door. For
we need to understand its manifes- more information, call 381-3501.

&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
VALLEY-WIDE

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

..·••·••········ ..

•............

H
.. WHITE FLOUR
..HPATOS
.__________.
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

TWO (2) BEEF OR CHICKEN PATOS,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO BEANS,
AND AN ICY 1602. COKE.

ONLY $2.99!!!

SOUTHERN STYLES SALON
Tanning Sessions
$6.00
Buy 10/ Get 2 FREEi
106 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg

380-4341

_,
Why settle for a patty
when you can have aball?
The 6" Meatball Sub Only

.St.69
··-

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) •••••..••.••••..•..••...•••.••••.•••
McALLEN (Bua. 83) .........•......•.....••••.........
McALLEN (N. 10th).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EDINBURG •...•••••.. . •••.•. • •••.••..•..••••..•..•••
BROWNSVILLE ..•••.•....••••••..••••••...•••••••.••
MISSION • • • • . . . • • • . • . . . • . • . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .
WESLACO ••.••...•••.•.....••.....•••••....••...•..
HARLINGEN ...•.•••...•••••...••.••.•.•••••..••..•••

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

618 N. 10th McAllen 630-4376

(across from UTPA)
102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625
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Martin, ~clight share earthy exhibit
When we think of landscapes we think of
Yosemite ... butthe kind
we confront on a daily
basis are muddy roads
and plowed fields.

Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts and Entertainment Editor

"Untamed" star Marisa Tomei hangs in a buffalo stance.

Untamed Heart
If you're looking for a good, well-thought out movie with lots
of heart, go sec "Untamed Heart." You may be overboard,
actually, you'd be 20 feet below water, if you were to call this
movie a classic, but there isn't a wasted frame, image or line in
the entire film.
Set in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, the movie involves a
recently-estranged girlfriend, Caroline (Marisa Tomei), and her
savior/secret admirer, Adam (Christian Slater). Powerful, yet
subtle images of stars, hearts, beasts and children dominate the
movie-and your thoughts-long after you leave the theater.
"Untamed" is not exactly the best Valentine's Day movie, as
it allows Tomei and Slater to play nearly opposite roles without
all the cliches that normally go with such a setup. The
beautifully expressive Tomei glows as the too-often hurt and
too-ready-for-love waitress, while Slater, in his best film and
part yet, quietly becomes a sort of gentle giant.
"Untamed Heart" isn't your normal love story, nor is it an
entirely off-beat one, either. It's something different and
definitely something moving. 0 - Gilbert D. Martinez

The Temp
"The Temp" is a psychological thriller that drags with a
complex plot and poor acting that fails to meet the rigors of
such a story. Laura Flynn Boyle as the title character is no
Rebecca de Mornay; she does not express evil as convincing
as de Mornay did in "The Hand That Rocks the Cradle." Also,
Timothy Hutton is not believable playing a reformed paranoiac.
The movie begins with Hutton in a psychiatrist's office where
the audience learns that Hutton's character once was slightly
off-key. The movie progresses with a sequence of events that
indicates someone is s~botaging the company where Hutton
works.
The obvious question is who, but what should make this
move is not finding out the identity of the saboteur, but how
the characters deal with these conflicts. Unfortunately, "The
Temp" quickly degenerates into a whodunit.
Another problem is Hutton's acting does not convey his
character's supposed former mental illness. There are certain
events in the movie that would have caused most people to
doubt themselves, but Hutton's character never does, and he
seems to be a Rambo of psychological strength.
Other than a well-written plot, this picture does not offer
anything else. 0 - Trinidad Gonzales

A reception for a joint exhibit of
drawings by Wil Martin, art professor, and sculptures by Nancy Sdight,
UT Brownsville ceramics instructor,
was held Feb. 9 in the CAS Gallery.
The exhibit continues until Feb. 25.
Sclight said her sculptures attempted to tie "a neo-primitive series in relation to past times and
cultures."
Sclight's sculptures were clayburned ceramic pieces, one featuring an agate on top.
Some of the pieces in Sclight's
exhibit, displayed under the title
"Equus," resembled horses in classic poses.
A series of Martin's drawings were
pen and ink, and displayed under
the title "Landscapes."
"When we think of landscapes
we think of Yosemite and
Yellowstone," Martin said. "But the
kind we confront on a daily basis
are muddy roads and plowed fields.
In that regard, [this series isl part of

Wil Martin
art professor
information there. That's what drew
me into it."
Martin pointed to the conjunction
of his drawings and Sclight's sculptures in a unified exhibit as an
"earth connection," because Sclight
uses clay in her pieces and Martin's
drawings are studies of soil.
Martin said the exhibit would
move to UT Brownsville next month,
then to Bee County College in
Beeville.
Plans to bring the show to an art
gallery in San Miguel de Allende in
Mexico, where Sclight has a studio,
are currently in development.

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Art Professor Wil Martin's drawings will be on exhibit until Feb. 25
in the CAS Gallery.
a genre tradition that goes back to
the Dutch, a tradition being worthy
of art."
Martin said his drawings were

inspired by "the rains last winter.
There's a piece of dirt road I have to
drive on, and it was all churned up.
There was lots of interesting visual

Planets mix rap and jazz, Vizion pumps tejano
Digable Planets
"Reachin'"
Pendulum/Capital Records
Sampling, the borrowing (or
sometimes stealing) of music from
one source and adding it to another, has always been pervasive in
rap. Despite the plethora of available music out there, in the past
most rap artists chose R&B music as
their sampling source.
In the '90s the face of rap music
has changed somewhat, artists are
now using live musicians instead of
samples for their sounds, and are
incorporating different types of
music into their songs.
Digable Planets continue in this
tradition by using jazz music as their
source on their debut album,
"Reachin' (a new refutation of time
and space)."
Rather than use old R&B albums,
this group chooses the music of jazz
greats as Sonny Rollins and Art
Blakey. Led by arranger-producer
Butterl1y, Digable Planets serve up
an excellent mix of humorous and
relevant lyrics and killer background
tracks.
Most of the songs are upbeat and
positive, but not too danceable.
The album is not music for a party,
nor is it music to dance to. Rather,
it's music to groove to.
The trio weaves tales of nonviolence, and acceptance in a roundabout way, using space travel and
aliens as their subjects. The humorous tone of the lyrics does not
detract from the Planets general
message of universal harmony. The

group pays homage to their musical ancestors on "jimmi diggin cats"
a hilarious look back at the '6os and
'70s.
The Digable Planets have already
caused a stir among the rap community for their ingenious use of
jazz music. Yet to pigeonhole this
group as jazz rap would be wrong,
for the message in "Reachin"' is not
in its samples but in its lyrics.- Lydia
Puente
.. ,... rn

1 ,

Vizion
"The New Bad Boys"
Mestizo Records
A new Tejano group, Vizion, are
on their way to success with their
new album, "The New Bad Boys."
Their latest album consists of a
variety of different tejano beats from
boleros to polkas and cumbias.
The group, which has its beginnings in Ohio, has been playing for
almost 10 years. Brothers Jaime
Cesar Molina, lead singer and drummer, and Israel Molina, accordion
and organ player, have been playing with their father, Juan Pablo
Molina, bajo sexto and back-up
vocals in the group, since they were
children. Joel Soto, bass player, has
been playing with the group for
about one year
The band is curr~ntly touring
Florida, North Carolina, Virginia.
The song "Golondrina Viajera," is

Vlzion's "The New Bad Boys" features a little bit of everything.
a bolero played in traditional accordion and bajo sexto. As always,
boleros are slow romantic pieces
that couples-young and old, and
in love-can dance to. "Golondrina"
is a song that describes a man's pain
and heartache because he is separated from the woman that he loves
dearly.
Not only does Vizion provide the
up beat rhythm of cumbias with the
traditional accordion, but they also
incorporate an organ into the sound.
"Atrapado En La Soledad" features the group's ability to change
to a keyboard style and still maintain the ever popular tejano beat.
For those who love the fast and
up-beat rhythm of polkas, whether

it be to dance to or just listen, Vizio~
has its own original polka piece.
"Pensando En Ti," features a beat
that would make anybody want•to
get up and dance.
·
"The New Bad Boys" is a great
album that features a little bit of
everything, from the traditional
tejano beat of polkas and cumbias
to the slow and soft rhythm of
boleros. For now, Vizion is a new
and small group but are certainly on
their way to the top.- Missy Mata ;
Vizion's album can be obtaine<t
bycalllngMestizo Records at 381;
0077.
•

Thanks to Sound Warehouse
for loan of Digable Planets' CD;

\
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. The BEST in New Music. We guarantee it!
Attention:
cassette

let the Naval Resewe
be the key

compaddisc

$6!! $10!!

to your FUTURE
Looking for:

• Educational Assistance
• Quality Navy School
• Leadership Experience
• Extra Income
• Advancement
• Future Retirement Benefits
lfyouare 17-15
QJI Sunddy-Frld.ly

1-800-544-2562

Stereo MC's
"Connected "

·'Connected" is the latc..,l
from England'<, T he Stereo
;vi Cs. These UK
rap/funkatcers embody a
new definition or
orot1veo log,·
\\'ith influences
0
;
ranging [rom reggae to
d,rncc to rap to soul to funk .

Herc it is ... the eagerly
anticipated release from
Peter Him111cl111an . l·ull of
though t provoking and
lyrical rock 11· ro ll, _t his is
intensely personal 111usic
with all songs wrillrn by
Peter.

2017 S. 10th St. across
from La Plaza Mall, next to
Colbert's 682-6373

To advertise,
call 381-2541.

SUNDAY . THURSDAY

10-10
FRIDAY · SATURDAY

10 - MIDNIGHT

Sale pr,ccs good Fcbrudry 3rLI through Morch 2nd Ounntit,cs I1111,tcd SW7 138
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Jonathan Goes San Benito
Musician Richman plays benefit for cultural arts center ·
Alvaro Rodriguez
0

Arls and Entertainment Editor

The Stonewall Jackson Hotel and Dining Room, a few
blocks off the highway in
San Benito, looks like something out of a dream: a remnant of an age when Lyndon
Johnson first announced his
candidacy for the Senate in
the.early 'S0s.
On Valentine's Day, in
, that same hotel dining room, the Narciso Martinez
Cultural Arts Center sponsored a benefit concert
, by Jonathan Richman, and for an hour and a half,
a transformation took place.
. Richman first gained notoriety in the mid-'70s
•as a founding member of The Modern Lovers.
. The group borrowed as much from the surf
groups of the '60s as the Velvet Underground,
·and scored alternative hits with "Pablo Picasso"
and "Roadrunner."
· Some branded Richman's music "nerd rock,"
particularly because love was often its subject
matter and Richman sang off-key. Conversely,
Richman is figured by some to have been the
father of new wave.
For his last five records (all released by
Rounder), however, Richman's musical style has
evolved, or at least spread out, to include country music as well as more traditional and experimental rock styles.
His most recent release is "I, Jonathan," and
now on tour supporting that album, Richman
made a detour through the Valley en route from
Dallas to Albuquerque.

"l've never beensouthofSanAntonio," Richman
said.
For Sunday's show, he was dressed in a red
candy-striped shirt and black jeans. In a chair in
the ballroom adjacent to the dining room where
Richman performed under three lights (blue,
white, red) with a white Ibanez guitar and a
single amplifier to carry both guitar and vocals,
he switched his white high tops with a pair of
short, black boots.
The Valley, however, quickly appealed to
Richman, originally from Boston, and now lives
in California.
"Not only is it my favorite part of Texas, it's
one of the nicest places I've been to in the
country," he said.
Richman said the vibes he felt from the audience before the show were "good."
Rogelio Nunez, directorofthe Narciso Martinez
Cultural Arts Center asked Richman how he
wanted to be introduced.
"Es tiempo para divertir," Richman suggested.
"Es tiempo para rock and roll. Es tiempo para
Jonathan Richman!" he said, smiling. "No, man,"
he told Nunez. "Say whatever you want."
Richman returned to his feelings about the
Valley.
"I wanted to be here," he said. "I've been to
Spain, and I really liked the idea of performing
for a cultural arts center."
Lydia Martinez, a member of the center and
friend ofRichman's, assisted Richman in translating several of his songs into Spanish. Upon the
suggestion of a Spanish-language recording of
his music, Richman said, ''I'd like to. I've recorded a lot of my songs in Spanish. But I don't
think enough people would want to buy them."
Richman has been performing solo for the last
five years. "Occasionally, a drummer will sit in

for me," he said.
For Sunday's performance, the audience acted
as percussion, supplying Richman with a steady
handclap to keep the beat.
Richman opened the vaults, playing some of
his oldest songs ("It Will Stand") against medleys of popular cover songs. In between,
Richman sprinkled a goop helping of Spanish
translations of his songs.
Richman accentuated his singing with a coy
hip shake, playing to the audience of about 50
patrons. As Richman's excitement grew, he
would often remove his guitar and croon unaccompanied except by dance.
Halfway through the show, Richman called
for a 10 minute intermission, then re-evaluated
his choice. "Did I say 10 minutes? Let's make it
five. I hate long intermissions."
Richman started his second set with the
instrumental "Sleepwalk," as some talking people
in the crowd were shushed by Richman's fans.
"They don't have to shush 'cause it's only
instrumental," Richman joked to a fan.
"Bienvenidos a todos," Richman said. "Welcome to Part Two."
Richman's second set featured a costume
change (he switched his red striped shirt with
one with wider blue stripes).
The show ended with "Cerca" and a requested encore of "Angels."
"I play 145 shows a year," Richman said, "and
this was a great show.
"Actually, I felt more in common with this
audience than a lot of the audiences I play for.
I mean, I'd have paid them."
The Pan American/Alvaro Rodriguez
Richman said he wanted to return to the
Valley, possibly to record an album.
"You know, I'd love to," he said. "I mean, do Jonathan Richman performed In front of an audience of about 50
people at the Stonewall Jackson Hotel In San Benito Sunday.
people realize how ~ood they have it here?"

Mardi Gras from p. 1
mind:
• Provide the student organizations with the opportunity to generate revenue.
• Expose the university and local
community to long-standing traditions rooted in the L01-1 isiana culture.
• A chance for student organizations to compete with each other.
As part of the Mardi Gras custom,
groups (known as Krews) within
the city would create names of
glamour for themselves. Each group
created its own name, most often
taken from Greek and Roman Mythology, to use as part of the Mardi
~ras spirit.
In recognition of this custom,
student organizations have been
asked to create their own Krews
and work at out-doing each other
with their booths.
: A contest for best booths and best
costumes will be held for the carniyal. A panel of judges will decide
which booths and costumes best
~splay the Mardi Gras spirit in

originality, creativity and effort.
Cash prizes will be awarded for
the best three booths and costumes.
For the booth contest, first prize will
be$200; second $125; and third$75.
For the costume contest, first prize
will be $50; second $25; and Lhird
$15. Contestants must be currently
enrolled and must have a validated
UTPA ID to enter.
Each organization can also nominate a faculty or staff member as
king or queen of the Mardi Gras
Carnival. On March 6, the king or
queen will have his or her every
wish (within reason) granted.
Each student organization has one
free space for a booth in the University Center parking lot. An additional booth slot can be aquired for
a $30 fee. A late registration fee of
$35 will be added to applications
submitted after 12 p.m., Feb. 25.
Booths include, but are not limited to any one of the following:
food, games, and merchandise. Only
ten food booths will be allowed
(electricity will be provided). No

duplication booths will be allowed,
and applications will be accepted
on a first come basis.
In accordance to state law no
gambling will be allowed. No alcoholic beverages may be sold or
dispensed. University policy and
procedure, as well as policy in the
UTPA student handbook will be
upheld.
Arrangements for rental of tables
and chairs can be made through the
Physical Plant.

Engineering from p.1 _
tunities to the people of South
Texas," Cunningham said.
"This is just the beginning and we
will have a marvelous program
when it is all complete," he said.
The new engineering labs are
intended to be temporary. An
engineering building estimated at
$20 million will be built and furnished once the money is raised.
"We could not be doing this without the state's support," President
Nevarez, said. "We will be asking
the state to join us in the effort to
raise money for the sole purpose of

developing the engineering program.
"We cannot succeed without the
state's support and it is the state's
funds that paid for the construction
of this building," Nevarez added.
The Edinburg Chamber of Commerce participated in the ribbon
cutting ceremony with Cunningham
doing the honor of cutting the ribbon.
Students who are considering an
engineering degree should start taking the required courses and apply
for scholarships.

Fee from

p. 1 _ __ __

committee to determine expenditures and programs.
Of this,$300,000 would be used
to improve current facilities in the
UC building, and $400,000 would
be set aside for the construction,
she said.
Also, the student service fee would
no longer fund the UC building,
which frees up $250,000 to fund
other student programs.
The next senate meeting will be
held at noon, Feb. 23 at the old
cafeteria.

Notice to contractors ofProposed
work. The Texas Department of
Transportation, District Office, 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
will accept sealed bids for JANITORIAL SERVICES FOR DISTRICT OFFICE COMPLEX AND SHOP BUJLDINGS (LOCATED AT 600 WEST EXPRESSWAY, PHARR, TEXAS 78577)
will be received at 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas at 10:30 a.m. on
Thursday, March 11, 1993. Prospective bidders are encouraged to attend
a pre-bid conference which will be
held Thursday, February 25, 1993 at
10:30 a.m. at the above mentioned
address. Proposals and specifications may be obtained at the pre-bid
conference or by contacting the district maintenance office at 210-7026132 in Pharr after the pre-bid conference date.

Looking for a good time? Submit
art, prose, poetry, photography, and
short stories to GALLERY, CAS 266.
Typing Service: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof-reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Call 585-2838.

Notice to contractors ofProposed
work. The Texas Department of
Transportation, District Office, 600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
will accept sealed bids for REPAIR
AND UPGRADE CHAIN LINK FENCE
IN HIDALGO COUNTY (MISSION
AREA) will be received at the 6oo
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas at
10:30 a.m. at the above mentioned
address. Proposals and specifications may be obtained at the p re-bid
conference or by contacting the
District Maintenance Office at 210702-6132 in Pharr after the pre-bid
Cruise ships now hiring: Earn conference date.
$2,000 +/ month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) PumpuptheJamswithDantheman.
Holiday, Summer and Career em- Sexy, exciting, fun male dancer. Will
ployment available. No experience do any female party. Call 630-9090.
necessary. For employment program Writing services: Essays, research
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5863.
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 5:00
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.

~· A Special Gift for Valentine's
Men's & Ladies--------~------.,..-,
FUNK FRIDAY
scenes from

LADIES

NIGHT OUT

Guy

EPMD

~t~~I

HeavyD.
Boys II Men

SQ UL
SOUL
SOUL

TLC
Shal

D~~~~

SlrMlxAlot
SOUL 2 Live Crew
Cyr,ress Hill
Mad Cobra
Mory J. BIige
Bobby Brown
Fu Schnlckens
House of Pain

ALTERNATIVE DANCE
CHEAP SEX sE;c~~~~~~~" 69¢ QUICKIES TILL 10:30_

$1 69
•

BEND-ME-OVERS

T~~~~~-

NO COVER CHARGE
Tl LL 10: 15

Wide
Selection
of
Styles

PH
Dr. Beardsley's

Super Clinic

A

EYEWEAR
McAllen
700 S. 10th

317 S. Broadway

Across from Pep Boys

Downtown

682-3126

686-7435
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African American
Awareness Week
Activity Schedule
Tuesday
February 23
12 to 1 p.m.
Band In the Circle
D.L.P.

Thursday
February 25
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
FREE Refreshments
Poetry• Skit• Music
UC Circle

Sunday
February 28
starting at 2 p.m.
Movies
UC TV Room
3rd Floor

Sponsored by U.P.B. and lntematlonal Student Auoclatlon

CROSS CULTURAL STUDIES
Live Teleconference via Satellite
February 26, 1993 • 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Media Theatre (next to LRC)
Teleconference will:
•
Provide a cross-cultural studies model for interracial,
intercultural learning
•
Demonstrate how to study and modify interactions
between racial, cultural and religious groups
•
Provide a positive curricular answer to the Rodney
King Question, ''Can't we all just get along?"
•
Demonstrate curricular and experiential strategies
for breaking down barriers between cultural groups
•
Discuss the next step beyond molt-cultural studies

Anger in Relationships
presented by

Bobbi Neyland, M.S.W. • Mujeres Unidas
March 4, 1993 • 12 to 4 p.m.
UCBallroom

FREE to students, faculty, and staff.

Munchies will be served.

This seminar is open to the general public. UTPAfaculty, staff and students
are welcome to participate in this live interactive teleconference.
NO CHARGE!
,...

PrCICdcd by The Univcnity of Texas-Pan Americai-Officc of the Presidmt.
University Program Board and CEED's Small Buainesa Dcvelopmcm Ccm.cr (SBDC)

Pracotecl by Ul'PA Couo8dloa/Advhemeat Center, CdmlaalJUldce aacl Social Work
Dcpu1mal1S, Ul'PAPoDcc Depattmcot, Mujcrcs UnJdas aod the UolftnltyProar"am Boan!.
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Registration changes
go to academic vp
Adan A. Gomez
Staff
Long add/drop lines and mandatory advisement as they are now
may be a thing of the past, if the
proposed recommendations by the
Registration Task Force are approved in March.
A proposal submitted to the academic vice president at the Task
Force's meeting Tuesday calls for
registration to begin later in the
semester than has been the case in
the past.
"With registration and telephone
add/drops falling later in the semester, students should have a better
'feel' for' the appropriate classes
than they have now," according to
David L.Sturges, task force chairman and associate professor from
the School of Business Administration.
Summer and fall registration will
begin with advisement March 22.
Phone registration will run from
March 29 through April 30 for the
summer sessions and March 29
through July 2 for the .fall.
Summer session I students can

drop and add by phone until April
30.
Students registered for summer 11
can drop and add by phone through
June 11. Those registered for fall
can drop and add by phone through
July 2 and again from Aug. 4
through Aug 18.
Students who have not registered
can also register during the August
drop and add period, Bill Morris,
assistant to vice president for academic affairs, said.
After that date, a student can drop
or add only if the academic department or an administrator initiates
the change.
As of this fall, only students enrolled in summer 11 or those authorized for other reasons can drop
and add during arena registration.
Only students accepted late by the
university or those authorized for
other reasons by admissions and
records will register during arena
registration.
This will affect students who normally wait till the last minute to
register for their classes. Also affected will be students who use
drops/adds as a way to "shop" for
classes that were filled or closed

during the regular registration period, Sturges said.
If a student needs to drop a class
because of a conflict in his schedule, he first must contact either his
major department or the department in which the course is housed
for approval of the request for a
change. Then he must contact the
department in which the course is
housed for permission to add.
"This will reduce what could be
called "whimsical" drops and adds
that contribute to long lines, "Sturges
said.
Departments will have authority
to initiate add requests through the
12th class day to accommodate students who have conflicts because
classes are canceled or changed
and for other administrative reasons.
If these proposals are ratified,
students may have to rethink their
approach at registration, Sturges
said.
"Rather than taking a reactive
role in choosing their classes as
they have been doing, this is their
chance to take a proactive role

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Father Burt Diaz of Brownsville carried out the distribution of ashes to senior Olga Angulo from
Edinburg during the Ash Wednesday service at noon Tuesday at the UC circle. Approximately 100
students and faculty attended the service.

See Task Force p. 9

Trinidad Gonzales
Managing Editor
A nine-month study on average faculty
salaries at Texas public universities ranked
UTPA among the bottom of UT System
Schools. The study was released last week
by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.
During the nine-month period of 1992 to
1993, average wages for full-time faculty at
UT-Austin was $57,224 while at UTPA the
average wage was $38,995.
The number of full time entry faculty at
UT was 1,912.2. At UTPA it was 246.2.
"One of the things that play into those
figures is that bigger schools have special
funding," Dr. Ted Von Ende, interim director of institutional research and planning,
said, "they can offer higher salaries."
Von Ende pointed out that schools like
UT have access to money from other sou recs
beside the state government.
"They (larger campuses) supplement their
salaries with private money and research
grants and attract big name people in
different fields," Von Ende said. "Our
salaries are based on appropriated money
from the state, (which is ) well up to 90
percent."
Money from the state is appropriated
through a formula fund, which has certain
criteria for funding institutions of higher
education, Von Ende said.
"Formula tends to reward schools which
have more doctoral levels than those that
teach more undergraduate programs," Von
Ende said.
Von Ende pointed out that a comparison
of companion schools such as UTSA and
UTEP is more realistic than a comparison to
UT-Austin.
Salaries during this same time frame at
UTSA are $41,185 and UTEP $42,103
F.J. Brewerton
The number of full time entry faculty at
UTSA are 314.1 and 398 at UTEP.
we had a quality program."
Von Ende pointed out the university
The library and computer facilities were
does not attract outside funding like larger
examined, as well as the credentials of
schools, because "we don't have Nobel
faculty, Brewerton said.
prize winners."
The fact that the undergraduate and
masters programs were accredited and reaccredited shows "an ongoing effort by
faculty and staff to reach higher, step up
and be better," he said.
Again, faculty will be called upon to

Business dean announces resignation
Melissa Downey
Staff

Angela Gonzalez

It's time to put in new and fresh leadership. Every individual only has so much to give to a specific situation.

Reporter
After 12 years as dean of the School of
Business Administrastion (SOBA), Dr. F.J.
Brewerton announced he is stepping down.
His resignation from the position to a fulltime teaching position goes into effect in
the fall.
When Brewerton's duties officially end
August 31, he will have been one of the
longest tenured deans in Texas.
"It's time to put in new and fresh leadership," Brewerton said. "Every individual
only has so much to give to a specific
situation."
Brewerton said he was "an enthusiastic
and energetic 43-year-old" when he took
the position of dean in 1981.
But Brewerton said he realized his 56th
birthday is coming up next month.
"Gee, (seven) percent of my life has been
spent as dean. Maybe there is life after
being dean.... ow is as good a time as any
to back out and let somebody else (get used
to the job)," Brewerton said.
Dr. Rudolph Gomez, vice president for
academic affairs, said he is looking into
appointing a search committee to find a
replacement dean.
University regulations require the search
committee to be comprised of representatives from each department within the

Dean F.J. Brewerton
School of Business Administration
school. They, in turn, select one of the three
chairs in the SOBA to serve as a member.
Gomez will appoint another dean and
possibly a person from the business community, and Student Government Association is entitled to a representative, as well.
The search will probably take "anywhere
from six months to a year and a half,"
Gomez said, and will depend on "availability of candidates and how quickly we can
conduct the search."
The committee will advertise in publications, form a pool from respondents, then
narrow the pool, he said.
If the position is still vacant when
Brewerton officially steps down and becomes a full-time professor at the SOBA, an
interim dean will be appointed, Gomez
said.
Representatives from the SOBA will be
consulted on the candidate.
Brewerton said his decision to resign was
not made hastily.
"I had begun discussions three years ago
with Dr. Ron Applbaum (then-vice president of academic affairs) to return to fulltime teaching," Brewerton said.
He said Applbaum asked him to stay

until the SOBA completed reaccreditation
and established a doctoral program.
"Reaccreditation is done," Brewerton said,
"and we're as far along as 1can get us in the
PhD program."
The UT System Board ofRegents recently
approved a doctoral program, which is
now waiting for final go-ahead by the
Board of Higher Education.
That could take up to a year, Brewerton
said, because there are four other doctoral
programs within the UT System that are
ahead of the SOBA.
Whoever replaces Brewerton will face a
situation similar to what he dealt with in
1981, Brewerton said.
Two years before he arrived, the school's
undergraduate program was accredited for
the first time, Dr. Vern Vincent, director of
graduate studies in business, said.
In 1985, the SOBA received accreditation
for a masters program, as well.
"We gave the students something they
desperately needed: credibility in the academic world," Vincent said.
One obstacle the SOBA faced was the
university's open admissions policy. To
counterthat, Vincent said, "we had to show

Financial Aid
Mailing Deadline
is Feb. 28

See Brewerton p. 9
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Baby boomers flex their musclf;!S
t's been a month now since we've
come to power and we've begun to
•
flex our muscles. Forty something
baby boomers, who once didn't
trust anyone over thirty, have even taken
on the "masters of war." We have arrived;
we have become the establishment. It's
just beginning to settle in; that what I
witnessed a month ago on our guru the
boob-tube is a reality.
Never in my
wildest dreams would I have imagined
Fleetwood Mac as the warm up band for
the President of the United States. If
someone had predicted it during the
Vietnam War protests, I would have known
they inhaled, and I would have replied,
"Must be good smoke." We've come a
long way from the tear gas baby! Yuppies
in the White House, our own kind. Of
course, we didn't start out as yuppies; we
began as rebellious idealists, or something like that.
I wanted to be sure that I was using the
term yuppie in a politically correct man-

I

ner, so I looked it up in Webster's.
"yuppie, n. a quasi-acronym for young
urban professional, noted for devotion to
upward mobility and for conspicubus
consumption."
I then dropped back to the H section to
check out hippie, because that's where
we yuppies came from.
"hippie, hippy, n. a term used especially since the latter half of the 1960s to
denote a young man or woman who
rejects authority, existing institutions and
conventional attitudes toward morality,
style of dress etc."
rom the dictionary definitions of
these two words, the evolution of a
generation can be tracked. It's only
natural and a matter of clockwork
that the next generation comes to power;
that the once rebellious youth becomes
the next establishment is inevitable in an
enduring nation. But what is interesting
in this generation change is the transformation from hippie to yuppie. My gen-

F

Voice in the Wilderness
Bruce Peterson
eration, the "me generation," has not only
come to power, but in in two decades of
getting there we have experienced a metamorphosis. It's all in the names. By
definition, hippie and yuppie are mutually exclusive, almost antonyms.
As hippies we despised the establishment, the "plastic people," who were
concerned with their material world and
economic and political power. Free love,
peace and the brotherhood of man, harmony with nature, "live and let live," and
of course, "if it feels good, do it," were the
ideals we hippies claimed to live for. Yet
somewhere along the road to utopia, the
mutation occurred and we evolved into
yuppies. Maybe we didn't take enough
drugs, or maybe we took too many. What
ever it was, soon we were listening to the

Grateful Dead in our BMWs on the freeway to a silicon life of consumption.
Gone were the communal tribes and tiedye; only to be replaced by condos and
neck ties. Our sensual god of social
reform was overcome by the silicon god
of upward mobility. From quasi-idealists
to vivacious consumers, we marched toward our ultimate destiny: political power.
I saw the manifestation of our new
metamorphosis about a week ago on the
cover of Newsweek. We are pictured
mounted atop the apocalyptic white horse
of political salvation, and we are in battle
with the multi-headed beast of social
injustice. But in this picture we have the
sword of power in our hand raised to
strike. We have battled our way Lo
political power vowing to bring change;
to transform our dying economy with
upward mobility. We're different than the
"Masters of War;" we're the masters of
sensuality, science and silicon. We're

entrepreneurs with a plan. for your consumerism, for your convenience. No one
will be left out in the cold; all races, sexes,
orientations, and domestic servants will
have a piece of the pie, a shuttle ride to
the sky. Now that we have the power to
fix it we can fix your job, your family,
your' education, your breasts, y_our face
and even your color. Trust us; Just look
at our track record. Michael and Mac sang
about it, just to warm us up. "Don't stop
thinking about tomorrow" because "We
are the World." So climb aboard; let's
build a tower to the sky; let's make a
name for ourselves on high.
"guppiessst, n. an acronym for quasi
governmental upbeat politically correct
and powerful intellectual entrepreneurs
of the sensual social silicon tower."
he only thing unse_ttling ab~ut our
new name is that 1t ends with the
sound of a snake. Maybe I'm
wrong; it could be the sound of
someone inhaling.

T
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Task Force views registration
through professor's eyes
The Registration Task Force has revamped the registration system,
hoping to make the process so smooth, classes will begin without interruption. That is, classes will be flowing only if seen through a professor's
or administrator's eyes.
The modification to get rid of drops and adds during the first school
days is a great idea, except that it doesn't work. It can't work because for
many students this is the only loop in the system which allows them to
go to school.
Certainly, asking students to plan classes three of four semesters ahead
of time.would work. It isn't a very big pressure, but students here have a
variety of pressures to deal with already. It's been said before, but only
because it's true: many students here work not only to go to school but
alsQ_tO.§u_ppQ.rt g,.ey families.
''Ut-\ ... ~OU AA~(NT fULL1 tXPI.Al~ED 'tiflAi YOO M£AA BY 'SACRIFICE'!"
This juggling act comes with a lot of pr~ssure. This task force wan~ to
recommend adding the pressure of planrung several years of school m
advance. What if a student fails a course? It doesn't just throw off the
following semester, it completely throws off future plans.
The task force is asking students to look at this situation as if it were a
simple black and white issue-either students take care of drops and
t's no easy task believing in somemake it seemingly impossible to trust .
adds before school starts, or they don't get the classes they want or need.
On the Rock On the Roll Now that the anxiety has passed (at least
thing you don't understand. TrustWe don't live in a black and white world. Many jobs don't cater to
ing it is even harder. Sometimes,
mine) it's time to decipher the madness,
Sharon de la Garza
student needs, so we need a school that will give us the convenience of
it's just down right scary.
and it's not the sole job of Congress or the
"Render unto Caesar what be- seems to be wondering what exactly is media to try and figure it out.
picking and choosing our schedules. With families to see to, our priorilongs
to
Caesar
... " Jesus made it clear in going on. The only thing they do underWe still have a voice when we work
ties sometimes change.

I

Believing scary t8.sk
I

the Gospel of Mark. It's a burden for
which we all are responsible. Our Constitution expounded on that common sense,
so how did the whole tax issue become so
mind boggling?
President Clinton's new tax proposal
would seem to most a sound solution to
our monster debt. Most democrats in
Congress support him as they rant about
the benefits of tax hikes, stimulus of the
economy (increased spending), and ultimately lowering our deficit. It really
doesn't seem too difficult to understand.
However, republicans worry the spending and tax increases will not do what
they are expected to do. In fact, these
republicans believe the whole proposal is
really not what it seems. Sens. Dole and
Packwood have told Americans that
Clinton's tax proposal is in essence raising taxes to pay for the increase in spending.
Meanwhile, we, the people, say we will
support the proposal if it is really going to
reduce the deficit and secure a worthwhile future for our children. Everyone
else, who have but the slightest inkling,

stand is that their paychecks could be
smaller, or that they might not even have
a job if their boss gets pinched for higher
taxes.
Stop the madness!
Are our generous tax contributions actually a way out of this deficit fiasco with
which we seem to have learned to live? If
not, what is?
Not to complicate matters any more
than they are, but the people we elected
are going to decide one way or the 9ther
on this matter, and its going to affect us,
good or bad. If they argue over it long
enough, it will become even more complicated as we find ways to dig ourselves
even deeper into debt.
The age old conflicts in Congress have
done it again. Gridlock is not fair play,
and the economy is only one issue suppressed by it.
The easiest way to deal with something
not understood, without being apathetic,
is to become a cynic. You're not gullible,
just cautious, maybe just a little leery.
Nonetheless, they unravel and retard an
already difficult-to-understand matter and

together. We are the people. We know
what our families need, what our society
needs. We need to elect our representatives accordingly. If it is not common
practice, it should be. If you don't know
what's going on in our society and beyond, find out so you can participate as a
responsible member and ensure a way to
become productive contributing to the
process as opposed to contributing uninformed sentiments that only add to the
confusion.
Unraveling hopes and possibilities for a
productive society are not arguments of
enlightenment. This kind of cynicism
creates uncertainty. It prolongs the solution. However, emanding to know why
we are stuck and how we are going to get
out is not cynicism; but responsible concern. It promotes a solution simply because it is looking for one. That is
something no one person or group can do
alone. Furthermore, different opinions
and interests are no excuse for gridlock.
Just knowing what is wrong isn't enough.
That's the easy part. To figure out a way
to correct and change it, is progress.

Suggestions received;
senator pushing alternative
Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed . Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those th.at are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

First of all, thank you for taking your time in writing your concern
about the lack of parking spaces and the suggestion to build a two
level parking lot. I wish that we could do that but unfortunately, the
building of two level parking is very costly and right now, we do not
have the monies to build it. But I am working on an expansion in
Parking Lot I and I will try my best to get the expansion. Also if you
or other students have other concerns or suggestions, please·drop
them in the SGA Suggestion box or drop in the Office (UC room 315)
Ginger Villarreal
SGA Sophomore Senator
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IIJilllllJ:11-Cadets to attend ROTC forms
February

s-~~~de!:r~.~e~~lene23 due March 1
attend a leadership summer camp
in Kentucky. Sophomores or juniorswhoenjoyamentalandphysical challenge in the outdoors will
have a chance to sign up.
This summer camp can replace
two years of the basic military
courses that are usually offered.

ROTC covers all expenses, including airfare, food and lodging,
for the six week program. The
leadership training program works
in three cycles. The first cycle will
be held June 9 to July 19; the
second cycle will beJune 16 toJuly

to Aug. 2.
Aside from training, students are
also paid and will be eligible for
scholarships that will be awarded to
students with a minimum 2.0 GPA.
AccordingtoMajorGaryLaFevers,
space is limited and he_said interested sophomores and juniors
should contact the Military Science
department at Southwick Hall or
call 381-3600.
Coming up this March the Bronc
cadetswillbegoingtoSpringBranch
near the Guadalupe River close to
San Antonio for a 21-mile canoe
trip.

Pol ice to offer
escort service
The University Police Department
will provide an escort service when
a substation opens at the Library
Resource Center Monday. The service will run from 6 p.m. till 11 p.m.,
according to a university police
spokesperson.
"It (escort services) is something
that is seen in other universities,•
Delma 1.o1:>ez, crime prevention officer, said. "Hopefully it will reduce
book theft and other crimes, making
this campus safer. n
University Police Chief Howard
Miller initiated the idea to provide
tighter security to night students.
"I feel that sinre we do not have a
pro-active mission to assist those that
stay after hours, the substation should
be a service to them and to all
students," Miller said.
According to Miller, development
of the substation is not to alarm
students. Instead, he suggests for

night students to walk in groups
when possible.
"We have been very fortunate that
we do not have a problem with
assaults," he said. "But, we have a
concern about the young ladies staying after hours ."
A phone number for the escort
service is being worked on, Miller
said.
Students will have the option to be
walked or driven to their vehicles.
However, if UTPA guards receive a
phone call, the escort service will be
put on standby.
The department is accepting volunteers for escort services.
"We are trying to implement students from ROTC, Student GovernmentAssociation, University Program
Board, or any other students interested in helping out," Lopez said.
Guard Javier Martinez will be in
charge of the police substation.

Diana Ybanez

Students applying for scholarships
may receive up to $8,000 per year.

_Sl_a=lff'-----------ROTC cadets are not the only ones
eligible for ROTC scholarships, according to Major Gary Lafevers, enrollment counselor in the military
science department.
Students interested in engineering, physical science, business or
nursing degree programs can check
two different scholarships, he said.
Students can use this money at
UTPA, or if they transfer, the scholarship money goes with them,
Lafevers said.
"There is no cost or commitment
when applying for ROTC scholarships," he said. "We encourage
everyone to apply."
March 1 is the deadline for submitting an application for a three-year
scholarship and April 15 for a twoyear scholarship.

Scholarships will provide an allowance for books and pay students
$100 per month tax free for up to 10
months of the school year.
"ROTC scholarships are based
strictly on merit, not on financial
needs and are aimed at attracting the
best students," Lafevers said.
If applying for a two year scholarship, the student must be a U.S.
citizen, have a minimum cumulative
GPA of 2. 5, have 60 hours, qualify for
initial entry in advanced course and
pass the PAE. To be eligible for the
three year scholarship, the student
must be a U.S. citizen, a minimum
GPA of 2. 5, a minimum of850 in SAT
and a 19 in ACT and pass the PAE.
Applications can be picked up at
the ROTC office at Southwick Hall.
Any questions can be addressed to
the military science department or by
calling 381-3600.
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16 A student lifting weights was injured at the II&PE II weight room.
The student was later transported to the Student Health Services.
• An incident that involved marital problems occurred in Lot A.
17 A student's tires were slashed in Lot C. No suspects at this time.
• A stude nt's vehicle was broken into in Lot C and a backpack was
stolen. Loss is estimated at $65. The case is under investigation.
• A vehicle was stolen from Lot I. The case is under investigation.
• A student was seen drinking an alcoholic beverage in the CAS
circle.
18 Two students were fighting at the H&PE II building. The students
were later sent to the dean of students.
19 Students were seen drinking alcoholic beverages at the Fine Arts
building. The students were told to leave campus.
20 A small portion of marijuana was found in the Men's Dorms.
There are no suspects at this time. The case is under investigation.
• A male subject was found in possession of a weapon on
campus. He was later caught and taken to Edinburg City Jail.

25 The Reach, Educate, Help, Advocate, and Broadening (minds)
student club will meet activity period in NE 214. Meeting is mandatory
for all REHAB members and open to all interested.
• "African American Women Leaders in the Civil Rights Movement,•
presented by Solidarity, El Sol, University Program Board and International Student Association activity period in the Ballroom. The speaker
is Professor Irene Ledesma. Admission is free.
27 Texas Special Olympics will hold a 25th anniversary regional
basketball game, 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and HPE II. For
more information call 580-8765.

March
1 Application deadline for Hispanic Center of Excellence Summer
Medical Program. For more information contact Dr. Sides at381-3537.
• A book table will be set up by the Baptist Student Union, 8:30 a.m.
to noon in front of the snack bar. Christian literature available.
• "La Cage aux Foiles,• a French movie with English subtitles will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in CAS 303.
• "Mountains of the Moon," will be shown at 7 p .m. in IA 101.
2 A slide show regarding graduate degrees in science and engineering at UT-San Antonio will be shown activity period in PS 124. Jerry
Keating, professor and associate dean, will also discuss funding
opportunities.
• Honors Society will hold a "Krewe of the Nerds" Mardi Gras
booth-planning meeting, activity period in CAS 175. All members are
urged to attend.
• Organization for the Discussion of English Subjects will meet to
discuss writing workshop, activity period in CAS 250.
• "The Role of a Trust Department in Estate Planning" will be held
from 9 a.m. to noon at NationsBank of Texas, Harlingen Banking
Center, 222 E. Van Buren. Michael Quinn ofNationsBank in Harlingen
will speak. For more information call 381-2325.
• A bake sale sponsored by Bilingual Education Student Organization will be held 7:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of the LRC.
• Young Republicans Organization meets activity period in UC 306.
All students are welcome to attend.
3 "Investing for Estate and Tax; Planning" will be held from 9 a.m. to
noon at Mid Valley Bank, 500 S. Missouri Ave. in Weslaco. Greg
Douglas of A.G. Edwards & Sons in McAllen will speak. For more
information call 381-2325.
4 Literacy Tutor Training Workshop will be held at 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Mar. 4 and 5, and 8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m., Mar. 6, at the Edinburg Public
Library, 401 E. Cano. The training course is free. For more information
call Lupita Sanchez at 383-6246.
9 HEB vice-president of General Merchandising, Scott Mclellan, will
be speaking activity period in BA 110. All majors are invited. For more
information call 381-3370.
• The Society for Human Resource Management meeting is canceled because of career day. The next meeting will be activity period,
Mar. 23 in BA 223.

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays. Organizations or individuals who would like to make announcements of events must drop by Student Publications, ESRH 100, and fill out a news release form.
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

· tions
·veeventhe
semester.

Pepperoniand Mushroom.

Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh system ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic computer gives
you a sharp, bright Sony 'Ilinitron display, built-in audio, file
sharing, networking and more. And thenew, compact Applee
StyleWriter~II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output

Theaffordable, new AppleStyleWriter UandAppleMacintosh Color Classic.

while still fitting within your budget. See this new system
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as service during college~And
discover the power of Macintosh. The power more .~
collegestudents choose. The power to be your bese "'

For further information visit Technology Resources at LRC-116
Ask about the Apple Computer loan
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Lamar, SWL hand UTPA two defeats
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
could not make it two wins in a row
over Lamar Monday night when
they fell to the Lady Cardinals 75-67
at the Fieldhouse.
The Lady Broncs, who fall to 1-10
in Sun Belt Conference play, surprised the Lady Cardinals in Beaumont last week, but Lamar gained
revenge.
"We didn't come out mentally
prepared for the game," Head Coach

Tracie Garner said. "We had a to ug h
night. We had played well at Beaumont."
UTPA, now 3-19 overall, finds
itself at the basement in the SBC's
eight-team standings.
"We have to get some victories in
these last games," Garner said. "We
have to try to move to third or fourth
place."
Dawn Beachler scored 16 points
to lead the Lady Broncs in scoring.
Belinda Bonhomme followed with
16 and Betty Flores added 14.
Lamar's Travesa Gant scored 26,
and Ramona Jones chipped in 18.

The Lady Broncs play at Prairie
View A&M tonight. Their next
home game will be next Thursday
when they meet New Orleans.
In men's basketball, the Broncs
lost a heartbreaker to Southwestern
Louisiana, 70-69, thanks to a gamewinning shot by Michael Allen.
The Broncs Jed 69-68 with 11
seconds remaining in the game
when Allen handed UTI'A the defeat when he scored through triplecoverage.
"We're so encouraged by the way
we played tonight," Head Coach
Mark Adams said. "I think we're

beginning to find ourselves as a
basketball team a nd th e guys are
finding each other's strengths . We
have a chance in these laS t few
·
to improve "
games to contmue
. ·
Greg Guy scored 3 4 pomts to
continue leading the nation in scoring. Chris Clay scored 12 ·
Allen scored 25, and Byron starks
added 13 for USL. The Broncs stand
at 2-17 overall and 2-13 in conference play.
The Broncs play tonight atArkansas State. The Broncs laSt home
gameisMarch 1 whentheywillhoSt
South Alabama.

Bonhomme, Beachler net high scores
the Division I game plan. She averages 16.1 points a game and is ranked
in three point shots and three point average.
Staff
"I'm hardworking and it is an honor to be ranked fifth in conference
On any team sport there are those people who stand out; those who because it is a tough conference to play in," Beachler said.
consistently perform above and beyond the rest. Most teams are lucky
Bonhomme and Beachler feel good about the Lady Bronc team. Both
if they can manage to have just one of these people. The Lady Bronc say that there is a good relationship between the team members. Both
basketball team happens to have two. Belinda Bonhomme and Dawn want to get to the conference tournament and win a game.
Beachler are currently ranked fourth and fifth in scoring in the Sun Belt
"I would like to win our last four games, get in the conference
Conference and are also in the top in other categories. Though their team tournament at fifth and maybe finish fifth in the conference," Bonhomme
has had a rough season, both continue to
·
said
perform well.
II F~r·Bonhomme this is the last year that she
For Bonhomme, being good in sports is
.,u.:• . . .. · . . . ., will play college basketball. She plans to
nothing new. She attended Thomas Jefferson
·
• graduate and use her skills as a coach at her
High School in Port Arthur where she aver_
home high school.
aged 18 points and 10 rebounds a game
_....,, · "I can tell my players some good stories from
earning All-State honors. She was also AllhereatPanAm,"Bonhommesaid. "Ithinkthat
State in volleyball. She kept up the strong
I will be able to tell them how to win and how
play when she came to college and currently
to never give up."
averages 16.7 points a game and nine reBeachler, on the other hand, has another
bounds. She is also ranked in the top 10 in
•-.,,,,,,,,.~.
year left at UTPA.
field goal percentage, free throw percentage
"I hope that we can get some more recruits,"
and steals.
Beachler said. "We have a good team but there
"I'm the type of person that will not give
aren't enough of us. We should have won
up," Bonhomme says. "No matter what the
more of the games we played but we just don't
situation, I'll hang in there. I'm here to play
have the depth."
basketball and finish school. That's it and I'm
Whatever happens next year, this year both
going to do it."
Dawn Beachler and Belinda Bonhomme have
Beachler also is no newcomer to basketmade their mark on the Lady Bronc Basketball
ThePanAmerican/LauraK.Kertesz Program.
ball. At Moore High School in Moore, OklaLike a Jordan or a Barkley or a Shaq or even
homa, she played guard, averaged 21 points, Beli nd3 Bonhomme (Left) a nd Dawn Beachler
seven rebounds and six assists and anchored a 1989 state championship a Guy, they have made their team better and have given the fans just a
team. That year she was also the state most valuable player.
little bit more entertainment.
"My top feat in high school was in a game against the conference's best
It's sometimes hard to see the road that was taken for a person to
team," Beachler said. "I scored 32 points that game and we won."
become a champion. In the case of Dawn Beachler and Belinda
After transferring to UTPA from a junior college Beachler fit right in to Bonhomme you can at least see what's at the end of the road.

David Hunter

·-ll

I

'Shootout' set ·for Saturday
McAllen Sports will host the fourth annual three-point shootout at noon
Saturday at their downtown location (109 S. 17th St.). All proceeds will
benefit "Teach the Children" program.
Registration fee is $3 or $8, which includes a T-shirt. There will be five
divisions: seven and under, eight to ten years, 11-14, 15-18, and 19 and
up. Winners from each division will receive a pair of Nike basketball
shoes.
Entry forms are available at both McAllen Sports stores, I3rownsville
Sports and Harlingen Sports. For more information contact Marc Morin
at 687-3971.
"
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TAKE OFF TO CAREER
SUCCESS THIS SUMMER
If you are a college sophomore and can handle the really tough chal-

lenges, then Army ROTC's Camp Challenge is for you. It's a six week
all expenses paid opportunity to see what the Army is like WITH
MILITARY OBLIGATION! It's a chance to test yourself mentally d
physically and earn approximately $600 for your time.
an

NO

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE
1609 k/EfftCll«llltJR
EOlll8tlR4, TEXlft 78539

210-383-8382

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact the Military Science Department located on the second floor 0 f S h .
.
out wick Hall
or call Ma3or Lafevers at 381-3600 for more details.

Bette r hurry, limited
. spaces are available
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Bobby Scott, Bronc outfielder, manages to slide safely back to first base during a game against
the University of Houston.

Broncs annihilate Prairie View
David Hunter
Staff

The baseball team trampled lowly
Prairie View A&M twice last weekend, but was unable to get past
Houston, which defeated the Broncs
three times.
On Friday, the team grabbed a 61 victory over Prairie View. Junior
Taylor Miller threw well, despite the
wet weather scattering six hits and
allowing no walks and raised his
record to 2-1 on the season.
Jimmy Eby, Craig Prusky and Scott
Pederson provided the offensive
punch to give the Broncs their runs.
Eby and Prusky doubled and
Pederson on a two-run single.

UTPA INTRAMURALS PRESENTS

In Friday's second game Pao Am
was unable to get the best of the
Cougars, ranked 18th in the country, dropping the game with a 3-1
score.
Pitcher Rodd Kurtz came close to
getting the win but a wild pitch and
a passed ball gave Houston two
runs. Good defense and a game
with no errors was not enough.
Houston pitcher Matt Beech gave
the Broncs a lot of problems spacing six hits, and leaving 11 runners
on base
On Saturday in the second
matchu p against Prairie View, UTPA
came up on top again 12-3 on the
strength of homers by Prusky and
Mark Reeves.
The rest of the team added with

eight hits. Pitcher Jeff Myers allowed seven hits, raising his season
record to 2-0.
·The Cougars took control of the
Broncs in a 6-1 rout in the Broncs
second game Saturday. Marc
Ottmers was credited for the loss.
The second inning gave the Broncs
the death blow when the Cougars
scored five runs.
Houston's Jeff Wright notched
the win.
On Sunday the Broncs again lost
to Houston, 8-1
UTPA drops to 5-7 for the season
while the Cougars are at 15-1.
The Broncs will play at Texas
A&M Friday and Saturday. A&M is
ranked fourth in the nation according to USA Today.

4-ON-4 CO-REC VOLLEYBALL Resignations bring changes;
Bronc athletics better off

ENTRIES DUE: MARCH 5
GAMES BEGIN: MARCH 9

Many things are always changing
in this world, some for the better and
some for the worse, while others
should. he..lefJ:...Untouched. When
things do change, everyone wants to
hear about it. The athletic department has gone through major changes
this year, and it's been for the better.
Of course, we all have heard
about the changing of coaching
staffwith both men's and women's
basketball programs. Men's head
coach Mark Adams, haunted by
the ghost of Kevin Wall, was left
with ten players and not one has
Division I experience.
Tracie Garner, the new women's
head coach, was hired in January to
replace Joe Sanchez who replaced
Tim Hicks (and all this happened this
season). Garner joined the team, but
three key players did not return
leaving her with only eight players
on the roster.

MANDATORY CAPTAINS
MEETING MARCH 5
2 P.M. • UC-32O
ENTRY FORMS AT UC-32O
CAMPUS CHAMPS
MAY ADVANCE TO
REGIONAL TOURNEY IN
ARLINGTON
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL 381-3673

Men's & Ladies

Wide
Selection
of
Styles

ON ANY COMPLETE PAIR OF FRAMES & LENSES
FROM OUR POLO COLLECTION BY...
Some Restrictions Apply. One Hour Service on most prescriptions. Offer Expires 2-28-93.

Dr. Beardsley's
Super Clinic

◄1 c

•where Our Patient's Eye Health Comes First"

/

RALrH\LAUREN
EYEW!li\R
McAllen
700 S. 10th

317 S. Broadway

Across from Pep Boys

Downtown

682-3126

686-7435

Rebecca De Los Santos resigned
as volleyball coach to move to compliance coordinator who replaced
ccoss country/track and field coach
Reid Harter. Oscar Segovia was
hired as the new volleyball coach
and had a tough season finishing
with only one win.

in the Texas-Arkansas region to
seventh.
Cross has had only two losing
seasons, one with the men and the
other with the women, as head
coach. Last year, the men's team
captured third place at the Sun Belt
Conference tournament. Very
impressive, as it was their first
to participate in a conferyear
Look at it My Way ·
ence tournament. It would
not be surprising if after the
Christine Diaz
conference tournament the
men's team came home with a
Hold on, there is one more change. championship title.
There is now a new man running
The women's tennis team curthe show as athlectic director. Sam rently has the highest GPA average
Odstrcil was replaced by Gary of all women's sports on campus.
Gallup.
The men have the second best
With changes like these, it is compared with all other men's
expected for these sports programs sports. Cross has had numerous
to receive much attention, while men's and women's teams with a
things that do not need changing GPA of 3.0 and above.
continue quietly and without noCoach Eloy Moran has been head
tice. It is now time to take a look at soccer coach at UTPA for five years.
the other half of the programs in the The Broncs soccer team has placed
athletic department.
fourth and third in the last two years
Coach Reid Harter heads the men's in the Sun Belt Conference.
and women's cross country/ track
We should also note that over 95
and field and has been at here for percent of all soccer players in the
eight years. He has been a coach past have finished a degree profor 16 years.
gram and graduated. Currently,
While in the American South Con- three of the players are involved in
ference, the women's cross country Honors program on campus.
team captured the conference chamIf there are any athletic programs
pionship four years under the guid- that represent the Valley area, the
ance of Harter.
soccer team is one of them.
Eight times the track and field
It is nice to know that the soccer
program has placed runner-up, three team has eight players from McAllen
in men's cross country, two in alone, not counting other Valley
women's indoor, and three in cities. Out of the 18 players that
women's outdoor. Harter has also participated in the conference tourreceived Coach of the Year eight nament this season, fourteen were
times.
from the Valley.
In the Sun Belt Conference, Harter
And how can we forget Head
has kept the same winning tradi- Baseball Coach Al Ogletree and his
tion. Under his training, the women's successful career. Ogletree starts
cross country team has placed third his 25th year here and is 22 wins
two years in a row, losing to the short of his 1,000th win as Bronc
newly added conference teams, head coach.
South Alabama and Western KenLastseason, he captured his 1,100
tucky.
career victory. Before the season
Besides athletic achievement, the started, coach Ogletree's overall
women's track team has the second record was at 1,111-511, which ranks
highest GPA compared to other him second in career wins among
women sports on campus.
active college baseball coaches.
Coach David Cross has been
While all the attention has turned
coaching at UTPA for eight years to the changes in the athletic deand has served as head coach for partment, programs such as cross
men's and women's tennis for seven country, track and field, tennis, socyears.
cer, and baseball have been pushed
This year, the men's tennis team into a small corner going unnowas undefeated until two weeks ticed.
ago when the University of TexasI thought it was about time to
San Antonio beat them. They have give each program and coach the
also gone from being non-ranked recognition they deserve.
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Finding a iob

Students find employment opportunities through Placement Office
"When I was recruited, my boss
said I would start as a sales repreStaff
sentative to learn tqe 'grunt work,"'
In an uncertain job market, stu- Flores said. "But once I learn the
dents need as much of a boost as trade from the bottom up, there will
possible. Whether for a part-time be a promotion. Every two years
job or to start a career, the Place- the opportunity is there."
ment, Testing and Cooperative Edu- Flores highly recommends that
cation Office can be that stepping students take advantage of the Placestone students are looking for.
ment Office:
Although the office is responsible
"I never used (outside employfor administering ACT's and other ment)agencies,"shesaid. "We have
similar tests, its main goal is to help the best opportunity here ....What I
students and alumni prepare them- liked, (the office) had companies
selves for employment, director visit on campus. You don't get that
Derly Guajardo said.
opportunity at an agency. Your re"Students don't realize what's out sume is just a piece of paper. Here
there," said Frances Flores, a May you have professors backing you
1992 marketing graduate. "I ran into up as references-and they count.
it (Placement Office) by accident- Agencies don't know who you are."
a good accident."
Another advantage of working
Last spring, the former McAllen with_the campus service~ that ~a lot
resident interviewed with Kraft · ofthmgs are understood, GuaJardo
General Foods USA, who was re- said. "(Employers) know you probcruiting on campus. Within two ably have no work experience and
months she was hired, and she may not be the best interviewer."
In contrast, students who choose
began work in June.
to
search on their own or through
Now she lives on the outskirts of
another
service must compete with
Austin, commuting as a sales reprewho may have an
professionals
sentative to 58 major grocery stores
edge
on
them
because of their exin the metro area.
perience,
he
said.
When faced with a choice beThe first step in working with the
tween Kraft and Bristol Meyers,
Placement
Office is to create a file.
Flores chose Kraft because, among
Students
fill
out an application to
other things, she saw a chance for
provide
basic
information, such as
mobility within the company.
work experience and major.

Melissa Downey

Organizations often call the office, hoping to set up interviews
with potential employees. Sometimes they request certain majors or
other information, and the files help
placem,e nt staff to locate eligible
students.
Meanwhile, the center regularly
posts job openings for part-time
work or internships.
"Part-time jobs for students range
from highly unskilled to skilled," he
said, and are often open to students
of any classification or major.

However, cooperative education
programs or internships usually ask
for specific majors and require a
student to be at least a junior.
"The job tends to be out of the
area ...sometimes for one semester
or one summer," Guajardo said,
and often involves large corporations or federal employment.
"It's a good way to get exposed to
the workplace," he said.
Guajardo encouraged upperclassmen to start working with the Placement Office as soon as possible.

"When you're ready to graduate,
look for a job a year ahead oftime,"
he said. "Register with the Placement office, prepare a professional
resume and attend events during
the year."
He referred to the many employment-related activities sponsored by
the department, such as Health Career Day, Teacher Job Fair, and
Graduate and Professional School
Fair.
One of the major events, however, is the general Career Day.

================================.
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"(This year) we are expecting 100150 organizations from the p rivate
and public sector," he said, ranging
from locally- to internationallybased, and representing a wide variety of fields. Some of the larger
corporations have included AT&T,
Kraft General Foods USA, M&M/
Mars and JC Penney Corporate
Headquarters.
"I still get excited at all these
opportunities. If I were a student, I
would say, 'Gosh, look at all the
things I can get my hands on,"
Guajardo said.
He encouraged students to keep
open minds about their skills.
Most companies will hire "any
majors," Guajardo said. "Hospitals
and school districts need accountants, business majors, media relations, etc.," not just nursing or education majors.
Another service the center provides is seminars on interviewing.
"Personnel directors talk about
expectations, credentials, etc.,"
Guajardo said. "Some are from the
Valley, some from outside. They
teach the basics of resumes and
offer formats."
In addition, students can use the
center's library, complete with files
on specific corporations, school districts and so forth; literature on job
outlooks and videos on interviewing and preparing resumes.

Campus benefit auction by alumni to be held Saturday
Jaime D. Garza
Sta.ff

The Alumni Association will sponsor a
fund-raising auction this weekend to help
provide more money for scholarships, and
assist faculty and students with additional
funds for special projects.

Fiesta, Pan Americana, opens its doors at
6:30 p.m. Saturday at the University Ballroom. Tickets to enter the auction are $15
and will be available at the Alumni Association office in UC 108 or at the University
Theatre box office in the CAS building.
Tickets will be available until noon tomorrow.

Gilma Salinas, chairperson for the committee on Fiesta Pan Americana said as of
Monday about 150 items had been donated
for the auction. The Association hopes to
reach 200 items.
The auction is divided into three categories. The progressive. table items will
consist of the less expensive items. Partici-

pants make secret bids and the item goes
to the highest bidder.
In the black board auction, which has
items in a mid-price range, bidders can see
what the latest bid on an item is and can
place a bid.
The live auction will include the most
expensive items such as 1Vs, VCRs.

Admission fee includes a cocktail buffet
and a chance to win a trip for two anywhere in the continental United States,
courtesy of Fantasy Travels and Continental Airlines.
·For more information call the Alumni
Association office at 381-2325 or the box
office at 381-3581.

UTPA announces Psychology department mounts
spring dean's list
One hundred and forty-two students, out of a total enrollment of
13,298 in the fall 1992 semester at
The University ofTexas-PanAmerican, earned a place on the 4.0 (all
A) dean's list.
A total of 451 students made the
3.50 to 3.99 grade-point average
honor roll, said David Zuniga,
registrar and director of the Office
of Admissions and Records.
The following is a partial list of
dean's list students.
Students whose names appear
on the 4.0 honor roll, by city and
alphabetically, include:
AIAMO- Richard C. Lopez and
\ Lorenzo J. Yanez.
BROWNSVILLE - Angela Marie
Gonzalez.
DONNA - Norma C. Botello,
Alfred Castillo Jr., Nancy J. Inch
Fitzgerald, Stephen Ellis Franklin,
Irma Lopez, Edward Padilla, and
Raejean M. Sanchez.
EDINBURG - Gabriel Acosta,
Jennifer Jewel Atwood, Kimberly
Wynne Butler, Tina M. Castaneda,
Christopher John Clark, Hele n F.
Compton, Magdalena Espinoza,
Anita Garcia, Criselda Garcia,
Bianca Margarita Garza, Jessica
Garza, Lisa Dolores Longoria,
Esthela McCall, Maria Alicia Ortiz,
Alejandro Perez, Michele Marie

Ramirez, Hector Requenez, Rene
Salinas, Abigail Sanchez, . Dianna
Lee Trower, Linda DiAnn Weiland
Wilson, Melissa M. Zuniga.
ELSA - Sonia Rivera.
HARLINGEN -Larry Don Bulen,
Jamie Lynn Tovar, and Eric Paxton
Warner.
HIDALGO - Norma Linda
Arismendez, Silvia Ma~inez.
othy E. Shelton, Kevin Douglas
Shropshire, Barbara Stone Sieck,
Dana Sue Smith, Kimberly Marie
Snyder, Cari Ann Tanksley, Keith
D. Upah, Shirley J. Weafer.
MERCEDES - Juana Becerra
Garate, Minerva Garcia, Debra S.
Wyatt.
MISSION -Angelica Avila, Donna
Markham Boland, Danielle Ileen
Booth, Pamela Brewer Caldwell,
Sonia Lee Marroquin Carnes,
Rogelio Cavazos Jr., Suzette Denise
Chavez, Maria N. Garcia, Rose
Garcia, Irma Y. Garza, Federico
Martinez, Juan Lorenzo Martinez,
Karleen Alena Mathers, Melissa
Pinon, Maria T. Ponce, Norma Alicia Ruiz, Maria E. Salinas, Jennifer
Ann Ste phan.
MONTE ALTO - Rogelio
Me ndoza.

see List p·. 9

searcfi for.-infaAt development stu<i\1..
Staff

Dr. Gary T. Montgomery
psychology

The psychology department is looking for 25
healthy 9 month-old babies for a research During the first testing, babies will be observed
as they play with toys, such as 1-inch blocks and
project.
cups or they will look for objects hidden under
Headed by psychology professor Dr. Gary T. the cup or a cloth.
Montgomery, the research's primary investigaPre-speech sounds, such as babbling will be
tion is to follow the development of infants who observed. The child's response to simple comwere hospitalized in Neonatal Intensive Care mands and imitation skills will be observed.
unit at McAllen Medical Center soon after they Motor skills will be observed, including crawling,
were born and compare them to local healthy sitting and walking.
babies.
Their preference for looking at pictures which
"Some mothers say they don't want their child · are "new" compared with a picture they just saw
labeled," Montogomery said. "This is not a few minutes earlier will also be observed. In
normal inte!Hgence testing, infant assessment is addition, their social adaptation to the test situatotally different.
tion will be studied.
"We don't make them cry. They see it as
During the second testing, parents will also be
playing games."
asked to complete a questionnaire about their
Montgomery added that the mother is always child's te mperament.
present and can back out any time during the
"What we are doing is a developmental evalutesting.
ation," Montgomery said.
The babies to be tested need to be in the 8 1/
According to Montgomery, NIC unit babies
2 to 9 1/2 months range, and will be tested again whose skills were assessed at nine months caught
at 11 1/ 2 to 12 1/ 2 months of age.
up when they we re at one year old with the
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national
average. They did quite well whe~:
.
compared nationally, but these results were:
from the late 60s.
!
Comparison was also done with a control!
group of infants from Las Milpas where infan1
assessment is done. The control group consist.so,
of participants in the research who were given;
the exact testing as NIC unit babies, but were:
•
not given any treatment.
"Alotofthe control (group) babies were doin~
the same or worse than NIC unit babies.":
Montogomery said. "We figured we ought t~
get a broader base control group."
!
Approximately 25 infants have already beeq
tested as part of the control group.
:
The infants are doing well in the testina
according to John Perez, sophomore, one ofth(!
:
consultants in the program.
"In general, they score very well," Perez said;
"They show very good outcomes."
Other assistants in the project are Florenci~
Espinoza, senior; Vicky Espinoza, junir; and
Jennifer Garza, senior.
:
The research is sponsored by the Minorit)t
Biomedical Research Support Program of tho
National Institute of Gene ral Medical Studies.:
For more information, ask for Florencia
Espinoza at 381-3327.
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They see it as playing games.

Leticia Cavazos
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Picaresque pageantry
University Theatre prepares for 'Interludes'
Lydia Puente

In choosing the cast I

Staff
At the
University
Theatre,
performers
laugh and
joke around,
showing
''._- o_·_=,_:·R AMA camaraderie
that comes
after working
long, hard hours together on their
latest production.
"Interludes," a series of five
playlets in a play by Miguel
Cervantes, is set in 17th century
Spain. The student theatrical
troupe hits the stage March 3, 4,
,5, and 6 at 8 p.m. and on March 7
at 2 p.m. in the University Theatre.
During Spring Break, the group
travels to El Paso for the annual
'international Siglo De Oro Drama
_Festival.
"The play is actually a series of
_five playlets," Linda Donahue,
,director, said. "It's an exciting
work. I worked with a wonderful
translator who allowed me to take
liberties with the script."
·Donahue said she has changed
the order of the sketches in the
show and has added a master of
ceremonies to announce the
· changes so the audience won't be
confused.
"I've added and taken out a few
things, here and there, that won't
affect the complete play,"
Donahue said.
She said this production is very
different from anything ever done
before at the University Theatre
"It is much more of an ensemble piece, and in choosing the

had to pick actors that
could work well together and could trust
each other.
Dr. Linda Donahue
director, "Interludes"
portray up to six different characters."
William Downing, drama
sophomore, explained that the
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz
characters the cast will be porDirector Linda Donahue
traying are stock characters, or
stereotypes.
cast I had to pick actors that
"It's a challenge because how
could work well together and
we
picture a character may be
could trust each other," she said.
totally
different from how our
Donahue said going to the Siglo
director
pictures the character,»
De Oro festival is an honor and a
he
said.
privilege; not only will they be
The production also presented
presenting the play to an internaa challenge for its set designer,
tional audience but the cast also
Tom Grabowski.
will be critiqued by guest judges
"Since we will be taking this
from Puerto Rico and Venezuela.
on the road, we had
production
Cast member Kirk Davison said,
to
design
a
mobile, light set that
"'Interludes' is a collection of
be
transported
easily on an
could
vaudeville vignettes involving
airplane,"
Grabowski
said.
dancing, singing and drama."
He
added
he
couldn't
use any
The 11 actor-cast will portray
of
the
existing
furniture
in
the
up to 43 different characters.
theater
and
had
to build an entire
"There are really no 'leading'
new set ,to fit these needs.
roles,".said Gerardo Gonzalez,
Some cast members commented
psychology senior.
on
the unique qualities of the
'"Interludes' is definitely an
play.
ensemble piece. What we are
"There are some asides, where
portraying essentially is a troupe
you
have the actors directly
of actors during Spain's Golden
speaking
to the audience in the
Age," he said.
play,"
Gil
Guevara, drama senior
Nelson Flores, drama freshman,
said.
said the play was difficult and
"A lot of activity goes on at
challenging.
once,"
he added. "I don't think
"In other plays an actor has
you
could
take it all in one
only one character to play, in this
performance."
production an actor might have

ARMY R0 l'C SPOTLIGHT CADET
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Special to the Pan American/Texican

Cindy Ransom, Maricela Perez and Jose Luis Gonzalez rehearse a scene from "Interludes."
Gonzalez said there is something to please everyone in this
production.
"No matter what, the audience
should be entertained," he said.
"Interludes" is funded in part by
the Program for Culture and U.S.
Universities, the Texas Commission on the Arts, and the Association for Hispanic Classical Theatre.
Tickets for "Interludes" are $8
and can be purchased at the
University Box Office. Admission
is free for UTPA faculty, staff and
students with validated ID. No
one under third grade will be
admitted.
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Cadet Sergeant Major Gabriel T. Garcia
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Senior
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HIGH SCHOOL:
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Airborne School, Ft. Benning, Georgia; Air
Assistant Platoon Leader, Army Resersves
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The University Theater
usually schedules about two
plays a semester, but that's
not the only
drama being
performed on
campus. The
Studil, ~ · a ~alle .
orium.JiS
to --~
i
ity
Theater, will play host to several
short and one-act plays this semester.
"Impromptu," a one-act directed
by Pam Caldwell, will be performed during activity period today in the Studio Theater as part of
the Brown Bag Theater series.
Director Pam Caldwell, a student in Dr. Marian Manta's directing class, said she hopes students
will attend the performance.
"I was mostly excited to see how
these people, without benefit of
money, wanted to come and act,"
she said, remarking that the actors
in the production are all students
involved because of a class or just
for fun.
"There's some really good work
in this," Caldwell said.
"Impromptu," written by Tad
Moser, is described by Caldwell as
"a psychological play. A group of

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

• Extra Income
• Advancement
• Future Retirement Benefits
Ifyou are 17-25
u/1 Sunday-Friday

Student productions
offer alternatives to
usual theater season

Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194

1-800-544-2562

We honor Visa - MasterCard

~~e~
The Nail Salon

FUTURE PLANS:

A career as an officer in the U.S. Army

"As the Cadet Sergeant Major of the UT-PA Corps of Cadets, I am learning
what it takes to lead, plan, organize and supervise activities for a large group
of people. Thanks to ROTC, I'm gaining invaluable experience which will
give me an edge once I leave college. The $100 per month tax free pay I
receive during my last two years in the program combined with my Reserve
pay of $150 per month sure helps out. I'm looking forward to graduating next
year and earning my commission as an officer. ROTC has been a real
challenge for me, but the rewards are worth it."

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
CO~'IISE TOU CM TAJU:.

Artlficlal & Natural
Nail Services

I was mostly excited
to see how these
people, without benefit of money, wanted
to come and act.
Pam Caldwell
director of "Impromptu"
actors are called together by a
stage ma
job.
t
n
a play and they can't eave t e
stage until the stage manager says
so."
The cast of the play includes
students Kurt Davidson, Diane
Marie Salter, Tommy Green and
Norma Pena.
"Norma Pena, has never done
any acting, except in a class, so thi 5
will be kind of her debut," Caldwell
said.
Michael Rangel acts as the
production's stage manager.
Caldwell said the play will probably begin around 12:15 p.m., and
will last about 25 minutes.
Approximately 15 plays are
scheduled throughout the semester. "Some will be performed in the
evening, some during activity period," Caldwell said.
Upcoming plays include Edward
Albee's sensational short play "The
Zoo Story."

He
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Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceanera
Accessories
We Deliver
1412 W. University• Edinburg
381-8556

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOURI
Each member of your frat, sorority, team, club, etc. pitches in just
one hour and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.

1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

BAR-B-Q-KING
CATERING

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out

SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

380-0629
110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

Sweet 'Temptations
1

Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads

·
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• Sandwiches
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• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates
5500 N. McCol • MeAlen, Tx. • 512-630·0307
Open: Mon. - Frl 11 · 9 • Sat. 11-5
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Jazz, countr.y, rock and Tish
New albums offer eclectic assortment of musical styles
"San Antonio Romero" is a playful,
and well-done response to Bob
Wills' classic "San Antonio Rose,"
western swing music and all.
Another delightful cut is the.
album's final cut, "Closer Still," in
which Hinojosa sings with ·as much
conviction as one of her musical
heroes, Patsy Cline.
"Culture Swing" offers a little bit
of everything for everybody, but
Hinojosa does this by staying true to
her Southwestern roots. - David
Hinojosa

Robben Ford
and the Blue Line
"Robben Ford
and the Blue Line"
Stretch Records

The ever-so-sexy Andie McDowell plays the eternally
optimistic producer who goes on assignment with egocentric TV weatherman Bill Murray In Harold Ramis'
"Groundhog Day."

Groundhog Day
Imagine gelling sluck in your leasL favorite day of the year. ..
forever. Leave it to Bill Murray to end up in just that situation.
Phil Connors (Murray) is an egocentric TV weatherman with
enough acid in his delivery to melt a car. His least favorite
assignment is covering Groundhog Day in the Original Weather
Capital of the World, Puxetawney, PA. Rita (AndieMacDowell)
is the eternally optimistic producer who goes on assignment
with Phil.
When Phil realizes he's stuck in the same day, he begins to
take advantage of it, especially with the women. When that
becomes boring, he loses hope of ever getting out of the cycle
and moves to more drastic measures.
This is a story of a man who has all the time in the world and
every chance to do it right.
If you love Bill Murray, go see "Groundhog Day." If you
don't like him, go see it anyway. This romantic comedy is not
to be missed. 0 - Laura Esquivel

Cinemania Previews
While "Army of Darkness" opened last Friday, the scariest
thing about it was reportedly its 77-minute running time. So we
won't bore you with the details.
Much better is Clint Eastwood's "Unforgiven," the ultimate
anti-Western, which returned to Valley theaters in the wake of
the Oscar nominations.
Tomorrow, three new movies will assault the screen.
The first is Michael Douglas' latest vehicle, the Joel Schumacher
("The Lost Boys" and "Flatliners") film "Falling Down," about
a nerdy Everyman who blows a gasket after being continually
frustrated by technology. It's been getting rave reviews, but
look here next week to get the Cinemaniac truth.
Secondly, as if one wasn't enough, someone in Hollywood
,_« :'. S"aw fit tb spawn ''Warlock 2." This is all the more strange
,....:'' ' .:· because the original film sat on a shelf for a few years gat!Jt::lring
dust. But it's goofy horror was enough to charm at least a few
audience members.
Finally, saving the biggest surprise for last (hold onto your
berets), Neil Jordan's critically-acclaimed "The Crying Game"
opens Friday. If you haven't heard about it yet, there's a muchpublicized twist at the end of the movie that has audiences
playing along to keep it secret.
Presumably, the normally-wary Cinemark was compelled to
bring the film because of its Oscar contentions and good
publicity. Perhaps this will set an example.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Jazz meets the blues in Robben
Ford and the Blue Line's self-titled
album.
Ford, a long-time session guitarist, leads this power trio that successfully mixes jazz fusion elements
with urban blues.
"The Brother," an instrumental
dedicated to Jimmie and Stevie Ray
Vaughan, opens the album. Check
out the group's rhythm section
(Roscoe Beck on bass and Tom
Brechtlein on drums) blasting out
the rhythm to the Fabulous
Thunderbirds' "Tuff Enuff," while
Ford cuts loose on some searing
guitar work, reminiscent of the late
Texas guitar legend Stevie. It's a
perfect song.
Other notable tunes are 'Tm a
Real Man," penned by John Hiatt,
featuring The Big 2 Horns-Bob
Balach (saxophone) and Dan
Foreno (trumpet}-and Bill Baublitz
on the keyboards.
Mark Ford serves up a burning
harmonica number in "Prison of
Love," which is also the album's
best song.
Ford's licks are precise and tight,
almost seemingly scripted. His voice
is smooth. For pure blues enthusiasts, this could be the album's downfall.

Spontaneity is the mark of great
blues groups. Rough, gritty, whiskysoaked vocals are trademarks, if
not requirements. Ford comes out a
bit short in this department-he's
been guzzling too much Kool-Aid,
or something. Still, this is a good
album. - David Hinojosa
Thanks to Sound Warehouse

for loan of Robben Ford's CD.
Chris Thomas
"Simple"
Hightone Records
A surreal blend of rock, gospel,
Afro-rhyt ms, !ltiitfMUes;"'\lSfmple"
is a sdli sopho~ore~ott-tfom
Chris Thomas. After drawing comparisons to Jimi Hendrix and Sly
Stone with his 1990 debut "Cry of
the Prophets," following up such
praise would seem no easy task.
Thomas handles the pressures easily on "Simple" by weaving tales of

Mark Collie
"Mark Collie"
MCA Records

'

~~.

~,J

Tish Hinojosa blends country, tejano & folk on "Culture Swing."
love gone bad with pleas for peace
and hope. The opening track, a
cover of Bob Marley's "War," rocks
with an energy that Marley himself
might not have imagined.
On the title cut, against a flowing
rhythm section, Thomas agonizes
over whatshould be the mostsimple
thing in the world to say, "I love
you."
Not all is sad and serious. In the
light "Party for the World," Thomas
appeals for peace and understanding.
In this strange and twisted genre
of rock music, there is a common
misconception that only white musicians can create great rock music.
For those adamant souls yet unenlightened, pick up "Simple." It will
open your mind. - Lydia Puente
For Chris Thomas' "Simple," write
Hightone Records, 220 4th Street
#101, O::BHah(f, e1f~J_:Jl£:rn<,
.n9ansll 9Jc

New MCA recording artist Mark
Collie gives himself a lot of lead
way in his new album which features the distinctive fifties style of
rock 'n' roll and the traditional country two step.
Collie's latest, "Even the Man In
theMoonlsCryin'," features a slower
beat that is easy to dance to with the
piano and steel guitar providing the
background melody.
The distinctive fifties style of rock
'n' roll and slow dancing is featured
in "Shame Shame Shame Shame."
Collie describes the pain and heartache that he had gone through once
before when he lost his sweetheart
because she was so cruel to him.
This song features the traditional
piano that was popular in the fifties
with the guitars providing the background.
The fast and up beat rhythm of
"Keep It Up," features the electric
and steel guitar along with the piano to provide an easy dance rhythm
and enjoyable atmosphere.
The slow and melancholy beat to
"Hillbilly Boy With the Rock 'n' Roll
Blues," gives the album a unique
twist compared to the other songs
on the album. Collie describes the
trials of a young man who can not
let go of the woman that he loves
but does not love him in return.
Collie's new album provides the
audience with ten new cuts to listen
to: ~'If-'yoo.' like thcusoUikf'of old
&JMi18P~itl1"''a praU'Jih tffl! background or the slide of a steel guitar
then this is a great album. Collie
offers a variety of country music
styles that could appeal to anyone.

Drawing from a number of different styles and influences, "Culture
Swing," is a delightful blend of
country, western swing, tejano,
Spanish and folk. As a whole, "Culture Swing" can be thought of as a
polished version of everything
Hinojosa has recorded.
The most compelling cut on the
album is "Something in the Rain,"
which is about the perils of migrant
farm workers who are in constant
contact with pesticides. The song is
delicately written from the viewpoint of a little boy whose sister
was poisoned. The soft lyrics are
seemingly innocent, yet the song's
message comes through loud and
clear.
Also, close to home is the album's
opening cut, "By the Rio Grande,"
which is a beautiful portrait of the
Southwest
JtJh' 'the"l'leaP.:West? whlct(1 has
r~@We\li fililrie ta'dio'a'ffpl«y(HiOOme
Tish Hinojosa
U.S. country music markets (none
in the Rio Grande Valley), "Louisi"Culture Swing"
ana Road Song" and "Drifter's Wind"
Rounder Records
To listen to Tish Hinojosa's latest solidify Hinojosa's ability to play
album, "Culture Swing," is to take a country, while avoiding the manu- - Missy Mata
retrospective walk in the San Anto- factured and recycled sound that is
Thanks to Sound Warehouse
plaguing Nashville.
nio native's career.
for loan of Mark Collie's m.

Arts Briefs

on the beach
Reggae and hip hop band Bop
(harvey) -- who performed recently
at President Clinton's inaugural ball
-- will play a general admission
show at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at
the Convention Center on South
Padre Island. Tickets are $5.

Comedian Tiny Mac headlines
Comedy Night tonight at 23rd Street
Sports Pub and Grill. For more
information, call 687-9399.

~

"Juice," a film by Spike Lee's
cinematographer Ernest Dickerson
and starring rapper Tupac Shakur,

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , will be shown at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
today in UC 319. "A League ofTheir
Own," starring Geena Davis and
Madonna, will be shown at 10 a.m.
and 1 p.m. Tuesday in GC 319. The
screenings are sponsored by UPB.

Why settle for a patty
when you can have aball?
TOMORROW, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26th
6 tilllO p.m. • Ladies ONLY• 18+
SUPERBODIES

MALE DANCERS
You've Seen them in PLAVGIRL & CHIPPENDALE
CALENDARS; they've been featured on
DONAHUE & GERALDO
NOW see them live at KLUB-X

The 6" Meatball Sub Only

Sl.69

r-~.......

EVERYONE WELCOME AFTER 10

618 N.10th McAllen 630-4376

50¢ BAR DRINKS, WINE and SCHNAPPS TILL 11
NO COVER FOR ANYONE including 18+
ALTERNATIVE, INDUSTRIAL, POSTMODERN MUSIC

JacroH from UTPA)
102 S. 2nd Edinburg 380-2625

White space works.
For advertising, call 381-2541.

---- -- - - - -

"Green Card," a Peter Weir film
Comedian Tiny Mac
starring Gerard Depardieu and
Andie McDowell, will be shown at Ana Castillo at 7:30 p.m. Wednes7:30 p.m. on March 4 in CAS 253. day in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Gallery is currently accepting subW. O'Neil will perform selections
of poetry, prose and blackmissions
on the clarinet at 8 p.m. Tuesday in
and-white
art and photography.
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Drop off your entries in CAS 266.
The Living Author Series presents Deadline is March 26.

ChildCarc:Julics Little Lambs. Near Typing Service: Research papers,
campus. OHS Certified, CPR, First reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Aid. References 383-0808.
Proof-reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Call 585-2838.
Night and Weekend management
trainee oppcrtunity available immeWriting services: Essays, research
diately at Dick Office Supply. Join
papers and resumes. Composition,
the DOS team and prepare yourself
mechanics, grammar. Call after 5:00
for a fantastic future. Apply in person
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
at 1807 North Tenth Street, McAllen.
See Luis or Reid.
Female Roomatc Wanted: Rent
$137.50 plus phone, light, food, etc.
Are you a closet doodler? Do you Non-smoker. 380-1510.
draw, write, or take photos and then
stuff them into a drawer? It's Okay. International Employment: Make
We're here to help. GALLERY, a money teaching basic conversational
student literary-art magazine wants English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
to get you out of that closet and into Make S2,000-$4,000+ per month.
the limelight. C,ome on by GAS 266 Many provide room & board + other
before March 26 and bring your benefits! No previous training or
doodles with you!
teaching certificate required, For
International
Employmenl program,
Pump up the Jams with Dan the man.
Sexy, ·exciting, fun male dancer. Will call the International Employment
do any female party. Call 630-9090. Group: (206)632-1146 ext. ]5863.
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Task Force from 6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"-upon registration," said Sturges.
The Registration Task Force also
recommends that the current
university-wide
mandatory
advisement be modified. It
recommends each department have
the responsibility of advising its
students.
If a department institutes
mandatory advisement, it must
notify the Office of Admissions and
Records so that student records
will reflect the necessity for students
to attend advisement in the
department to receive PIN numbers
allowing access to the phone
registration system.

participate
in
mandatory
advisement. The Learning
Assistance Center will continue
implementing
mandatory
advisement for these students.
"We believe that the departments
should be better able to fill their
students' needs," Sturges said. "To
help them create an advisement
plan, the task force has prepared a
step-by-step guide which the
department can use."
To make the advisement process
more effective and efficient,
Admission and Records and the
Computer Center are testing a
software program called On-Course
Degree Audit. When operational,
Students who are not majors of it will allow departments networked
departments with mandatory to a mainframe, immediate access
advisement will be issued a PIN to student records, defining courses
number at the beginning of their taken and courses remaining to be
college careers for use each time taken for the degree plan for which
the student is enrolled as a declared
they register by telephone.
By legislative mandate, only major.
If successful, this program may
students who have not passed the
TASP exam are required to be made an integral part of the

registration process,allowing
advising and registration to be
combined. This would allow the
official registration and advising
period to be scheduled much later
in the semester.
Several recommendations by the
Task Force have been made to the
administration regarding informing
students about th_e changes, should
they become active. They include
posters on campus, radio and T. V.
announcements and printed
material in the school newspaper.
In addition, a separate task force
may be formed to generate ideas
to ensure a smooth transition.

Souili Padre Island
Convention &Visitor's Bureau
Presents

"The new registration policy is
going to require a change in the
way students and faculty think about
the registration process by making
everybody aware of how the new
system works.• Sturges said. "We
hope to find a 'win-win situation
for everyone involved."

Brewerton from 6
improve their credentials.
"It will be an extremely challenging next decade," Brewerton
said. "We are entering an arena
that is supposed to be on the cutting edge. Faculty must be the best
scholars in the country, known for
their research and other contributions to their disciplines."

Aside from beginning the doctoral program, Brewerton said the
only real difficulty the new dean
will inherit involves creating stability within the school.
"During any time ofchange, there
is a period of instability," he said.
"If the new dean can't come in

here and get things going and
stable, it will be like a revolving
door."
Of the 12 years Brewerton has
been dean, Vincent and Gomez
said his biggest contribution was
the general improvement of the
school.

List from 6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHARR-James Daniel Carpenter, Marquez, Glenn Andrew Martinez,
Silvia Cerda, Rosa Nelida Espinoza, Maria Amparo Martinez.
Araceli C. Garza, Delia M. Jaime,
Also from Edinburg - Maria Rosa
William Carl Nyberg, Alfredo Reyes, Martinez, Rodrigo Alberto Mejias,
Michelle Ritsuyo Schwindt.
Alicia Mercado, Elizabeth Mora,
RAYMONDVILLE - Fidel Castro Donald Domingo Nega, Denise
Jr. and Judy M. Kochert
Ocanas, Lynne Orama, Jose Ortiz,
RIO GRANDE CI1Y - Kenneth Jaime Ariel Ovalle, Steve Palacios,
Luke Cox, Marcelina Rivas, Laura Maria L. Pardo, Julia H. Pecina,
Zelda Saenz.
Uvaldo Pequeno, Angela Perez,
SANJUAN-Don Gonzales, Beatriz Armando A. Perez, Bruce Allen
Gonzalez, Carlos R. Latin, Eduardo Peterson, Elizabeth Michele Phillips,
Trevino.
Jason Jerome Plumb, Inocencio
WESLACO-Janice Susan Casciato, Quintana.
Julianne Brinkley Chafin, Nelda A.
Also from Edinburg - Norma Linda
Montano, Yolanda M. Montano, Trevino Ramos, Eryn Lin Reddell,
Olivia Pena, Lucinda E. Yanez.
Emma]. Regalado, Rene Requenez,
HAVEN, Kansas - Brian Patrick Paul J. Roberts, Gary E. Robinson,
Cupps.
Rachel L. Rodriguez, Noemi
Margarita Garcia Ruano, Adrian
Students listed on the 3.50 to 3.99 . Salinas, Diana Salinas, Martha Nelly
honor roll are:
Salinas, Mauricio A. Salinas, Victor
ALAMO - Karen Theresa Calderon, E. Sanchez, Maybeth Shirah, Kristina
Francisco J. Hernandez, Betzy A. Deihl Sides, Nancy Lee Bradford
Lara, Jesus Moya, Antero Portales Staggs, Brian Thomas Stellpflug.
Jr., Guadalupe Rivera, Belinda C.
Also from Edinburg - Blanca
Rodriguez, Maria Rodriguez, Esthela Tobias, James Van Tolar,
Maribel Bustos Tanguma, Michael Rene E. Torres, Theresa Denise
Dean Tuttle, Margarita Cerda Trevino, Moises Vega, Luis Enrique
Vela, Oscar R. Vela, Napoleon
Velasquez.
BROWNSVILLE - Juliana Castro, Velazquez, Rebecca Vera, Patricia
Frances Ella Ibarra, Erica Anne Villarreal, Carrie Nicole Wilsher,
Sean Christopher Wrinkle, Cynthia
Ramos.
COMBES - Pamela Yvette Irene Ybarra, Yvonne Ybarra,
Maricruz Zarate.
Villarreal.
DONNA - Abram Alaniz, Barbara
ELSA - Alicia Moreno Cavazos,
Alvarez, Myrna G. Cantu, Jaime 0. Enrique Hinojosa, Jose Guadalupe
Estrada, Jose Maria Garza, Faith Perez, Roel Perez, Anna Marie SaliRebekah Hansen, Sandra Eilene nas, Sandra Capello Villalpando.
Schmidt Hess, Sharon Yvonne
GARCIASVILLE - Olga N. Ochoa.
Martinez, Nancy Ailyn Munoz,
HARLINGEN -JuanJose Botello,
Norma L. Munoz, Elias Ozuna, David Albert Canales, Eloisa
Barbara Lee Powell, Dalia M. Riggs, Castillo, Ricardo Omar Cavazos,
Jenny R. Ferrell, Alberto Flores,
Oscar Rodriguez
EDCOUCH - Rebecca Chavez, Maria Sylvia Renteria Gonzalez,
Gloria
Gonzalez,
Noemi Robert S. Guevara, Amelia Sanchez
Hernandez, Priscilla Ruth Monroe, Patricia R. Resendez,
Rodriguez, Rolando Rojas.
Millicent Camille Reynolds, Sandra
EDINBURG - Corina Aguilar, Rios, David Salazar, Christina M.
Deborah Lynn Anderhalt, Olga Salinas, Jennifer C. Sanchez, Jolene
Lydia Angulo, Laura Arteaga, Norma Michele Westbrook.
HIDALGO - Claudia Caballero,
Alicia Arteaga, Roel Badillo, Mirella
Barrios, La Tanya B. Bell, Gloria Siglinde M. Franz, Marilu Galindo,
Benavidez, Phillip Loren Boggs, F. Maria Enedina Garza, Hector
Dwayne A. Byrd, William L. Cary, Saul Garza,Jay Jay Guajardo, Sandra
· Jorge Luis Castaneda, Marco Anto- Luna, Maria Elizabeth Miller, Tifnio Champion, Olivia Loya fany D. Miller, Betsabe Salinas.
LA BLANCA - Deborah Garcia.
Chaparro, Mary Katherine Chavez.
LA FERIA - Hilda Berumen, Delia
Also from Edinburg - Derek I.
Copold, Rosa Alicia Corona, Santos Dominguez, Thomas W. Glasgow,
R. Cortez, Jorge L. Elizondo, Juan Alberto E. Sanchez.
LA GRULLA - Martina Garcia.
Armando Elizondo, Hesham
LA JOYA - Lee Jameson Black,
Elnahal, Laura Marie V. Esquivel,
Alberto Elias Flores, Annette Diaz Narcedali Trevino.
LA VILIA - Rumaldo Cisneros,
Franz, Clemente Omar Garcia,
Cynthia Garcia, Alberto GarnicaJr., Noe ]. Garcia, Rosalinda Garza,
Cynthia Ann Garza, Herlinda Garza, Angelica Loredo, Ludivina Rios.
LINN - Enrique P. Molina.
Laura I. Garza, Peter Alexander
LOS FRESNOS - Roberta Lynn
· Golleck, Marissa Ann Gonzalez.
Also from Edinburg - Myrna Hammers, Hector Rodriguez.
LYFORD - Esperanza Perez,
Gonzalez, Palmira Gonzalez,
Durenda
Ann Zamarron.
Andres T. Gonzalez Jr., Dorinda R.
Mc.ALLEN
- Stacy Elizabeth Adams,
Guadarrama, David Michael Hales,
Lindbherg
David
Ake, Carmen Laura
' Felipe Hernandez, Felix Hernandez,
Alaniz,
Yvonne
Alfaro, Julia
Denise Herrera, Wee Kieun Hoo,
Margarita
Aniceto,
Erlinda Leal
Argelio Jasso Jr., Lynn Marie
Barrera,
Harvie
Belshe,
Michael
: Jimerson, Pamela B. Krska, Jose
Hugo
Bianchi,
Delia
Yvonne
!. Angel Leal, Kelly Marie Leonard,
Lorraine Lopez, Paige Robert Billescas, Nicole Babette Blanchard,

Janice R. Cano, Maria Isabel Casarez,
Eusebio Castillo Jr., Selene Castillo,
Patricia A. Champion, Miguel Angel Chapa, Teresa Mae Chiles.
Also from McAllen -Agapito Cruz,
Jaime Cuellar, Leticia Marie de los
Santos, Roberto Diaz, BettyF. Dufur,
Kimberly Ann Duncan, Iris M.
Flores, Kenneth James Foltz,
Deborah Lynn Garcia, Juan Manuel
Garcia Jr., Laura Marie Garcia,
Andres E. Garza, Mark Edward
Garza, Ruben Dario Garza, Marisa
Gomez, Cynthia Gonzalez, Ruben
Gonzalez, Vanessa ~~Pµt;rra, Jamie
Dale Hansen.
Also from McAllen -Jeffrey Huston
Hewett, Monique Y. James, Wilma
Jane Johnson, Debra Deann Key,
Larisa V. Kritzkaya, Aimee Lafevers,
Miguel Rodriguez Lara, Gina M.
Longoria, Robert Miguel Lopez,
Emiliano Lozano, Patricia A. Lozano, "
Elisa Maldonado, Jesus A.
Maldonado, Gladys L. Mariscal,
Maribel 0. Marroquin, Esmeralda
Martinez, John Manning McLeod,
Esther T. Mendoza, Patrick J.
Minechello, Enedelia Miranda,
Rafael Montelongo, Melissa Kay
Moore, David Aubrey Moren,
Sandra Annette Moreno.
,.
Also from McAllen - Maribel Moya,
Robert Scott Mullis, Charles James
Murray, Keith Aaron Olsen, Norma
Estella Ortiz, Fernando Pedraza,
Rachel Camille Perez, Gloria Pinto,
Juan D. Ramirez, Sandra Reyna,
Daniel C. Richardson, Melissa A.
Rios, Monica Rivera, Isaias Cesar
Rodriguez, Rubisela Rodriguez,
Diana Edith Ruiz, Jobanna M. Saenz,
Norma E. Saenz, Raquel Salazar.
Also from McAllen - Sam 0.
Salazar,JesusA. Salinas, Tracy Lynn
Slayton Self, Patricia Jackson
Sharkey, Arlene G. Silva, Jose Luis
Silva, Mirosalva Solis, Yolanda
Isabel Solis, Eric Anthony
Steinbrunner, Angel]. Tamez, Kayli
Thomas, Andrea Veronica Trager,
Isela Trevino, Nelly R. Vladimirsky,
Jodi Rychelle Wachsmuth, John
Benjamin Warner, Teresa Lynne
Wilson, Jacob M. Zavala.
MERCEDES - Jose Ariel Barbosa,
Esmeralda R. Benitez, Sylvia Cano,
Carlos Javier Cantu, Jimmie Elizabeth Carey, Elizabeth Castillo,
Nelinda Cuellar, William L. Downing, Nelda N. Flores, Rosa M.
Gonzalez, Aaron Leal, Rosalinda
Villalobos Lopez, Cesar Ortega,
James C. Pemberton, Amy Louise
Rodriguez Nelda Iris Martinez
Torres, Nelda I. Vasquez.
MISSION - Victor Ali, Manuel J.
Atilano, Kelly James Bridgewater,
Rogelio Cantu, LuisA. Chaire, Karen
K. Cortez, Andres Noe de la Garza,
Josephine de los Santos, Michael
Roy Eiffert, Silverio Garcia Jr.,
Victoria M. Garza, Andres Guerrero,
Juan Gilberto Heredia, Cynthia
Hernandez, Mayra E. Hinojosa,
Timothy S. Holmsley, Heather D.
Horton.

The rest of the Dean's list will
run next week.

Road House Productions
with Louie's Backyard

13
= ~1~-ID-

March 6

Dwight Yoakam

Island Productions

March l 7

Alan Hay_nes_~;i_·
8

Margaritaville Records

& Jimmy Buffet presents

3

p.m.

March 19

TheIguana~

Sponsor~~;~a-Cola

Free
March 20 & 21 , =:=:,
pring Break Nationals .
·•:;;,

Car Audio Expo 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

·

For ticket information, call (210) 761-3003
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A free workshop for UTPA students, faculty and staff.

Thursday, February 25

Sunday, February 28

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. • UC Ballroom
Poetry • Music
Skit -"Black or White ... Not Gray!"
Speaker, Irene Ledezma on
Black Women In History

2 p.m. • UC 3rd Floor
Movies:
"The Life and Times of Jane Pittman"
"Mississippi Massala"
"Strictly Business'

Sponsored by U.P .B., International Student Association and Solidarity

CROSS CULTURAL STUDIES
Live Teleconference via Satellite
February 26, 1993 • 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Media Theatre (next to LRC)

Date: March 4 ,1993
Time: 12:00 - 4:00 P. M.
Place: U.C. Ballroom

Topics Include:
12:00-1 :0Op.m. -"Anger in Relationships" a lecture by
Bobbi Neyland. M.S.W. Mujeres Unidas.
l:15-2:45p.m. -"Resolving Anger Issues" - Small group
discussions.
3:00-4:00p.m. -Panel discussion by workshop sponsors.

Teleconference will:
•
Provide a cross-cultural studies model for interracial,
intercultural learning
•
Demonstrate how to study and modify interactions
between racial, cultural and religious groups
•
Provide a positive curricular answer to the Rodney
King Question, "Can't we all just get along?"
•
Demonstrate curricular and experiential strategies
for breaking down barriers between cultural groups
•
Discuss the next step beyond multi -cultural studies

Sponsored: UTPA Counseling/Advisement Center, Mujeres Unidas, UTPA Social/Work
Dept., UTPA Criminal Justice Dept. and University Program Board.

This seminar is open to the general public. UTPAfaculty, staff and students
are welcome to participate in this live interactive teleconference.
NO CHARGE!
!>resented by The University of Texas-Pan Amerlb{n-Office of the President,
University Program Board and CEED's Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
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• All l>oot/11 1,,, of ell1r91 to
1t11dent 0191nlz1tlon1 (food 8 91m1}
• '4111/c1/ Entert1/nment
N1/1mlty Jin, I ft/cit Nelly
• lllzz11d ol l11tlt1 o,me lllow
(1ome /11clty ll11dent c,n win
,,, to 1s00 In e11ll!J
• P1nc1lte Fllppln9 Cont11t
• l11/9n , M11lt Cont11t lor Clllldren
• lootll Conte1t (1200, 112S 8 /1S prize,}
• Collum, Cont11t (ISO, 12S 8 IIS prizes}
• Come 111pport 011, IJTPI 1t11dent
or91nl11tlon1 ind l>rln9 tlle ltld1, tool
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Reasonable arrangements for persons with
disabilities can be made. Call 381-2260 for
more Information.
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